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Russia: 2058, 2061, 2074
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Ryukyu Islands: 2412
Saar: 2333
Samoa: 2024, 2046-7
Sarawak: 2044, 2290, 2425
Seychelles: 2021-2, 2031, 2844
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Solomon Islands: 2046
Somaliland Protectorate: 2026
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U.S.A. Possessions:
2671, 2679, 2683, 2685
20, 2121, 2123-5, 2127, 2129-31, 2638,
2671, 2679, 2683, 2685
United States of America:
Uganda:
Tristan Da Cunha:
Trinidad and Tobago:
Transvaal:
Tonga:
Thailand/Siam:
Tanganyika/Tanzania:
Sweden:
London Postal History:
Cancellations:
G.B Used Abroad Stamps & Covers:
Postage Dues:
QEII Issues:
KGVI Issues:
KGV - Sea Horses:
1854-65 1d Reds:
1841 1d Reds:
1840 2d Blues:
1840 1d Blacks:
Surinam:
Sudan:
Spain:
T.P.O.s and Station Marks:
Channel Islands Stamps:
Postal Fiscals:
G.B. POSTAL HISTORY
CATEGORIES
G.B Used Abroad Stamps & Covers:
2347
Cancellations: 2843
Machine Cancellations: 2843
Ship Letters: 2075, 2083-4, 2087, 2125,
2159, 2365, 2410, 2796
Railway Mail: 2294-5
T.P.O.s and Station Marks: 2280, 2294,
2295
Overseas Destinations: 2087, 2090,
2095, 2347, 2348, 2486, 2805
Incoming Overseas Mail: 2323, 2365,
2409-10, 2562, 2574
Instructional Marks: 2091, 2843
Late Fee/Too Late Mail: 2095
Postage Due Marks: 2082, 2357, 2434
Postal Stationery, Q.V.: 2348
Printed Matter: 2843
Redirected and Turned Mail: 2078,
2802
G.B.P.H. COUNTIES/REGIONS
London Postal History: 2072, 2363
Derbyshire: 2142
Bristol: 2084
Hampshire: 2309
Isle of Wight: 2017
Lancashire - Liverpool: 2083, 2796,
2801
Norfolk: 2072
Scotland: 2076, 2134, 2189, 2309
Shetland Isles & Fair Isle: 2704
Irish Postal History: 2017
Ireland Pre-1922 - Postal History: 2364
GENERAL STAMP TOPICS
Air Stamps: 2266-7, 2269-70
Booklets: 2270, 2709
Cinderellas: 2266-7, 2269
Errors: 2499
First Day Covers: 2318, 2460
Fiscals: 2256, 2461
Forgerys - Stamps: 2407, 2473, 2772
Postage Due Labels: 2256, 2307
Postal Stationery: 2081, 2155, 2217,
2554, 2563, 2795
Revenues: 2256, 2461, 2773-6
Specimens: 2172, 2416, 2461, 2567,
2698, 2701, 2741-2, 2745, 2747-8
Telegraph Stamps: 2771
OTHER POSTAL HISTORY
CATEGORIES
Accountancy Marks: 2118, 2127, 2131,
2159, 2187-8, 2434, 2796
Advertising Envelopes: 2795
Air Mail Covers: 2079, 2139, 2267-9,
2289, 2460, 2626, 2707, 2709-10, 2712,
2803
Balloon Mail: 2120
Cancellations: 2771
Crash/Wreck Mail: 2090, 2095, 2098,
2132-7, 2191, 2193, 2268, 2312-4
Disinfected Mail: 2396-7
Early Letters: 2327
Express Mail: 2146, 2270, 2291, 2804
Forgerys - Covers: 2772
Forwarding Agents: 2080, 2094, 2119,
2125, 2801
Instructional Marks: 2189, 2193, 2712
Local Posts: 2709, 2795
Maritime Mail: 2357
Military: 2116, 2130, 2308-9, 2623,
2792, 2794
Military - Penny Concession Rates:
2085
Military - Crimean War: 2104
Military - WWI: 2076, 2106-9, 2265,
2514
Military - WWII: 2017, 2112-3, 2115,
2290, 2316, 2338, 2514, 2613
Military - Censored Mail: 2079, 2107-
9, 2112-3, 2285, 2613, 2643, 2645,
2648, 2653, 2656, 2658-9, 2661, 2670, 2675
Military - P.O.W. Mail: 2017, 2112,
2114-5, 2355, 2674, 2678
Missent Mail: 2792
Mourning Envelopes: 2574
Navel Mail: 2116, 2357
Official Mail: 2197, 2403, 2790
Paquebots: 2094, 2427, 2570, 2706
Parcel Post Labels: 2371, 2771
Postage Due Stamps & Covers: 2129,
2189, 2287, 2307, 2332, 2712, 2752-3,
2762
Railway Mail: 2265
Redirected Mail: 2078, 2094
Registered Mail: 2138, 2175-7, 2191,
2259, 2283, 2287, 2307, 2380, 2518,
2707, 2710
Returned Mail: 2193, 2712
Transatlantic Mail: 2083-7, 2117-21,
2123-4, 2127, 2129-31, 2259, 2518,
2796, 2799, 2802
Zeppelin Mail: 2138-9, 2803
THEMATICS
Airships/Balloons: 2803
Animals: 2200
Birds: 2207
Botany/Flowers: 2162, 2173
Bridges: 2207
Cinderellas: 2069, 2073
Coaching: 2072
Coins: 2086
Ephemera: 2069, 2704
Map: 2161, 2304
Literature - Non Philatelic: 2196
Magazines: 2086
Newspapers: 2280, 2364, 2705, 2711
Photographs: 2707
Postage Dues Stamps: 2833
Picture Postcards: 2142
Printing: 2140, 2704
Packets: 2705, 2711, 2804, 2833
Picture Postcards: 2142
Photographs: 2707
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The Circle was founded in 1956 to promote the study of the stamps and postal history of Spain and its former colonies.

We offer:
- Annual Postal Auction
- Thriving U.K. Packet
- Spring Weekend Meeting in Bournemouth.
- Trips to Spain for Philatelic Events (Malaga in 2018)
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CARTONS & BOXES

2001 THREE CARTONS containing multiple albums and stockbooks of mint and used material from commonwealth, GB and whole world. In all aspects this can be considered a foundation collection but it does contain some early Victorian examples in GB and a small selection of earlier material from other countries also. Some elements are nicely written up and could stand as an excellent starter collections in themselves. (Many 1000s). PHOTO - see website.

2002 TWO CARTONS holding 9 binders/book stock with the miscellany of mostly modern FDCs and commemorator covers. Some useful earlier types e.g. 1957 Sutton Coldfield Scouts, noted. Also some Kong Kong & China 1980s covers, prestige bktl. pane covers, etc. (Few 100s stamps & few 100s covers) PHOTO - see website.

2003 TWO CARTONS with the extensive accumulation of Royalty themed mint stamps & mini sheets in a variety of binders, folders, packets & boxes, much purchased as ‘new issues’. Lot also includes Lindner Album with the collection of 36 UN mini sheets. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.

2004 LARGE FLAT CARTON with the accumulation of stock sheets & cards filled with a diverse range of issues incl. modern Commonwealth, KGV1 South Africa, middle-period Eastern Europe, modern Portugal, etc. (Few 1,000s) PHOTO - see website.

2005 LARGE CARTON housing several binders/albums with the collections of Worldwide issues, with interest in ex-Soviet block countries, Turkey, Vatican, Venezuela, etc. (Few 1,000s) PHOTO - see website.

2006 CARTON with the accumulation of stock pages, album pages, old auction lots, dealers stock, covers, etc. Wide range of mostly Commonwealth countries represented incl. mint New Zealand, South Africa, Burma, Basutoland, Stellaland, etc. Lot also includes extensive range of KGV control singles (100+) and a range of attractive 19th Century French advertising cards. A good ‘sorter’. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.

2007 CARTON housing a number of stock books with a variety of thematic collections, with many of the more popular subjects, e.g. birds, railways, aircraft, etc. Also incl. apparently complete KGV1 Coronation series mint and a qty. of complete c.t.o. & mint sheets from Yemen, Spain, etc. (Many 1,000s) PHOTO - see website.

2008 CARTON holding three large paper files with the accumulation of Foreign & Commonwealth miniature sheets. Great variety. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.

2009 CARTON housing a qty. of binders with the collection of thematics incl. maritime, aviation (many ‘Spitfire’ covers), football and a collection of issues commemorating Pope Paul VI. Various other Worldwide issues and some mint GB. Also a large qty. Hawid type mounts. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.

2010 LARGE SHOE BOX with the diverse collection of early to modern Worldwide Postal History. Lot incl. better early Air Mails & First Flights from Europe & Commonwealth, USA WWII Patriotic covers, early Dutch colonial r/p PPCs, etc. Inspection will undoubtedly reward. (c.200+) PHOTO - see website.

SMALLER CARTONS, BOXES, ETC.

2011 SMALL CARTON with the accumulation of Foreign & Commonwealth stamps & covers. Mainly ex-dealer’s lots, with many good sets & singles to be found. We note Barbados 1920 Tercentenary set to 1/- mint, QELII Nyasaland vals. to 20/- mint, 1973 Wallis & Futuna sets, 1943 Cairo-Karachi crash cover, Cuba 1928 First Flight, GB 1960s Ord. & Phos. FDCs, Japan POW card, GB QV mail, Rhodesia Revenues to £10, etc. A very diverse assortment, but with many valuable items. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.

2012 SMALL CARTON with the accumulation of ex-dealer’s lots, stamps on cards, in packets, covers, etc. Good range of mainly middle period Commonwealth & Foreign issues. Worthy of inspection. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.

2013 SMALL CARTON holding an accumulation of retired dealer’s lots, incl. stamps in packets, on cards, early postcards, covers, etc. Mostly earlier Commonwealth but also some GB incl. mint Machin blocks. A useful ‘sorter’. (Few 100s). PHOTO - see website.

2014 SMALL CARTON with the accumulation of Foreign & Commonwealth ex-dealer’s lots on cards, in packets, a few covers, etc. Some interest in Hong Kong. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.

2015 BOX FILE with the accumulation of Worldwide mini sheets. Mostly mint with some highly catalogueed imperf. types. Great thematic appeal. (100s) PHOTO - see website.

MICHELSENES SMALL COLLECTIONS

2016 POCKET-SIZED STOCK BOOK with the main interest being in a group of early (1857-64) Ceylon imperf. issues incl. ½d, 2d (2), 5d, 6d, 8d & 1/- The 8d value, mint with ‘Star’ wmk. is not guaranteed. Lot also incl. Ceylon 1872 96c drab, an unused wing-margin example, SG 132 £275 plus a used 3 margin GB 1840 1d black and a range of used 1d reds. (c.60 stamps) PHOTO - see website.

2017 MICHELSENES SOCIAL/POSTAL HISTORY, DOCUMENTS, PRINTS, COVERS, ETC: Interesting lot which includes 1818 electoral poster from a prospective MP for Norwich, group of 31 O.W. ELs with “ISLE OF WIGHT” or “ISLE OF WIGHT” marks, collection of 1d red franked covers with Irish cancels, 1957 Gilbert & Ellice cover with B.F.P.O. Christmas Island cancels, 1941 GPO colourful Greetings Telegram with gold env., 1699-1705 group of letters with Bishop marks, various early engravings of Wales, various QV period Railway documents (memoranda) and 8 Sept. 1945 edition of “Die Wochenpost” a newspaper for German POWs in GB, the headline reporting Japanese surrender on USS Missouri, etc. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.
ALBUMS, STOCKBOOKS, ETC.

**2018 STOCK BOOK PAGES** with the used, mostly early collections of Thailand, Chile & India. Also a small qty. of Aden States. Amongst the India we note 1854-55 ½a blue (7), 1a red (2) & 2a green (3) all in mixed condition the remainder of the issues being mainly Officials or fiscal types. Aden States includes several KGVI used sets to 5/- or 5r values. *(Few 100s)* PHOTO - see website.

**BRITISH COMMONWEALTH COLLECTIONS**

**2019 FLAT CARTON** with the miscellany of early to modern Commonwealth issues on stock sheets & album leaves. Many better sets present incl. Ireland 1937 2/6d to 10/- high vals. mint (£450), QEII Singapore mint to $5, much mint Malaya to $5 values, Basutoland 1961 QEII decimal Surcharges to 1R on 10/- (3 types), Apr. 1931 Burma-London First Flight cover, QEI Cyprus & Gibraltar to £1 values, South Africa KGVI mint Air, SJ sets, KGVI India mint, etc. *(Few 100s)* PHOTO - see website. £100

**2020 SMALL CARTON OF MINT & USED STAMPS (INC. GB):** Range from many countries with good early Australia, Barbados, Cyprus, India/Indian States, New Zealand, Trinidad, etc. incl Leeward Islands KGVI mint £1, New Zealand 1906 mint Exhibition set of 4 SG 370/3 £275, etc. Thorough inspection recommended (qty) PHOTO - see page 10. £150

**2021 A MIXED COLLECTION** of Seychelles, Suriname and Newfoundland c.1890s to c.1970s. Seychelles mainly commemorative covers but one a 4c Red p.stat card (16 April 1895) uprated with 2 cent (green & red) SG1 to Germany with nice ‘ULM Bahnhof’ arrival mark (1 May 1895). Newfoundland is only the 1933 mint set commemorating the 350th anniversary of settlement. SG236 - 249, Cat. £110. Suriname presents a series of covers and postal stationery that links in part with British Guiana or transit via UK. Inc EL with contents 20 Dec 1873 with receiving mark (Helmond 14 Jan 1874). A lot with an interesting mix for further research. *(Qry.)* PHOTO - see website. £220

**2022 QV-KGVI MIXTURE MOSTLY ON CARDS:** inc. GB inc. 1841 1d red with numbered London MX (5, inc. 3 with four SG 'New') inc 1852 3d. Estimate The mainly used collection inc used QV late period values (reprints) to 1/-, 1919 1c to 36c, 1928-29 values to 28c and 1933 Air set. Used registration 2c (3), 5c (2) & 8c. Also special delivery and postage dues. Newfoundland (19) inc 1880 £10 brown (3), 1898 £10 lilac (4) & 1909 £5 deep blue (2). *(c110 items)* PHOTO - see page 10. £160

**2023 THE BRITISH ASIA & PERSIAN GULF COLLECTION ON LEA VES:** The mainly used collection inc Bahrain (19) 1933 - 37 ½a to 1r, Buruma (26), Burma (19) inc 1933 3p to 2r and service values to 1r. Ceylon (160) incl a small range of imperf issues to 8d and perforated to 2,-; 1885 1r 12c (both), 1899-1900 2c to 2r 25c and a small range of mint KGVI to 2r. Maldives Islands (13), British PO in China (14), Hong Kong (64) incl a few surcharges. Kuwait (37) inc 1923-24 values to 2r and 1933-34 Air set. Iraq (183) inc 1918-21 ½a on 5p to 10r on 100pa 1923-25 ½a to 10r and a good range of official issues. Palestine (87) inc some postage dues and Trans Jordan (55) mostly lower values. Generally fine. PHOTO - see website. £300

**2024 THE MINT & USED AUSTRALASIA COLLECTION ON LEAVES:** The mint and used collection with New Hebrides (13) with values to 1/-, Tonga (60) 1868-1924 inc used 1897 ½d to 2/6d + a mint 2/6d and Official 1893 1d to 1/- (a little gum toned). Nauru (26) inc mint 1910-23 ½d to 1/- and CTO 1924-34 3d & ½d. British Solomon Islands (47) inc used 1907 ½d to 1/-, 1914-23 ½d to 5/- and 1923-31 values to 10/- Cook Islands (59) 1892-1932 inc used 1892 1d, 2½d & 10d. mint 1919 ½d to 1r, 1920 ½d to 1r and 1932 2½d to 1/. Fiji (94) 1871-1935 incl a small selection of mostly used early issues, used 1903 ½d to 5/-, 1906-12 ½d to 5/-, 1912-23 ¼d to 5/- & 1922-27 ½d to 5/- Gilbert & Ellice Islands (34) 1911-35 mostly incl used 1911 ½d to 2d + 5d, 1912-24 ¼d to 5/- and 1922-27 ½d to 10/-. Aitutaki (19) 1911-20 inc mint 1920 ½d to 1/-, Nine (50) 1902-35 used inc 1931 Fiscal 2/- & 5/-. Penrhyn Island (21) and Samoa (108) 1886-1935 with a good range of used early surcharges, 1914 values to 9d, 1914-15 ½d to 1/- 1914 ½d to 1/-. Mostly fine. PHOTO - see website. £440

**2025 AUSTRALIAN STATES, NEW ZEALAND, FIJI, ETC:** Album leaves with the QV-KGVI used (a few mint) collections of Australia (mainly States), New Zealand - with better items incl. 3/- Admirals (2), long type postal fiscales to £1 rose, Arms types to 15/- & 1 l. Mt Cook 5/- vermilion, 1935 Pictorial definsets, etc. Also, a range of mostly KEVII/KGV Fiji issues. *(Few 100s)* PHOTO - see website. £400

**2026 BRITISH AFRICA MIXTURE OF MINT SETS:** Bechuanaland 1897 set of 7 SG59-65; Gold Coast KEVII unissued ½d/green and red ovpt SPECIMEN (no gum, tone spots on the back) SG69s £350; Rhodesia & Nyasaland 1954-56 set of 16 SG 1-15; Somaliland 1953-58 set of 12 SG 137-48; and Southern Rhodesia 1942-29 Admiral set of 14 plus ½d green imperf between upper margin SG1-14. SG £1000. *(Photo - see page 10.)* £100

**2027 IMPEX USED & BRITISH SOMALILAND 1961 QEII DECIMAL SURCHARGES TO 1R ON 10/- (3 TYPES), APR. 1931 BURMA-LODON FIRST FLIGHT COVER, QEI CYPRUS & GIBRALTAR TO £1 VALUES, SOUTH AFRICA KGVI MINT AIR, SJ SETS, KGVI INDIA MINT, ETC.** *(Very mixed condition.)* PHOTO - see website. £300

**2028 BRITISH EUROPE COLLECTION:** The collection on leaves with GIBRALTAR inc used 1886 ½d to 4d, 1886-87 ½d to 4d plus unused 6d & mint 1/-, 1889 5c to 75c (the 40c is mint), 1889-96 5c to 5p, 1899 ½d to 1/-, 1903 ½d to 2/-, 1904-08 5d to 2/- (the 6d is mint), 1912-24 to 1/- plus mint 2/- to £1, 1925-32 ½d to 5/- and 1931-33 1d to 3d. BRITISH LEVANT 1885-1921 used inc Turkish Currency 1902-03 40pa to 24pi and 1921 80pa to 180pi. Also small sections of Heligoland and Batum. Mixed condition but many are fine. *(195)* PHOTO - see website. £460

**2029 UK. INC EL WITH CONTENTS 20 DEC 1873 WITH RECEIVING MARK (HELMOND 14 JAN 1874). A LOT WITH AN INTERESTING MIX FOR FURTHER RESEARCH. (QRY.)** PHOTO - see website. £400
1921-1950s WEST INDIES, PACIFIC & INDIAN OCEAN ISLANDS ETC. MIXTURE OF MINT SETS - inc. Antigua 1938-51 & 1953-62 sets of 12 & 15 SG98-109, 120a-134; British Guiana 1945-24c booklet; British Solomon 1960 £1 booklet SG SB4; Cayman 1938-48 defins set of 14 SG115-126; Ceylon 1935-36 pictorials set of 11 SG 368-78 and 1938 2r black & Carmine block of four SG396; Cook Is 1921 Ratonga ovpts set of 5 SG 76-80. Good to fine unmounted or mounted; SG £765.

PHOTO - see website.

THE MAINLY USED COLLECTIONS: MAURITUS & SEYCHELLES: Used 1859-1935 Mauritius (168) collection inc 1859-61 6d & 1/- (both), 1863-72 values to 6d, 1878 3c to 2r 50c, 1895-99 1c to 18d, 1904-07 1c to 1r, 1910 values to 10r, 1921-26 values to 10r and 1935 Jubilee set. Also 1890-1935 Seychelles (102) mint & used collection inc. used 1890 2c to 48c, 1893 values to 90c, 1893 3c to 45c, 1896 36c on 45c, 1903 values to 2.25r, 1906 2c to 2r 25c, 1912-16 2c to 2r 25c and mint 1935 Jubilee issue. Mostly fine. PHOTO - see website.

BRITISH GUIANA & BRITISH HONDURAS: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with the QV-KGV mint & used collections. Many useful early sets & singles with KEVII values to S1. (c.215) PHOTO - see website.

BRITISH SOUTHERN AFRICA: COGH, Northern & Southern Rhodesia QV-KGV ranges on SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages. COGH selection incl. ‘triangulars’ (5) to 1/- and “MAFEEKING BESIEGED” opts. 1d on ½d vermilion mint and 6d on 2d (Buchananland Protectorate type) used. Northern Nigeria KGV defines to 5/- mint or use, Southern Nigeria KGV ‘Admirals’ to 2/6d & 1931-37 defines to 5/- used. Mixed condition. Inspection advised. (c.110) PHOTO - see website.

BRITISH AFRICA: Album with the mainly KGV-QEII collection of mint & used issues for Nyasaland, Rhodesia & Nyasaland & Sierra Leone, but also incl. some Niger Coast, KGV1 BMA/BA Somalia & QEII St. Helena. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.

BURMA, CEYLON, INDIA & PAKISTAN: Album with the QV-KGV/early QEII used collection. Many better high values noted incl. India QV to 5r, KEVII to 15r, KGV & KGVI to 25c, etc. Also 1948 Gandhi 10r fine used & 1937 Burma to 10r. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.

CANCELLATIONS: Three stockbooks containing the QV to QEII collection of cancellations on adhesives and pieces selected for the quality of strike. Arranged in alphabetical order with all continents represented. Much of thematic interest. An interesting lot. (Some 100’s) PHOTO - see website.

CLUB BOOKLETS: Approx. 47 circulated Commonwealth & GB club booklets with good pickings remaining. Amongst better items we note Australia 10/- roses mint & 10/- pink & grey ‘Roo’ on piece, Montserrat KGV 5/- mint, Kedah SS 14s mint and the vary scarce Bahamas 1918 1/- War Tax opt. used, SG 95 £180. Well worth viewing. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.

QV-KGV MISCELLANEOUS: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with mint & used ranges from various territories incl. Bahrain, Batum, Burma, Heligoland, Ireland & Kuwait. Also, a good selection of Cyprus with QV vals. to 12pi, KEVII to 18pi, KGV to 18pi, etc. (c.185) PHOTO - see website.

COMMONWEALTH MISCELLANEOUS: Quantity of old album leaves & stock sheets with mainly early issues of various countries. Interest in QV Gibraltar issues, QV Cold Coast, QV Gambia (noting 2 x 1/- green with minor faults), QV India, Federated Malay States ‘Tigers’, etc. We note KGVI BMA Malaya overprint on scarch $5 red on green mint SG 17 (£110) & Kedah 1937 S2 Sultan mint SG 67 (£130). A very useful lot. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.

MOOROCCO AGENCIES & BRITISH LEVANT: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with the QV-KGV mint & used collections. Morocco Agencies ranges include several Sea Horse types, with Levant incl. QV 12p, KEVII to 24p & KGV to 18pi. A useful lot. (c.185) PHOTO - see website.

NEPAL/TRANSVAAL: SG ‘New Imperial’ album collection of mint & used issues from 1886 onwards, with earlier issues mostly used (SG 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, etc.) and later sets, e.g 1935, 1941, 1949 are mint, the exception being SG 53 which is used. Transvaal incl. 1902 mint set of 12 SG 244/55 £275, etc. A nice group (c.63 Nepal & c.90 Transvaal) PHOTO - see website.

NEW ZEALAND, COOK ISLANDS, AITUTAKI, PENRHYN, NIUE, ETC: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with the QV-KGV mint & used collections Useful sets & singles to be found. (c.210) PHOTO - see website.

THE MAINLY USED COLLECTION OF THE NIGERIAS ETC: The mainly used collection of the Nigerias inc Lagos (42) inc 1874-75 3d, 4d & 1/-, 1876-79 1d, 3d, 6d & 1/-, 1884-86 ½d to 2/6d, 1887-1902 2d to 4d, 6d to 1/- 5/- & 10/-, 1904-06 ½d to 10/-, Niger Coast Protectorate (32) inc 1892-94 ½d to 1/-, 1894 ½d to 1/-, 1894 (My) ½d to 1/- and 1897-98 values to 1/-, Northern Nigeria (43) inc 1900 ½d to 2/½d, 6d & 1/-, 1902 values to 10/-, 1905-07 ½d to 2d, 6d to 2/6d, 1910-11 ½d to 10/- and 1912 ½d to 2/6d + 10/-, Southern Nigeria (44) inc 1901 ½d to 1/-, 1903-04 ½d to 1/-, 1904-09 ½d to 10/-, 1907-11 ½d to 10/- and 1912 ½d to 1/-, Nigeria (42) inc 1914-29 ½d to 2/6d + a mint £1. 1921-32 ½d to 5/- and 1936 ½d to £1. A generally fine lot. PHOTO - see website.

NORTH BORNEO, BRUNEI, LABUAN & SARAWAK: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with the QV-KGV mint & used ranges. Useful singles incl. Brunei to S5. (c.205) PHOTO - see website.

NORTH AFRICA, MIDDLE EAST: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with the QV-KGV mint & used ranges of Egypt, Sudan, Palestine, Iraq & Transjordan. (c.260) PHOTO - see website.

PACIFIC REGION MISCELLANY: Album with the early to modern mint and used collections of various countries incl. New Zealand, Cook Islands, Pictaim, PNG, Fiji, Samoa, Solomon, Tonga, etc. Also British Antarctic Territory set to £1 (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.

PACIFIC ISLANDS: SG ‘New Imperial’ pages with QV-KGV mint & used selections of Gilbert & Ellice Islands, New Hebrides, Nauru, Samoa & Tonga. Useful sets & singles present. (c.155) PHOTO - see website.

POSTAL STATIONERY ACCUMULATION ordered alphabetically & ranging from QV to QEII. Includes specimen overprints, size format examples & colour varieties. Some duplication. Inc. examples such as 1898 local overprint of Morocco Agencies on 20 centimos Gibraltar and many other interesting examples. A massive range of material worthy of close inspection. (Large Qty.) PHOTO - see website.

SAINT VINCENT & BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with the QV-KGV mint & used ranges. St Vincent includes QV to 5/-, KEVII to 5/-, etc. and comprehensive ranges of KGVI issues. BV1 with useful QV singles. (c.155) PHOTO - see website.
FOREIGN COLLECTIONS

2054 CARTON OF EUROPE MINT & USED: Large range of early to modern mint & used stamps with good quantities of Austria, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, Spain, etc. Thorough inspection recommended (large qty) PHOTO - see website.

2055 SINGLE CARTON with mainly used early to middle period collections from Belgium, France, Greece & Spain. Housed in printed binders. Many 100s. PHOTO - see website.

2056 SINGLE CARTON with mainly used early to middle period collections from Italy, Germany, Sweden, Finland & Norway. Housed in printed binders. Many 100s. PHOTO - see website.

2057 FLAT CARTON with the accumulation of early to middle-period issues on stock sheets, album leaves, etc., from various, mainly European countries. Interest in Belgium, Netherlands, German Colonies, Greece, Vatican, Yugoslavia, etc. (Very many 100s) PHOTO - see website.

2058 CARTON - containing a mixed group of all sorts housed in stock books and old albums. Also inc. large album holding an official collection of World Wildlife FDCs (140+), c.1976-1979. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.

2055 SMALL CARTON OF USA & CENTRAL/SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRIES: Range of mint & used stamps in plastic wallets with most countries represented - Argentina, Belize, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, USA, Uruguay & Venezuela. Strength in USA. Inspection recommended (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.

2060 AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN EMPIRE, EARLY AUSTRIA, EARLY HUNGARY: Accumulation on stock sheets, stock cards, packets & leaves with many better early issues incl. some Levant. Hungary includes a fine assembly of fiscal/revenue, etc. types and a collection of early Postal Stationery. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.

2061 CARTON CONTAINING A MIXED COLLECTION OF EASTERN EUROPE - in two albums and one small stockbook of Romania, Russia & Eastern European material. A good selection of modern Romania, mainly unmounted mint. Smaller groups of Armenia, Batum (British Occupation), Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine and others noted. Also inc. an interesting group of Polish proofs c.1919-20 & c.1960 Philatelic Exhibition MS. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.

2062 MIDDLE EAST: Small carton with the accumulation of stamps and particularly mini sheets, with duplication of better earlies, from a range of Arabian Gulf countries incl. much Yemen. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.

2063 SCANDINAVIA: Box file with the accumulation of early issues on stock pages, cards, album leaves, packets, etc. Strength in Norway & Denmark but also some very useful Iceland and smaller quantities of Sweden, Finland & Danish West Indies. Much interest in Norway early Posthorn types. (Few 1.000s) PHOTO - see website.

2064 SCANDINAVIA GROUP ON STOCK BOOK PAGES: 19th & early 20th century mint & used group with Finland inc. 1875-84 32p (2 used), 2p (mint & used) & 1m used SG 78/9, 81 & 90 £200, 1889-94 mint 10p & 20p and used 5m SG 113, 115 & 120 £275, etc., Norway inc. 1863-4 used 2sk SG 12 £225, 1867-8 used 8sk (4) SG 29 £260, etc., Sweden inc. 1858-72 used 30b (3) SG 10/10a £100+, etc. Plus Denmark & Iceland. A good range, mixed condition but worthy of inspection (Qty) PHOTO - see page 10.

2065 FOUR INDIVIDUAL BINDERS with the complete mint collections of 1937 KGVI Coronation, 1946 Victory collection, 1953 QEII Coronation collection and a 1981 Royal Wedding Crown Agents issues collection. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.
**THEMATICS**

**ANIMALS:** Stock book with the unmounted mint, Worldwide collection of sets, singles & mini. sheets featuring mammals & reptiles. Arranged alphabetically by country, with all stamps identified by SG no. Total Cat. c.$1,958 (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website. £200

**BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS:** Well-filled stock book with the exclusively unmounted mint collection of sets, singles & mini. sheets dedicated to Lepidoptera. Attractive selections from Afghanistan through to Zimbabwe, with all stamps identified by SG no. Total Cat. c.$1,951 (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website. £200

**FISH, SHELLS & MARINE LIFE:** Well-filled stock book with the unmounted mint collection of sets, singles & mini. sheets. Much attractive Commonwealth & French Colonies. Arranged in alphabetical order of country, all stamps clearly identified by SG no. Total Cat. c.$1,571 (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website. £180

**SHIPS - ’THE GREAT BITTER LAKE POST’:** Binder with the extensive collection of covers, labels & ephemera (inc. many letters) relating to the Great Bitter Lake Association formed by the crews of 14 ships from 8 nations who were trapped in the Lake as a result of the closure of the Suez Canal due to the 1967 Arab-Israeli conflict. A superb and most unusual lot which must be seen to be appreciated. (Qty.) PHOTO - see page 10. £300

**SHIPS & MARITIME/AIRCRAFT & AVIATION:** Stock book with the unmounted mint Worldwide collection of sets, singles & mini. sheets featuring ships & aircraft. Arranged by country with all stamps identified by SG no. Cat. c.$1,057 (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website. £120

**TRAINS & RAILWAYS:** Stock book with the unmounted mint collection of issues featuring Trains & Railways from around the World. Total Cat. c.$2,032 (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website. £240

**LITERATURE - PHILATELIC**

**WRIGHT & CREEKE QV STAMPS (1899; 2 VOLS.) + BILLIG RL ENCYC. VOL. I, ETC.;** 1899 “A History of the Adhesive Stamps of the British Isles” (261pp, A4 size), published by the [Royal] Philatelic Society; good source for the early documentation, studies and print runs of GB QV stamps. Quarter bound leather (original paper covers included), edges scuffed in two volumes (the text in one & the many photo plates - tissue interleaving - in the other). Important work for any serious collector of G.B. Plus Billig reprint of RL Encyc. Vol. 1 (GB + Europe), 1885 Manuscripts Commission report on Norfolk archive (Gawdy Hall), 1924 Manchester/Glasgow Coach story & fine hardback 1925 London Street Names/Places. Scarce group.(7 volumes) PHOTO - see website. £65

**WORLDWIDE POSTAL HISTORY**

**TWO BINDERS:** with the 1896 to modern range of Cape of Good Hope/South Africa inc. Boer War 1901 env. to Capetown franked 1d tied by Kimberley eds with “PASSED PRESS CENSOR/KIMBERLEY” & “PASSED CENSOR/CAPE TOWN” cachets, 1903-10 group of PPCs to UK with local views or natives depicted, 1915 unfranked env. from Pretoria with fine “DEFENCE DEPARTMENT/INTERNMENT CAMP. ROBERTS HEIGHTS/OFFICIAL FREE” cachet in purple, etc. Plus small group of 1930s-60s St. Helena & Gibraltar covers, 1960s-80 Ross Dependency covers & good range of local post/cinderella material of Lundy, Caldey & Bardsey Islands (qty) PHOTO - see website. £100

**GROUP OF CARDS & COVERS:** Range inc. 1911 USA 1c p.stat card uprated with 1c Green to Russia, 1929 regd. env. ex Hamburg to USA franked 8pf (8, 2 pairs & single (with contemporary tear) on front & strip of 3 on rear (right hand unit with contemporary damage), c1930 regd 500r p.stat card uprated with 700r used within Brazil with fine boxed “A.R.”, 1932 air mail Hamburg to USA franked 8pf (8, 2 pairs & single (with contemporary tear) on front & strip of 3 on rear (right hand unit with unusual lot which must be seen to be appreciated. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website. £50

**EUROPE - PRESTAMP MAIL ETC.;** - SHIP LETTER, LETTERS OF AUTHORS & EXPLORER F.G. Rohlfs, ETC.; 1781-1937 covers/cards incl. 1781 EL ex Lady Mountstuart to GB with boxed “MILAN/F”, 1829 EL ex Spain with “PORTSMOUTH/SHIP LETTER”, v. fine 1817 red “P73P/FONTAINEBLEAU”, 1853 pair of BERLIN TPOs, autograph letters signed by Italian celebrities - astronomer Antonio Cagnoli (1802 ex Modena), famous tenor GB Rubini (c.1840; faults), and author Niccolo Tommaseo - ALS of German painter CW Tischbein (1834) and German Explorer (of Egypt, Morocco and Libya) FG Rohlfis (fine 1885 internal German PC), plus Hungarian politician Count GA Forgach 1846; (with s. line “LOSONCZ”), as well as a few later items. (38 covers/cards) PHOTO - see website. £150

**1830 TO MODERN MIXTURE INC. WWI MAIL;** - inc. 1830 E France to Edinburgh, redirected to Glasgow with many marks inc. “P6.P.SIPERAY”, “POSTAGE/TO/EDINBURGH/NOT PAID”, boxed “½” wheel tax and double-lined red boxed “VA” etc; WWI hospital mail inc. 1916 env. to IOM with fine purple boxed “Sent by Wounded Soldier/at 1st Birmingham War Hospital” and 1918 env. Canadian Soldier’s Letter with mostly fine purple oval “SOUTHWARK / HOSPITAL”; 1917 Despatch Rider Letter Service env St Omer to Gillers?, ‘on active service’ mail from Egypt, India etc; The London Gazette for 27/30 Jan. 1672; group of modern stationery; etc (85 items) PHOTO - see website. £150

**U.S.A./PACIFIC ISLANDS & FALKLANDS WAR - BOSTON “PENNY POST PAID”;** U.S. ORLEANS OVAL “MUSIC”, ETC.; Rare Nov. 1854 local Boston EL (printed contents) with v. fine small black 2-ring “PENNY POST/PAID” mark, 1851 E to New Orleans endorsed “Valuable” with red oval Mississippi Steamer “MUSIC” mark on the front, and 1920-82 covers inc. Tamana & Tarawa registered & official mail (3), 1938/39 pair regd. to Fiji/Australia with v. fine large 2-ring “GILBERT...P.O./TAMANA” mark, 1920(? env. with Wallis & Futuna 2f tied by genuine 2-ring “PP FRANCAIS/WALLIS” cds, off-cover W&F 5f, 1f, 75c, 30c & 5c (Block of 4), 1943/45 covers from US forces on Wallis Island to USA with varied Naval cancels, and 1982 Falklands War group 6 to/from the Falklands with Malvinas flag cds’s or “9409” boxed Malvinas marks (ex Czeckoslovakia, Australia, etc.) with 1982 letter (no env.) on behalf of Margaret Thatcher ref. the need to continue the War. (46 items)(2 covers) PHOTO - see website. £150

**CANADA + NIGER COAST PROT. - MAIL TO GB & THEN REDIRECTED INC. SMALL QUEENS WITH 1d RED;** Attractive 14/25 July 1876 mourning env. ex Montreal to G.B. with Small Queen 1c Yellow (2) + 2c Vermilion tied by fine Duplexes, then redirected (o reverse) to IOW, with G.B. 1d Red tied by v. fine London “PADDINGTON/P/7” Duplex. Plus 1899 env. ex Niger Coast with Protectorate 1d(2)+½d(2) tied by partial “SAPELE” cds’s, redirected to Devon with fine “LONDON/S.W.” Squared Circle. Unusual pair. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 17. £240
2079 20th Century mixture inc. 1919 PPC (Namur Belgium) to England with “FIELD POST OFFICE/D.3.” cds on front, 1933 airmail env. to Jhohore franked GB KGVI 1/-; 1943 airmail env. to Wales (redirected) franked Gibraltar KGVI 6d and with censor tape at left, 1950 large piece franked Gibraltar KGVI 6d + 2d with GB p.dues 1/- (3) + pair 3d, 1964 commercial env. to Nigeria franked Vatican 100L + 30L plus other military, paquebot, censored, taxed and airmails. etc. (qty) PHOTO - see website. £100

2080 BORDEAUX FORWARDING AGENTS MARK; 1752/54 EL’s to or from Cap Haiti each with “I.DUFOREST/A BORDEAUX” hs on rear and former example showing part frame lines at top and base. The earliest example of a Bordeaux forwarding agents marking and used in this manner carrying mail between the port and the city. Ex Vivien Sussex (2007) where sold for £480 (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 10. £360

2081 MALTA & MAURITIUS POSTAL STATIONERY a selection of some key stationery including some specimen overprints and colour variations. Of key interest are three very rare unused covers from Mauritius showing the 1891 50 cents overprint on the 8 cent embossed. Very few known as only 650 went on sale. H&G 15 (x2) and H&G 14. All examples are signed by the Colonial Postmaster of the time. Each item also has a double circle Central Post Office cachet in red. (22 items in total) PHOTO - see website. £120

2082 PRESTAMP INC. BY ‘MARCO POLO’, DOTTED “Oz at 14s/- per Oz” MARK, EX N.Z., TRANSATLANTIC LOT EX U.S., ETC.; 1831-63 covers inc. 1831 EL from Rio to GB with v. fine rare London dotted-frame “[1] Oz at 14s/- per Oz” mark (closed tear) - the highest of all GB rates at the time - 1841/2 quartet ex N. Orleans/Philadelphia to GB by Cunarders, 1843 Jamaica to GB, v. fine 1848 “AUCKLAND/NEW ZEALAND” cds (to GB by ‘City of Poonah’), and 1853 E ex Melbourne to GB by the famous Clipper ‘Marco Polo’ with green “SHIP LETTER/[Crown]/LIVERPOOL” cds (13 Sept.). Plus local Tahiti 1871 stampless EL (faults) ex “Mahina” to Papeete with mainly very fine 2-ring “TAITI (OCEANIE)/PAPEETI” cds, and 1893 env. ex Tahiti to USA with o.p. 10c(2)+5c. Useful lot. (12 covers) PHOTO - see website. £180

2083 S.S. ‘CALEDONIA’ MAIDEN VOYAGE COVER FROM U.S. WITH RARE 2-RING “AMERICA/L” MARKING; 1840 Oct. 1840 EL from Philadelphia to London, endorsed “[Per] Steamship Caledonia Boston to Lpool” and carried on the first Return Voyage of this famous Cunard steamer, having on the reverse (opens to display) a very fine and rare double circle “AMERICA/L” marking (Rob.P1; seldom seen) and on the front having fine to very fine blue boxed “PAID” & matching “PHILADELPHIA/Pa” cds and manuscript rates. Rare and attractive Maiden Voyage cover. [A similar cover in Cavendish ‘WYSIWYG’ June 2003 auction, lot 735, realised £460 & in Cavendish Oakhill Nov. 2010, lot 177, realised £506.] PHOTO - see page 10. £400

2084 “[S.S.] GREAT WESTERN” COVERS - TRIO TO G.B. EX N.Y. WITH DIFFERENT “BRISTOL/SHIP LETTER” MARKS; 1840/1 trio of fine ELs from New York to G.B. each with a mainly very fine “BRISTOL/SHIP LETTER” mark (unframed in red or black + twin-framed in black); the 1841 cover redirected from London to Paris with french manuscript Forwarding Agent’s endorsement on reverse. Fine trio carried by this famous ship. (3 covers) PHOTO - see page 17. £150

2085 SAILOR’s 1d CONCESSION RATE COVER TO G.B. VIA GIBRALTAR WITH PART ORIGINAL STRING THAT HELD THE SENDER’s 1d COIN TO THE ADDRESS-PANEL; 15 Mar. 1841 EL (worn folds to address-panel affect part of heading and last line of address) from “Malta” to London headed & countersigned for a sailor on “H.M.S. Benbow, Malta”, with red manuscript “1” and curved “GIBRALTAR/PAID” on the front. At the top left of the address, overlapping part of the heading, is a circle of holes - with a small piece of narrow string still attached at one point - where the sender had sown his 1d coin to the cover, to pay the postage when the letter reached the P.O. at Gibraltar. Very rare thus; very few examples of this ‘sown-on-penny’ technique have been found, and this is the first that we have seen with some of the original string still in place. Remarkable example of military concession mail. Sold in our Nov. 2004 sale for £900. PHOTO - see above. £750
S.S. 'GREAT BRITAIN' - SOUVENIR BRASS TOKEN + FANCY EMBOSSED PICTORIAL CARD OF THE STEAMER; 1843 small brass token (minor wear) depicting the S.S. Great Britain on one side and with lengthy dedication text on reverse (dated 19 July 1843 giving dimensions of ship and noted that she was launched in the presence of Prince Albert; plus attractive fancily embossed c.1843 card (glue remains on reverse; presumably ex a scrap book) with an uncoloured floral frame around a fine print of the ship by “J. Windsor” of London. Rare pair. (2 items) **PHOTO - see page 1.** £150

[S.S.] 'GREAT BRITAIN' ENDORSED COVER FROM G.B. TO U.S.A. PREPAID AT 8d “SHIP LETTER” RATE, ETC.; 8 May 1846 EL prepaid 8d from London to New York endorsed “P Gt. Britain” with fine red oval “PAID SHIP LETTER/LONDON” ds (crease) and correct NY 29 May arrival cds. There were difficulties with the voyage which took 20 days but was the first sailing after the 1845 refit. Plus pair of illustrated pages showing the ship and her interior from the 29 July 1843 ‘Illustrated London News’. (3 items) **PHOTO - see page 17.** £150

NETHERLANDS COLONIES & AFRICA: 19th & early 20th C. Dutch Colonial range incl. 1860s group of unfranked E/EL with “ZEE BRIEF” (sea letter) h.s of Banjarmassini, Padang & Palembang in Sumatra plus similar for Samarang & Soerabaya in Java, 1887 Netherlands Indies 7½c P.Stat card to Rotterdam with fine “NED:INDIE/OVER/MARSEILLE” h.s, 1893 Suriname 2½c P.Stat card to The Hague uprated with 2½c (pair) with fine boxed “SURINAME/VIA/HAVRE” hs, 1942 large printed env. to USA franked Netherlands Indies 20c & 5c tied Batavia cds with “GEOOPEND DOOR CENSUUR” censor tape at left edge tied front & rear by fine “CENSUUR” cds in red with “PASSED BY/CENSOR” hs in purple right, etc. Also an African group (much Gambia River) incl. 1902 env. (no flap) franked Gold Coast QV 3d tied by fine “DEUTSCHES SEEPPOST/LINIE/HAMBURG/-WESTAFRIKA” cds, 1948 Elder Dempster Lines printed env. franked Sierra Leone 3d & 6d to Pretoria with fine boxed “POSTED ON STEAMER” s/l hs and Air Mail label alongside, 1954 env. (small corner fault) with fine “PAQUEBOT ZANZIBAR” cds, 1956 small env. franked South Africa 1d tied by fine “PAQUEBOT/SOUTHAMPTON/POSTED AT SEA/RECEIVED/3 FE 56” cds & fine “PAQUEBOT/POSTED AT SEA” hs on rear, etc. A good lot. (c.65 cards/cover plus various stamps) **PHOTO - see website.** £150

GIBRALTAR SHIP LETTER Unusual 4d-rate ex Lisbon (?) to Malta with v. fine blue 3-line “GIBRALTAR/22 SP 1853/SHIP LETTER” ds on reverse. Attractive cover. **PHOTO - see website.** £75

THE AMERICAN LINE: The collection on leaves inc. 1874 env. ‘per Steamer Indiana’ to London franked USA 6c, 1888 original unused invitation card to the launch of the City of New York, 1892 env. to Glasgow franked USA 5c ex NY endorsed ‘per S.S. City of New York’, 1894 advertising env. for the ‘U.S.M.S PARIS’ to USA franked GB QV 2½d pair, 1900-01 unused Xmas/New Year greeting card depicting the U.S.M.S New York, 1902 illustrated env. ‘AMERICAN LINE/S.S.HAVERFORD’ depicting the ship used to Chicago and franked GB KEVII 2½d, 1903 printed ‘S.S.Friedland’ Lunch Menu, 1904 advertising env. for ‘S.S.Noordland’ to Paris franked GB KEVII 1d (2) + ½d, 1905 advertising env. to USA franked GB KEVII 2½d with “Open when received at the P.O. Liverpool” hs on rear. 1909-10 Proposed Shipping Sightings Schedule, 1910 colour advertising brochure detailing services and much related menu cards, passenger lists, PPC’s etc. A fine lot. (qty) **PHOTO - see page 19.** £420

PACIFIC STEAM NAVIGATION Co. - 6d-RATE G.B. COVER TO PORTUGAL WITH BOXED “VIA DE MAR”; 11 Mar. 1874 EL to Oporto “Per 1st Steamer via Liverpool & Lisbon” franked by GB 6d Grey (pl.12) tied by a v. fine Manchester Duplex with oval-framed “FRANCA” and boxed “VIA DE MAR” marks on the front; carried by SS Sorata on inaugural fortnightly service. Rare thus. [Ex Barry Kobbs]. **PHOTO - see website.** £300

SAILORS’ CONCESSION RATE COVERS - EX. S. AMERICA: July 1878 env. (back flap missing and tear at top) to London franked 1d Red tied by indistinct London barred numeral cancel. ‘From H.Sawyer Pte RMLI/H.M.S.Tenedos’ and endorsed by the Commanding Officer below. Rear with London arrival cds plus a July 1921 letter to Admiralty that the Tenedos was in Bahia until early August. Rather unusual origin for marine mail and illustrated in *The Royal Marines at page 61 & cJune 1890 env. (minor faults) to London franked 1d Lilac with heavy bar cancel, unusual thus, with London arrival cds on rear. ‘From W.Langton & Co Ltd/Carrier of Mail/H.M.S Bramble Montevideo’ with Commanding Officer’s endorsement at left. Unusual origin for marine mail and illustrated in *The Royal Marines at page 63. (2 covers & letter) **PHOTO - see website.** £75

THE WHITE STAR LINE: The collection mainly on leaves inc. 1879 printed passenger list for the Adriatic, c1880 colour advertising card for the White Star Fleet, 1880 env. to Scotland franked USA 10c endorsed ‘per Britannic’, 1888 Passenger List for the sailing of the Germanic, 1886 advert. showing scheduled sailings and cabin plans, 1888 sailing schedule for the Britannic, Germanic & Adriatic, 1890 Hawaii 5¢ stationery env. to NY with “BELGIC” hs on front, 1891 White Star env. with folded card advertising schedule of sailings, 1892 printed card passenger list for sailing of the Teutonic, 1904 PPC (Worlds Fair, St Louis) to Southampton franked 2c with framed “S.S MAJESTIC” on front, 1904/08 PPC or menu card depicting the Arabic II, 1907 PPC's depicting the wreck and salvage of the Suevic, 1911 PPC to England franked GB KEVII ½d (2) tied by “PAQUEBOT/POSTED AT SEA/RECEIVED/HALIFAX” cds, 1909 2nd Class Passenger list for the Megantic, 1922 PPC to England with circular “T/10” and five-line instructional hs. “THIS POSTCARD WAS POSTED INSUFFICIENTLY....” 1923/25 USA 2c envs. uprated 2c to Switzerland endorsed to be carried on the Majestic, Olympic or Celtic, 1928 White Star Line env. to NY franked GB ½d tied by Southampton Paquebot machine cancel, redirected to Paris and again to NY, 1932 Menu card for sailing of the Homeric and other related material. Very fine lot. (qty) **PHOTO - see page 19.** £500
2095 RARE MANUSCRIPT WRECK OF THE OREGON ENDORSEMENT: 6 Mar. 1886 long linen-lined env. (consistent creases and peripheral faults) to Chicago with all five stamps washed away and with full or part “L1/LOMBARD ST” duplexes on front and msd. endorsed ‘From the wreck of the “Oregon”/mailed Mch 6/86 - rec’d May 3/86/was recovered by divers’ at top left. The first example we have offered with a manuscript endorsement and not the usual types of labels affixed. Fine example from this wreck. PHOTO - see page 19.

£200

2096 AFRICAN PAQUEBOT MARKS: Selection of covers c.1897-1981 displaying a range of Paquebot marks originating from various African locations. incl. Port Said, Port Sudan, Tangier, Mozambique, Oran, Pointe-Noire, Port Elizabeth, Tulear, Tamatave, Port Tawfiq & Monrovia, etc. Also a couple of very rare Gold Cost marks, Sdee & Winneba on pieces. (14 covers & 2 pieces) PHOTO - see website.

£150

2097 PETERDI COVERS, SOUTHAMPTON PAQUEBOTS, ROYAL NAVY SPITHEAD REVIEW, ETC: Group of six c.1898-1901 covers & front carried by the “Adria” Royal Hungarian Sea Navigation Co. vessels of Captain Sando Peterdi. All have Peterdi’s distinctive underlined “Paquebot” mark in blue, magenta, violet or green, incl. 1898 GB reply card cancelled “TRIESTE”, and 1901 cover ex Marseilles to Genoa with France “Peace & Commerce” issues optd. with the Arms of the company. Lot also includes c. 50 early to modern cards/covers with a variety of Southampton ship letter/paquebot marks, and a range of 19 covers posted from 19 different ships at the 1977 Jubilee Spithead Review. (Qry.) PHOTO - see website.

£200

2098 UNITED FRUIT COMPANY/ THE GREAT WHITE FLEET: The collection, mostly on leaves, inc. c1912 env. to London franked Colombia 5c pair tied by “POSTED ON THE HIGH SEAS/UNITED FRUIT CO.,” UDC, 1909/22 env. to NY or Utrecht franked Panama 2½c or USA 5c each tied by “S.S.HEREDIA” hs and latter with “PAQUEBOT” hs alongside, 1911 PPC to USA franked GB KEVII ½d tied by Philadelphia machine cancel and with United Fruit Co Asmimante hs on front, 1912 env. to NY franked Costa Rica 10c tied by San Jose machine cancelled and endorsed ‘Saved from S.S.Turrialba on Jersey Coast.....’, 1915 env. to London franked Guatemala 50c with rare New Orleans “PAQUEBOT” hs on front, 1922 env. to USA franked Costa Rica 15c tied by NY Paquebot duplex and with two strikes of the “S.S.PASTORES” hs on front, 1922 env. to Manchester franked colombia 5c tied by double-ring “UNITED FRUIT COMPANY/S.S.SIXAOLA” cds, 1926 airmail env. to Bogota franked Colombia 30c + USA 2c ex NY carried on the Espreta and flown by SCADTA internal flight, 1928 United Fruit Co env. to Washington franked Guatemala 1P50c & 1e tied by N.Oreleans machine cancel and with “S.S.ABANGAN” hs on front, 1929 airmail env. to Bogota franked Colombia 30c + USD 4c or 3e ex NY and carried on the Sixaola, Zacapa or Santa Marta [Ex Knight], 1930 env. to England franked Jamaica 1d + ½d tied by United Fruit Co Santa Marta hs, 1932 env. to USA franked B.Honduras 3c + 2c tied by United Fruit Co Parismina hs, 1933 airmail env. to Chicago franked Cuba 10c tied by the United Fruit Co Atenas hs, 1937 env. to Switzerland franked B.Honduras 5c with United Free Co Metapan hs on front, 1957 env. to USA franked USA 4c tied by Navava Cuba machine cancel and with double-ring “INTERNATIONAL/Estafeta Habab” cancel and much other related or similar material inc. menu cards, PPC’s, lettercards, photos, advertising brochures, passenger guides and luggage labels. An outstanding lot. PHOTO - see page 19.

£1,400

2099 INDIA/MIDDLE EAST & PACIFIC RIM PAQUEBOT MARKS, ETC: Binder with the collection of c. 1920s to modern cards/covers with a range of Paquebot marks incl. Bombay, Madras, Pondicherry, Haifa, Ashdod, Galle, Ruwi, Abu Dhabi, Dammam, Kuwait, etc. Lot also incl. a collection of 10 covers from the same vessel, SS William Luckenbach, from a variety of different Pacific rim locations. Also, a collection of used & unused PPCs from the Canadian Great Lakes and c.18 Detroit Mail covers. (c.112 cards/covers) PHOTO - see website.

£180

2100 KARL LEWIS YOKOHAMA SHIP COVERS: 3 covers, two of which are hand illustrated, dated 1932, 1934 & 1936. Each bearing a different combination of Japanese definitives, all addressed to the USA and carried by the vessels “HEIAN MARU”, “HIYE MARU” & “TATSUTA MARU”. Lot also includes a 1934 letter signed by Karl Lewis, advertising his products. (3) PHOTO - see website.

£150

2101 GREAT BITTER LAKES ASSOCIATION MAIL: Group of 14 covers mailed from various ships stranded in the Suez Canal during the 1967-71 Arab Israeli conflict. A variety of different international frankings. (14 covers) PHOTO - see website.

£100

WORLDWIDE MILITARY POSTAL HISTORY

2102 AFGHAN CAMPAIGN LETTER SENT UNDER COVER TO G.B. EX “CAMP” (SENT FROM LARKHANU?); 27 Feb. 1839 EL (minor creasing; mainly of flap & internal, and closed seal tear just affecting address side) to Gillespie at “Camp” (possibly at Larkhanu; see contents and next lot dated 11 March 1839) to his wife (now returned to GB with their children for health reasons) in “Surrey” without postal markings (presumably sent under cover or carried by a returning officer) with good contents (full typed transcript) about the progress of the advance towards the Bolan Pass; “…we are now progressing and hope to reach Larkhanu [100 miles north of Hyderabad] in two marches, leaving Shikarpore to the North East. From the former place (after halting 2 or 3 days) we expect to be in the far-famed Bolan Pass therefore by the 4th or 5th April next...we hope to eat fruits reach Larkhanu contents (full typed transcript) about the progress of the advance towards the Bolan Pass; ”. Fascinating insight into the British underestimating the ferocity (and tenacity) of the Afghan people. PHOTO - see website.

£200

2103 CRIMEAN WAR - GALLIPOLI - RARE USE OF FRENCH CIVIL P.O. “Gallipoli” MARK ON COVER EX BRITISH OFFICER IN TRANSIT; May 1854 env. (minor wear) prepaid to London (ex the Cocks correspondence) "Via Marseilles" with a very fine small rare handstruck French P.O. “Gallipoli” mark on the front with very fine matching boxed “P.P.” mark (manuscript “13” rate on flap) nearby, having a 9 June Paris transit cds on reverse. Very few such letters are recorded with this rare French P.O. marking. Ex Piat-Dewavrin where sold for £420 PHOTO - see website.

£150
CRIMEAN WAR - FRENCH MAIL SENT VIA THE BRITISH ARMY PO; Unusual 28 July 1855 env. (small tears) ‘via Marseilles’ to Boulogne sur Mer franked France 20c Blue tied by dotted lozenge numeral cancel and with British Army PO, Lyon TPO, Calais and Boulogne ds and rear and front with rare ‘ESCAD. DE LA MEDITERRANEE/MARSEILLES’ ds A rare use PHOTO - see website. £100

MOROCCO - FRENCH MILITARY CONQUEST OF THE SAHARA PLUS TUNISIA; Mainly early 20th century range inc. May 1902 unfranked env. to Paris with Djenan-Ed-Dar cds on front, 1904 unfranked env. endorsed ‘Regim Saharien’ to Arzew redirected to Saida with several Army PO ds on front, Feb. 1913 unfranked env. to Paris with “TROUPEES D’OCC PATROL DU MAROC ORIENTAL” (Oujda), Jan. 1914 unfranked env. to Paris with rare “POSTES AUX ARMEES/CASABLANCA” ds on front, Aug. 1923 unfranked env. to Paris with “1er REGIMENT DE ZOUAVE/CASABLANCA” cachet on front and other similar examples. Plus 1866-1930s Tunisia group of mail inc. Jan. 1882 env. to Dijon with “PORT EN AFRIQUE...” cds on front - early French Protectorate period item and group of WWI military mail inc. 1915 env. to Switzerland with “SOUK EL ARBA/REGENE DE TUNIS” cds on front. (43 items) PHOTO - see website. £100

WWI GROUP OF POSTAGE DUE MAIL - all to GB/Ireland inc. scarce Aug. 1914 PPC or env. posted in France prior to the 1 Sept. granting forces of free postage and so both charged single rate; Oct. 1914 PPC from Egypt with fine boxed ‘T/05’ and ½ green p.due adhesive; Dec. 1917 env. to Ireland from the Mesopotamian Expeditionary Force; other mail ex India, Sierra Leone (censored), etc. (17) PHOTO - see website. £150

VERY SCARCE KING’S MESSENGER MAIL INC. POSSIBLY UNIQUE PURPLE MARK - Sep. 1915 env. (opening faults) brought back from France and posted in London to a senior officer’s relative, with possibly unique? purple sans-serif “BY KING’S MESSENGER”, franked with 1d red tied by censor triangle. Also similar mark in red with seriffed letters on 1916 env. (creases). (2) PHOTO - see page 19. £300

VERY SCARCE KING’S MESSENGER MAIL BALANCE OF THE GROUP PLUS PRESUMED KM MAIL - 1916 env. (opening faults) franked with 1d red tied by red seriffed “BY KING’S MESSENGER” and signed at lower left by Vice Admiral (later Sir) C Dundas of Dundas, and 1917 env. on front with purple/black-purple boxed “K.[crown]M./PRIVILEGED” additionally with black oval “WAR/[crown]/OFFICE” or red ms ‘King’s Messenger’ alongside. Also 1916 env. franked with 1d red adhesive tied by red seriffed “BY KING’S MESSENGER”. Very scarce trio. (3) PHOTO - see page 23. £200

WWI/WWII EAST AFRICA & SOUTH AFRICA; Small East Africa group with Jan. 1917 PPC to Cornwall franked 1d KGV tied by London cds with circular “PASSED BY/CENSOR” apparently in use at Dar es Salaam, June 1917 unfranked env. to Portsmouth with Nairobi reg. label affixed and Nairobi cds at top and Aug. 1917 pair of OHMS unfranked envs. to Portsmouth with “BASE OFFICE 8/[DATE]E.F” cds on rear; South Africa group inc. correspondences of Lt. D.A.T. Atkins sent to 44th Light Antiaircraft with Jan./Oct. 1942 envs. to him franked S.Africa 2d or 1/3d with an airmail label, Jan./Feb. 1943 envs/Air Letter to his wife in the Apr. latter franked S.Africa 3d tied by Egypt cds, Jan. 1944 envs. to his wife franked 4d + 6d with Censor ‘1951’ marks on front. Mar. 1944 telegram env. franked KGVI 2½d to him at S.Africa House in London and redirected to Gibralter Camp, Wales and other related material (18 items) PHOTO - see website. £240

BRITISH ARMY IN UPPER SILECIA: 21 Mar 1921 regd. env. to London bearing KGV ½d (2), 1½d & 2½d issues cancelled by “ARMY POST OFFICE/A/21 MR/21/S.120” cds used in Lublinitz, Upper Silesia. Scarce. PHOTO - see website. £60

BRITISH POW CAMPS FOR GERMAN/ITALIAN PRISONERS IN THE MIDDLE EAST; Extensive collection of cards/covers, many of which were used to illustrate David Trappnell’s definitive study, “Who goes there? - The Postal History of British Prisoner of War Camps in the Middle East during WWII”. A copy of this book along with much other useful information is included in the lot. The collection incl. several covers from German P.O.W.s (much scarcer than those from Italians) in camps/workings parties as late as 1948. We note Aug. 1946 cover with violet cachet “3106 Indep. German P.W./WKG. Coy./Date......./Company Office” and Feb. 1947 cover with same cachet but “Company Office” removed. Also Jul. 1947 cover with 5-line cachet “720 INDEP. PW WORK. COY/c/e CENTR. PW POSTAL SECT/ATTACHED £* PW CAMP/MEF EGYPT”. Other examples of 1946/47 German POW covers without censor marks, and a number of “TRANSFERRED TO...” (eg South Africa, India, etc.) marks. Wide range of “MIDDLE EAST” censor framed & unframed handstamps represented incl. scarce later ‘slim’ types; wide variety of Egyptian Camp Censor marks, Hospital marks, etc. Other interesting covers include examples of typical British POW cards with American censor marks applied in Algeria or Italy. Overall, a superb lot with many very rare items which would form a great basis to expand upon or display. (c.95 cards/covers) PHOTO - see website. £700

INDIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY POSTAL MESSAGE SERVICE COVERS; Collection of mainly WWII period Indian Red Cross addresses to Intl. Red Cross in Geneva. Covers would have contained enquiry forms/repay coupons requesting information or sending messages to family members in enemy countries. Most with censor labels. Lot also incl. 4 covers from early 1960s. (19 cards/covers) PHOTO - see website. £180

WWII CIVILIAN INTERNEE MAIL WITH GREEK & ITALIAN “WRITTEN IN” ENDOREMENTS; Trio incl. 18 Aug 1942 cover from a civilian internee in Ferramonti Concentration Camp, S. Italy endorsed “in lingua Italiana” with relevant censor marks on front & rear plus Apr. 1943 card written in Italian from civilian internee ex Ravnena to Fiume. Also 19 Jun. 1943 from civilian internee in Ferramonti Camp to Paris. Endorsed “Scritto in Greco” with relevant censor marks incl. Rome & 2 x Munich (en route to France). Unusual group with rare endorsements. (3) PHOTO - see website. £100
ITALY P.O.W. SEARCH OFFICE: The c.1940-46 collection of cards, covers & other documents relating to Italian P.O.W.s in India, Egypt, Algeria, Germany, etc. Most originating from the Red Cross Office for Prisoners Research & Connected Services in Rome - an international, voluntary charitable & civilian initiative. Lot incl. a personal letter on official notepaper signed by General Ambrogio Clerici, President of the Organisation. Also incl. unusual official env. of the Italian Ministry of the Interior Central Information Office overprinted for use by the Italian Red Cross (Prisoner Research Office) over stamped c.1944 with large black “A.C.S.” (Allied Censorship Service). (20 items) PHOTO - see website. £150

GULF WAR, 1990-91: A group of covers, cards, letters, etc. with a wide range of cachets (many of maritime interest). Cachets inc. a good range of ships with US (USS America, Cleveland, Concord, John F. Kennedy, Shreveport, etc.), French (FNS Colbert, CDT Bory, ELM Du Chayla, etc.) & British (HMS Ark Royal, Cardiff, Hecla, Turbulent (Nuclear Sub.), etc.) and Army & Air Force covers. Plus ephemera inc. two campaign medals (US Kuwait Liberation & British Gulf War). A good group. (200+ covers & cards, etc.) PHOTO - see website. £150

TRANSATLANTIC MAIL

IMPERF FRANKINGS ON FRENCH OPEN & CLOSED MAIL; Trio with 1861/66 stampless group at the 15c rate to Cognac, Bordeaux or La Rochelle ex NY or San Francisco with “ET.UNIS SERV.BR.A.C/H”, “ETATS-UNIS.PAQ.BRIT/PARIS” or “3 ETATS-UNIS 3/SERV.BRIT.CALAIS” cds on front, 1865/67 E/env. to NY ex Marseilles franked 40c (3) + 20c (2) or pair 40c ex Paris each with “3” accountancy hs on front and carried on the Europa or Africa, 1870 EL to Philadelphia franked 30c + 20c ex Bordeaux with “2/CENTS” accountancy hs on front and on front 1870 E to NY franked 40c + 30c tied by ‘1’ dotted star cancels of Paris with Red “2” accountancy hs on front and both carried on the Java. (9 covers) PHOTO - see page 23. £200

FRENCH MAIL CARRIED BY THE CUNARD LINE; Range with 1861/66 stampless group at the 15c rate to Cognac, Bordeaux or La Rochelle ex NY or San Francisco with “ET.UNIS SERV.BR.A.C/H”, “ETATS-UNIS.PAQ.BRIT/PARIS” or “3 ETATS-UNIS 3/SERV.BRIT.CALAIS” cds on front, 1865/67 E/env. to NY ex Marseilles franked 40c (3) + 20c (2) or pair 40c ex Paris each with “3” accountancy hs on front and carried on the Europa or Africa, 1870 EL to Philadelphia franked 30c + 20c ex Bordeaux with “2/CENTS” accountancy hs on front and on front 1870 E to NY franked 40c + 30c tied by ‘1’ dotted star cancels of Paris with Red “2” accountancy hs on front and both carried on the Java. (9 covers) PHOTO - see website. £160

FRENCH MAIL TO USA CARRIED BY NON-CUNARD VESSELS; Range with 1864 EL to NY franked 40c (2) ex Le Havre and carried on the Hamburg-America Line Hammonia, 1868/70 EL’s to NY franked 40c or 20c (2) both ex Le Havre and each endorsed to be carried by private ships Mercury or John Fyfe, 1869 env. to Massachusetts franked 80c ex Paris with “Par Steamer/for les Etats-Unis” hs at top, sent by rail to Brest to catch the Pereire that had left Le Havre the day before, 1870 env. to Baltimore ex Paris franked 20c (2) + 10c tied by dotted star cancels and with “2” accountancy hs on front and carried on the City of Brussels plus a contemporary coloured print of Calais Harbour. (6 items) PHOTO - see website. £120

RARE ‘BALLON MONTE’ LETTER TO USA; 5 Dec. 1870 ‘PAR BALLON MONTE’ Journal Poste no. 8 EL (defective and repaired but still presentable) to NY franked 30c (2) + 20c tied or cancelled by indistinct dotted star numeral cancels and latter tied by “NEW YORK PAID ALL.” ds Paris and London ds and framed “PD” hs on front. Carried on Le Franklin from Gare D’Orleons to St Aignan near Nantes and on the Russia (Cunard Line). Very unusual example of transatlantic mail. SG from £4500 PHOTO - see above. £500

PRE-STAMP BRITISH MAIL TO USA & BERMUDA INC. BLOCKADE LETTER; Range with 1813 EL (contents refer dividends & accounts of 1812 War) to NY with “PAID SHIP LETTER/CROWN/LONDON” ds rated ‘1/1’(d) sent through the British blockade, 1817 EL to Rhode Island ex Gibraltar, carried privately to Newport where posted with “SHIP” hs and rated ‘20’ cents on front, 1818 EL to Philadelphia ex Liverpool privately carried and with framed “SHIP TELEGRAPH/H.COFFIN” hs and circular “6” hs on front, 1820 EL to NY ex Liverpool with v.fine frilled oval “SHIP ATLANTIC/SAILED/(DATE)/W.MATLOCK” hs on front and rated ‘6’ cents on arrival, 1821 EL to Bermuda with London Paid ds on front, rated ‘2/2’(d) and carried on the Swiftsure, 1827 EL to Boston with curved-framed “SHIP/6” hs on front and other similar examples plus 10 contemporary prints of ships/ harbours. (20 items) PHOTO - see page 23. £220
**CAVENDISH PHILATELIC AUCTIONS**

**Lot 2122**

**GERMAN STATES-USA STAMPLESS MAIL:** Range with 1799 E to Philadelphia datelined at Hamburg and with oval “Ship Letter/LONDON” and “Ship Ltr/LIVERPOOL” hs on front, 1847 EL to NY ex Hamburg carried privately on the Leibnitze and charged ‘6’ cents, 1847/57 E’s to NY with “ST.PA./BREMEN” ds on front and charged ‘48’ cents or with ‘10’ cents or circular “6” hs on front, 1849/64 EL’s to Ny ex Leipzig, carried privately and with circular “6” hs on front, 1854 EL to NY ex Leipzig with Aachen and NY “60” ds on front and “Brit./Packet.” hs on rear, 1854 EL to Mexico ex Bonn with Aachen, Ny and Vera Cruz ds on front endorsed ‘19½’ and ‘45’ and with bold “3” reales hs also on front and 1858/60 EL/envs. to NY or St Louis ex Hamburg or Leage and each with “10” cents hs on front all carried at the 6½ sgr rate plus a few contemporary prints of ships and harbours. (16 items) PHOTO - see page 23.

**£200**

**Lot 2123**

**GERMAN STATES-USA STAMPLESS MAIL CARRIED BY CUNARD SHIPS:** Range with 1846 EL to NY ex Hamburg but posted in London with Liverpool transit ds on front and “7” cents hs on front, 1848/49 EL’s to NY ex Munster with London and Liverpool ds on front and “?” (cents) or “29” (cents) hs applied to front, the latter also with a Boston transit ds on front, 1852 env. to Hartford ex Ludwigsburg with Strasbourg and Boston transit ds and oval “PD.” h/s. on front, 1854 EL to NY ex Leipzig with Aachen transit ds on front and framed “Americ./Packet.” hs on rear, 1857 printed EL to NY ex Leipzig with Aachen and Boston transit ds and charged 30 cents and 1859 E to NY ex Hamburg with Aachen and Boston transit ds on front and charged 30 cents. (7 covers) PHOTO - see website.

**£150**

**Lot 2124**

**PART-PAID FRANKING MAIL TO USA:** May 1860 env. (rear faults; red wax seal intact) to Fort Wayne (Ind.) franked Brunswick 2sgr, margins large to touching tied by diamond grill cancel and representing payment t to Hamburg and with framed Oker, Hamburg and NY ds on front. Mss. ‘4½’ representing the foreign portion of the rate and “10” hs in red also on front. Rear with Bremen transit cds and carried on the Hamburg-America Line Hammonia. Attractive. PHOTO - see page 23.

**£200**

**Lot 2125**

**USA MAIL WITH BRITISH SHIP LETTER MARKINGS:** Range on leaves with 1805 EL to Dorchester ex Cincinnati with Red “CORK/SHIP LETTER” endorsed “....forwarded by John Warder & Sons [Philadelphia]” on rear, 1816 EL to London ex Baltimore with step-framed “HAITSTINGS/SHIP LETTER” hs on front and rated “2/8’d(1), 1810 EL to Edinburgh with unframed “GREENOCK/SHIP LETTER” hs on front, 1818 EL to London ex Philadelphia with “COWES/SHIP LRE” hs on front, 1821 EL to Glasgow ex N Y with v.fine oval; “Ship Letter/GLASGOW” mark on front; contents state ‘we have now been informed that some...Captains throw overboard all the letters not addressed to the consignees’. 1825 EL to London ex Mexico endorsed ‘Forwarded by.....R & J Phillips, Philad...’ on rear, 1826 EL (contents in Greek) to NY ex Athens posted in London and rated ‘4/4’d(1), 1826 EL to Truro ex NY with “AMERICA/F” frameless ds on rear and other similar examples. (18 covers) PHOTO - see page 23.

**£240**

**Lot 2126**

**STAMPLESS GROUP TO WURTTEMBERG & THURN & TAXIS:** Range on leaves inc. 1842/46 EL’s to Rothenburg or Ludwigsburg ex Newark or Philadelphia with “OUTRE-MER/LE HAVRE” cds on front 1854 EL to Kindsbach carried on the Nashville with St Joseph (Mo.) and NY ds on front. “5” cents hs on front and Aachen transit ds on rear, 1855 EL to Bisigheim carried on the Atlantic endorsed ‘Columbia Ill.’ at left and ‘Paid ’30’ at top right with NY Paid ds and “FRANCO” hs on front, 1855 env. to Unterschontal carried on the Baltic with Cincinnati, NY and Aachen ds on front and “PAID” ds on front with mss. ‘30’ alongside, 1858 EL to Oppenheim carried on the America with St Louis (Mo.), NY and Aachen ds and oval “PAID/30” hs on front, 1859 env. to Weikersheim carried on the Arabia with Philadelphia, NY and Aachen ds on front and “PAID/30” hs on front, 1860 EL to Oesterholz carried on the Bremen with Quincy & NY ds on front and “AMERICA/UBER BREMEN/FRANCO” hs on front and a few others and some contemporary prints of ships & ports. (12 items) PHOTO - see page 25.

**£200**

**Lot 2127**

**USA MAIL TO GERMAN STATES WITH ACCOUNTANCY MAKINGS:** Range with July 1849 E to Herrnhut ex NY with bold “24” (cents) hs and with “9/AMERICA/UBER BREMEN” hs on front and rated a total of 163kr, Oct. 1854 env. to Horb with “NEW YORK/BREMEN PK” ds, circular “5” and “24/9/KrR/AMERICA/UBER/AMERICA” hs on front and Frankfurt transit ds on rear, Nov. 1854 env. to Vegesack ex NY with “5 1/3 gcr/AMERICA/UBER/BREMEN” hs on front and June 1862 unfranked stars & stripes/cannon Patriotic env. to Leipzig with Williamshaus & NY ds on front with “15” cents hs prepaid and “6½” sgr hs in blue applied to front. (4 covers) PHOTO - see website.

**£150**

**Lot 2128**

**USA 30c FRANKING MAIL TO GERMAN STATES:** Feb. 1857 env. to Hanover endorsed ‘Paid via Closed Prussian Mail’ at lower left and franked imperf strip of three 10c Black (variable margins) tied by Fort Wayne (Ind.) & NY transit ds and with framed “AACHEN/21 2/FRANCO” dson front. Carried on the Havre Line Arago. Attractive. PHOTO - see website.

**£150**

**Lot 2129**

**MAIL TO FRANCE BY THE CUNARD LINE:** Range with Feb. 1861 EL to Paris ex New Orleans franked 10c + 5c with “ET.UNIS/SERV.BR.A.C/B” ds on front, Sep. 1865 EL ‘p’ Steamier Africa’ to Paris (redirected) ex Carthage NY franked 10c (2 - one grossly misperforated and trimmed to correct it) + 5c with NY Paid and “3 ETATS-UNIS 3/SERV.BRIT.CALAIS” cds on front and framed “SHORT PAID” (by 5c for the double rate) but no evidence of tax, Dec. 1863, July 1864 and Sep. 1865 EL’s to Paris, Bordeaux or Dordogne ex Philadelphia or New Orleans franked strip of five 5c or 12c + 3c with “3 ETATS-UNIS 3/SERV.BRIT.CALAIS” cds on front and one with with Lamy (Lyon) expertising mark on front, Dec. 1866 EL to Havre ex New Orleans franked 12c + 3c with octagonal “ET.UNIS.SERV.BR/HAVRE” ds on front. (6 covers) PHOTO - see page 25.

**£250**

**Lot 2130**

**USA MAIL TO/FROM FRANCE BY NON-CUNARD VESSELS:** Range with Feb. 1862 cash-paid ‘Paid 15 cents’ stars & stripes flag Patriotic env. to Montbeliard endorsed ‘Bosco Ill/Fey 8’ at and with “CHICAGO ILL/Paid 12” hs and “3 ETATS-UNIS 3/SERV.BRIT.CALAIS” cds on front carried on the Allan Line Nova Scotia, July 1863 env. to Havre franked 12c + 3c ex Bridport, Ct with octagonal “2ETATS-UNIS PAQ.FR 2/LE HAVRE” ds on front and carried on the City of Baltimore, Nov. 1866 env. to Le Ciotat (redirected) ex New Orleans franked 30c with “3 ET-UNIS 3/SERV.AM.CALAIS” ds on front and carried on the NGL Deutschland, Mar. 1867 unpaid env. to Wisconsin ex Nice with fine “NY/15/FRNH PKT/OR U.S./20 NOTES” depreciated currency cds and “12” with two federal currency cds and “9” with “15” and “20” hs on front and carried on the French steamship Ville de Paris or Pereire plus three contemporary prints. (9 items) PHOTO - see website.

**£160**

**Lot 2131**

**MAIL TO FRANCE WITH ACCOUNTANCY MARKS:** Pair with Jan. 1870 env. to Paris ex Boston carried on the City of Antwerp and franked 1869 2c (2) paid only to Great Britain and with oval “GB/40c” hs on front and rated with “5” decrees hs and Sep. 1871 unfranked EL to Aigre datelined at Havana and posted unpaid in NY, carried on the NGL Ohio with diamond-framed “GB/3F60c” hs on front and rated “15” decrees p.due. (2 covers) PHOTO - see website.

**£150**
Lot 2132 20th century PPCs from across the UK. Used and unused items. £150

Lot 2133 AIRMAIL / DISASTER MAIL MISCELLANY: Interesting group of covers incl. Sep. 9 1911 green type Coronation (1st. UK Air Mail) Postcard to Crouch End., 1926 Glider Flight near Mulhausen, 1939 return flight cover of first PAA service from Lisbon to New York, Apr. 1931 first experimental IA service cover ex London to Australia, 1933 Graz to Maribor glider flight, etc. Lot also includes burnt fragment of env. originating in Montreal, damaged by fire in California and having a 3-line cachet “DAMAGED IN FIRE/IN RAILWAY MAIL CAR/DAUGGET, CALIFORNIA” accompanied by explanatory newspaper cutting. (c.6 covers plus several pieces) PHOTO - see website. £100

Lot 2134 EXPERIMENTAL EAST AFRICA SERVICE BY T. A. GLADSTONE - THE DISASTROUS THIRD NORTHWARD FLIGHT FROM KISUMU - Mar. 1927 env. from Nairobi to Glasgow carried on the 3rd Northern flight which crashed into Lake Victoria, with violet “Owing temporary failure/Air Service Mail/forwarded normal route” on the back. Roughly opened; water-stained and stamps damaged but present tied by NAIR0BI cds plus red ‘KENYA-SUDAN/AIR MAIL’ underneath. PHOTO - see website. £60

Lot 2135 MADAGASCAR-FRANCE CRASH COVER 1930: Attractively franked commercial printed env. recovered from near Dibaya, Belgian Congo. The Farman 197 Flight originated Tananarive 10 Jan 1930, crashing 13 Jan. near River Kasai. The 4 original stamps remain on the cover, though affected by water. An unframed cachet in violet has been applied “RAID/MADAGASCAR/FRANCE/ACCIDENT DU/13 JANVIER 1930”. Nierinck 300113a. PHOTO - see website. £75

Lot 2136 CRASH COVER GROUP - CYGNUS & ‘SCPIO’; Trio of covers incl. 1937 (5 Dec.) ‘Cygnus’ crash at Brindisi, a commercial printed envelope (damaged) ex Singapore, all stamps washed off, having the boxed violet cachet “DAMAGED BY / SEA WATER/IN AIRPLANE/ACCIDENT”. A further cover (damage at left edge) from same crash, with same cachet, but ex Sydney bearing 1/6d stamp with 23 Nov. cds Also 1936 (22 Aug.) ‘Scipo’ crash at Mirabella Bay fine cover ex India with 6a stamp present but another has washed off. Bears a boxed violet cachet “DAMAGED BY SEA/ WATER” (3 covers) PHOTO - see website. £150

Lot 2137 1939 (12 Jun.) ‘CENTURION’ CRASH GROUP: Three covers, all with stamps washed off, origins unclear, though one is Singapore and all to UK addresses. All with “RLS 54” type sealing tape. Three different variations of the unframed magenta cachet, “SALVAGED MAIL/EX . CENTURIA”, “SALVAGED MAIL/EX CENTURION” (missing stop) and “SALV GED MAIL/EX. CENTURION” (missing “A”). Lot also incl. an illustration of the aircraft. (3 covers) PHOTO - see website. £150

Lot 2138 ZEPPELIN MIXED GROUP INC. 1929 NON-PHILATELIC POSTCARD TO NEW YORK - 31 July 1929 non-philatelic PC (opens to show scenes of Munich, small faults) to New York franked with 2rm blue (SG444 £80 off cover) tied by FRIEDRICHSAFEN cds with fine purple “LUFTSCHIFF GRAF ZEPPELIN/AMERICAFAHRTE 1929” cachet and NY receiver for 5 Aug. alongside. Also 6 May 1930 env. Washington DC to Portland Maine via First Europe Pan-America Round Flight, 1932/3 envs. (2) Brazil to Germany with different “CONDOR ZEPPELIN” cachets, and 23 June 1934 registered env. Paraguay to Solingen with 3 different red cachets. (5 items) PHOTO - see website. £120

Lot 2139 1929-37 ZEPPELIN GROUP - inc. 31 Jul 1929 env. or PPC to USA franked with 2rm or 4rm 1928 issue (SG444/5) tied Bodensee cds with blue circular ZEPPELIN cachet alongside and NY on front or back, and 5 Oct 1930 env. to Bavaria with 100pf pair tied by LEIPZIG cds and Basel Zepplin cachet in red. (14) PHOTO - see website. £120

Lot 2140 SIR EDWIN LANDSEER RA- PAINTER & SCULPTOR - fine 1864 env. and original 3-page letter, initialled ‘EL’ on the front, used within London. Letter with embossed stag antlers header (surely designed by Landseer himself) accepting an invitation to dinner and discussing a picture and the motto to be added to the frame. Delightful item from one of Britain’s giants of 19th century art. PHOTO - see website. £100

Lot 2141 THREE STOCKBOOKS with worldwide collection of fiscals, poster stamps and cinderellas. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website. £200

Lot 2142 TWO SHOE BOXES containing an accumulation of early 20th century PPCs from across the UK. Used and unused items presented alphabetically by location, with a strong emphasis on Derby and Derbyshire. Mainly, F to VF condition. (1050 +) PHOTO - see website. £360

Lot 2143 COLLECTION OF FOREIGN & COMMONWEALTH REVENUES: Stock pages with the collection incl. good range of early Southern Africa revenues, KGV Hong Kong dollar values, Trinidad & Tobago £1 green & carmine (3) with fiscal cancels, some Indian fiscals, etc. (c.200) PHOTO - see website. £75

Lot 2144 EARLIEST RECORDED “124” NUMERAL in the 2nd PERIOD: 6 July 1869 env. (few blemishes) to Bombay franked India QV 2a (on rear) tied by “124” numeral (type K2) in the second period of use with Aden and Bombay cds also on rear. PHOTO - see website. £140

Lot 2145 ADEN CANTONMENT / INDIA USED IN ADEN: 4a green inscribed “East India Postage” SG 69 cancelled by superb complete strike of the Aden Cantonment “125” boxed numeral. Only in use during 1871 and scarce thus. Also India 4a 6p green SG 97 with 3 Jan 1888 Aden squared circle cancel and India 5r blue & violet SG 109 cancelled by near complete strike of 23 May 1901 Aden cds (3 stamps) PHOTO - see website. £50
ALAND ISLANDS

2146 EARLY URGENT ‘FEATHER’ (&/OR ‘MEANDER’) EXPRESS LETTERS: 1810 EL with large part brown motled feather beneath red wax seal endorsed “post skafflan” from Soderby to Stromvsk, 1808 trio (one with small part feather) ex Stromvsk to Bomarsund/Sviby (2 sent during the Russo-Swedish War), and 1810 endorsed “carried by the postman” ex Palsbøle to Stromvsk; all with manuscript cross-lined ‘meander’ marks beside the address (indicating the shortest route across hilly ground). Scare and attractive group from these small islands. (5 covers) PHOTO - see page 29. £200

ANTIGUA

2147 SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV mint & used collection. A high degree of completion for basic issues with QV values to 1/-, KEVII 1903 set to 5/- mint, 1908-17 set to 2/- mint & 1913 5/-mint, etc. Later KGV defines to 4/- & 5/- mostly mint. A good lot. (c.80) PHOTO - see website. £180

2148 30 Oct 1793 EL ex Antigua to London endorsed “[per] the Queen/Capt. Owen” having a very fine strike of the “DOVER/SHIP LRE” mark on front and on the reverse a London Bishop mark (arrived 16 Feb. 1794) and red wax seal. Interesting contents re. seasonal rains, the ‘Borer’ (weevil?) and illness across the Islands. PHOTO - see website. £90

2149 A MINT AND USED GROUP: 1863-1935 the mint & used group inc. used 1878 1d (2) & 6d, 1879 2½d & 4d, 1882 ½d to 4d, 1884-87 1d to 1/-, 1903-07 ½d to 6d & 5/-, 1908-17 ½d to 2s less 3d and 1913 5/-, 1921 values to 4/- and 1932 ½d to 5/-. The mint inc 1903-07 1/-, 2d & 2½d. Also Barbuda 1922 ½d to 4/- mint. Mostly fine. (89) PHOTO - see website. £120

ASCENSION

2150 KGV MINT & USED RANGES on SG ‘New Imperial’ album leaves incl. 1922 St. Helena issues optd. “ASCENSION” to 2/- value, mostly mint, 1924 set of 12 to 3/- mint or used (some fiscal cancels), 1934 Pictorial definitive set of 10 to 5/- mint or used & 1935 SJ set used. (34) PHOTO - see website. £75

AUSTRALIAN STATES - COLLECTIONS

2151 THE USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES OF TASMANIA/VICTORIA & WESTERN AUSTRALIA: The collections inc Tasmania (84) imperf & perforated QV values to 1/-, 1892 ½d to 1/-, 1859-60 pictorials ½d to 6d & 1902-03 ½d to 2d. Victoria (212) inc a small number of QV half length issues and later perforated issues well represented with values to 5/- and postage dues. Western Australia (69) a good range inc a few (5) imperfs and perforated values to 1/- Worth examination with some fine examples included. PHOTO - see website. £240

2152 THE USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES OF QUEENSLAND AND SOUTH AUSTRALIA: The used collection of Queensland (109) with perforated Chalon types to 1/-. 1882-85 2/- to 10/- and a good range of later issues to 2/-. South Australia (137) with most issues represented inc 1906 values to 2/6d and OS overprints. An interesting lot. PHOTO - see website. £200

2153 SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with the mint & used ranges of issues for the 6 States. Better singles noted throughout. Mostly good to fine. We note NSW 1d ‘Sydney Views’, close cut and not guaranteed. Inspection recommended. (c.250) PHOTO - see website. £180

2154 RANGE ON STOCK PAGES all states represented mostly used, some officials, pmk interest, few mint inc. Tasmania 1870 10d Black (3 inc. a pair), 1871 Perf 12 4d mint (SG £350), 1892-99 Tablets 5d (2), 6d (3 inc. a pair), 10d (2), 1/- pair and Pictorial issues mint to 6d inc. duplication plus a few covers inc. 6 Aug. 1867 env. to London franked NSW 6d Diadem + pair 1d DLR (2) tied by ‘324’ (Laggan) numerals rated RRR by Freeman, 12 Aug. 1876 env. to Manchester franked pair 3d & 2d Chalons etc. (qty) PHOTO - see website. £140

2155 POSTAL STATIONERY AND REGISTERED LETTERS a strong selection of unused Tasmania & Victoria all from QV era. Many items rarely seen including shade varieties, printed to private order (25+ items) PHOTO - see website. £90

NEW SOUTH WALES

2156 THE USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES: 1850-1907 The used collection inc 1850 1d plates 1 & 2, 2d (faults) & 3d (2), later imperfs to 1/- and 1861-88 5/- (4), 1888-89 1d to £1 and some later issues to 1/-. Also some officials and 1891-97 ½d to 20/-. Generally fine. (154) PHOTO - see website. £200

2157 1850-1912 MINT & USED RANGE inc. Sydney Views 1d, 2d (2) & 3d, Laureates 1d - 6d, imperfect and perf Diadems and later group inc. Centennial issues to 20/-. Mostly fine. We note NSW 1d ‘Sydney Views’, close cut and not guaranteed. Inspection recommended. (c.200) PHOTO - see website. £220

2158 TWO ALBUM PAGES with the c.1851-1884 collection of used issues from SG 55 onwards. Mainly average to fine with some highly catalogue singles in evidence. All identified by SG number (though some may be no longer current’). Useful lot. (c.62) PHOTO - see website. £150

GOLD RUSH - POST OFFICE CIRCULARS REF. “GOLD ESCORT” ARRANGEMENTS: 1859 [c. 1 Jan.] unused printed “DRAFT TENDER FOR CONVEYANCE OF MAILS” for N.S.W.; incl. space to quote for conveying mails “including the Escort and Gold” and to “convey...Mails, Mail Bags, Letter Bags, Letters, Newspapers, and Packets... drawn by [ ] Horse[s]...”. Plus the matching printed P.O. Mails Tender results of 7 April 1859 showing contractors’ names and the accepted prices for the various routes, including £7,500 per year for a “two-horse coach to and from Yass and Albbury, once a week, for 10 months, and 3 times a week for 3 years from 1st January 1860”, with an additional charge accepted for “Gold and Escort each way for £20 per trip...”. Fascinating original items. (2 items) PHOTO - see website. £100

1888-89 5/- Deep Purple & Deep Violet Perf 10 mint/unused (3), used (5) and optd ‘Specimen’ and 20/- Perf 10 used (3). Ex Hutson (12) PHOTO - see page 25. £200

1890 20/- Centennial wmk 20/- NSW used range with Perf 10 (3), Perf 11 (15 inc. 2 x pair) and Perf 12 (2). Majority fine. Ex Hutson. SG £2310 (20) PHOTO - see page 25. £300

1890 5/- Lilac/Mauve wmk 5/- NSW used range on leaves inc. Perf 10 (16 - inc. 2 x pair), Perf 11 (9 inc. a pair and one optd ‘SPECIMEN’), Perf 12 (5), Perf 10x11 (5) and Perf 11x10 (5). SG c£1500 Ex Hutson PHOTO - see page 25. £300

QUEENSLAND

OLD ALBUM PAGE with the used range c.1857-1900 with values to 5/-. Average to fine. (c.36) PHOTO - see website. £75

SHIP LETTER RANGE: Group with 13 Oct. 1863 env. to Cork franked 6d Chalon ex Rockhampton, 23 Oct. 1879 env. to Lichfield franked 6d Chalon ex Swan Creek, 2 Feb. 1884 env. to London franked 2d & 4d BW ex Aramac and carried on the Orient Line Garonne, 17 Oct. 1887 env. to Wurttemberg franked pair 6d BW carried on the Liguria from Adelaide and 1897/1900 envs. to Bournemouth, NY or Copenhagen franked QV 2/6d or QV 1d + 2d ex Toowoomba, Chartsers Towers or Long Reach. (7 covers) PHOTO - see website. £90

1860-1912 MINT & USED RANGE inc. 1860 2d Blue imperf chalon (thinned), c1877 fragment to Melbourne franked pair 2d Blue Chalon cancelled in Sydney with double-lined oval “LOOSE SHIP/LETTER” hs below 1880 2/- Deep Blue mint (SG £190), 1882 10/- Chalon mint (SG £250) & £1 used (SG £140), 1886 £1 Chalon (thick paper) mint (SG £350), 1897-1905 5/-d - 1/- mint, 1900 Charity set mint (SG £490), 1903 & 1905 9d mint, 1907-11 5/-d - 1/- mint and 10/- & £1 (SG £130) used, range of QV fiscals to 10/-, pmk interest, few multiples, etc. (few hundred) PHOTO - see page 25. £260

1860 1d Carmine Rose imperf with four margins very fine used & 6d Green imperf with three margins used and small tear. Latter signed Stolow (New York) & with 1984 RPSL Cert. Plus perforated Used group inc. 1860 Large star wmk Clean Cut 14-16 2d & 6d, 1860 Small star wmk 2d, 1861 1d Perf 14 (Somerset House), 1861 Rough Perf 2d & 1/- and 1862 1d Indian Red. Majority fine (9) PHOTO - see page 25. £220

1886-1907 MINT SELECTION OF ISSUES - 1886 engraved thick paper wmk upright 5/- rose, 10/- brown (corner marginal) & £1 deep green, SG 154-6; 1907 1d through 2/- plus lithographed 2/6 vermilion, 2/6 dull orange & 5/- rose. Good to fine mounted mint; SG c£640. (13) PHOTO - see website. £130

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

EXTENSIVE COLLECTION ON ALBUM PAGES: The predominantly used collection from SG 2 onwards with many highly catalogued singles in evidence. Generally average to fine, though many of the imperf. types are three margin examples. Lot incl. c.53 “O S” official overprints. Very little duplication. Huge catalogue value, but inspection ‘de rigueur’. (c.210) PHOTO - see website. £600

PRE-STAMP MAIL TO ENGLAND: 27 Mar. 1849 EL to London rated prepaid ‘6’(d) and ‘8’(d) due with GPO/Crown South Australia ds on front and London ds on rear and scarce 3 Dec. 1853 EL to Yorks. inscribed ‘Chusan via Marseilles’ rated ‘6’(d) prepaid and ‘2/3’(d) due with London and Manchester ds on rear. (2 covers) PHOTO - see website. £70

1855 Perkins Bacon 6d Die Proof in Black cut to stamp size and affixed to a card. Two examples in private hands believed to exist. Extremely rare and important Exhibition item. One of the few items of classic South Australia of which there is no example in The (British) Royal Collection. Ex Griffiths (1992) with p/copy of 1994 RPSL Cert. PHOTO - see front cover. £750

C.1855-1912 MINT & USED SELECTION inc. 1856 2d Red strip of three used, 1891 2/6d on 4d mint (12 inc. a block of five mint, strip of four optd ‘SPECIMEN’ and a single Perf 15 mint), 5d on 6d mint and optd ‘SPECIMEN’, Long stamps mint to 9d and used to 2/6d few officialcs and covers inc. a 1904 taxed PPC to England, pmk interest etc. (few hundred) PHOTO - see website. £120

1891-96 1d PC COMPETITION DESIGN ESSAY by ‘Peut-etre’ on thick card in pen and black ink & Chinese White featuring a Coat of Arms above ‘SOUTH AUSTRALIA’, QV and Australian Flowers with ‘ADDRESS ONLY TO BE WRITTEN ON THIS SIDE’ below. Few minor stains well clear of design and very attractive. PHOTO - see page 25. £200

TASMANIA

1853-1912 MINT & USED RANGE inc. 1870 DLR 5/- Mauve (SG £325), 1880 Platypus 1/- mint (SG £160) and used set complete, 1892 Tablets 10/- mint (SG £90) and used to 5/-, Pictorials to 6d and potential pmk interest. (c100) PHOTO - see website. £140

EARLIEST EXAMPLE OF A REGISTERED LETTER: 9 Feb. 1847 EL Circular Head to Launceston and carried by the ship Shamrock. Rated ‘4’(d) for an unpaid single letter and endorsed ‘Registered’ at lower left. The earliest example of mail endorsed ‘registered’ from the colony recorded. Ex McNamee. PHOTO - see page 25. £300

INTER-COLONIAL REGISTERED MAIL: 15 Feb. 1851 E Hobart to Portland, Port Phillip (New South Wales) endorsed ‘Registered’ at left and rated ‘4’(d) for an outgoing ship letter and ‘3’(d) inwards New South Wales ship letter. Very scarce example of registered mail to another colony plus 2 Apr. 1850 EL Deloraine to Launceston with Postmasters endorsement at lower left and ‘Money Letter’ at top, rated ‘4’(d) in black for an unpaid single-weight letter. (2 covers) PHOTO - see website. £160

Lot

CAVENDISH PHILATELIC AUCTIONS

Estimate
INWARDS SHIP LETTER FREE HANDSTAMPS: 24 Nov. 1853 E Mount Alexander (datestamp on reverse showing day and month in manuscript) and framed “MOUNT ALEXANDER/Paid” h.s on face to Hobart and struck with the framed “TO BE DELIVERED/FREE OF POSTAGE” only in use for two weeks at Launceston to indicate ship letter mail no longer charged inwards fees - three examples recorded. Endorsed ‘registered’ and rated ‘5’(d) on face and 12 Dec. 1853 EL(faults) Geelong to Hobart, rated ‘3’(d) ship letter rate with Launceston c.d.s on reverse and framed “SHIP LETTER INWARDS FREE/15 DE 15/1853” h.s on face. Ex McNamee and sold for £1100 in our Sep. 2014 sale. (2 covers) PHOTO - see above. £800

1853 4d COURIER BRIGHT RED ORANGE - Plate 1 First State four very small to large margins with faint ‘62’ barred numeral cancel and small stain at top right. SG £1000 PHOTO - see page 25. £150

1854 4d COURIER BRIGHT BROWNISH ORANGE - Plate 1 First State, four good to very large margins and with very faint indistinct bar cancel and part red circular marking at lower left. An elusive stamp so fine. SG 6 £1300 PHOTO - see page 25. £200

EARLY USAGE OF THE 4d COURIER ON TINY ENVELOPE FROM LAUNCESTON TO FINGAL; 23rd Jan. 1854 env. (95x50mm; some toning and with central fold but still very attractive, with an embossed curved flap) to Fingal franked by Courier 4d (cut square; wide on 3 sides, just shaved at top, with light stain at foot) tied by very fine Launceston “59” numeral and - most unusually - also tied by the matching “LAUNCESTON” cds. Unusual item sent less than 3 months after the Tasmania First Issues became available (on 1 Nov. 1853). Possibly the smallest known 1st-Issue cover. [Ex Michael Blake; Cavendish March 2001, lot 162; realised £250.] PHOTO - see page 29. £200

CHALON HEADS: Old album page with the used collection of both perf. & imperf. types c.1857-71. Values to 1/-, Average to fine, but inspection recommended. High catalogue value. (21) PHOTO - see website. £200

1856 4d CHALON - unwmkd used range with Deep Blue (2 - one thinned and surface rubbed [1997 RPSL Cert.]), Pale Blue (2 - one slightly stained) and Blue strip of three, margins touching to large and faint crease between first and second units. SG £1060+ (7) PHOTO - see page 25. £150

1858 DOUBLE-LINED NUMERALS WMK - 6d Dull-Lilac Chalon used (on dated fragment) & 1/- Vermilion used (6 - inc. a pair and single fiscally cancelled) plus 1860-67 6d Chalon Dull Slate-Grey (4 - shades), Grey, Grey-Violet, Dull Cobalt (3 inc. a pair), Bluish-Purple and Reddish Mauve (2). Majority fine. (19) PHOTO - see website. £180

OLD ALBUM PAGES with the used collection from c.1854 onwards. Includes many good, highly catalogued singles and a range of Stamp Duty types to £1 value. Mostly average to fine, but imperfs generally three margin. Inspection recommended. (c.95) PHOTO - see website. £180
### CAVENDISH PHILATELIC AUCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2185</td>
<td><strong>SCARCE MELBOURNE PAID MARKING:</strong> 1 Aug. 1841 EL (some staining) to Glasgow with v.fine chamfered-framed “MELBOURNE/PAID” and “SHIP LETTER” hs on front. Melbourne, London and Glasgow ds on rear. Contents by Daniel MacKenzie an account of sales of wool, beef, pork, cloth etc. Rated ‘8’(d) inwards ship letter on arrival. Contents by David Robertson to his father I have the prospect of being settled…having taken a dairy farm on the River Plenty….Fine Similar examples sold in our June 2016 sale for £240. PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2186</td>
<td><strong>c.1850-89 MOSTLY USED SELECTION</strong> on leaves in SG Plymouth album inc. 1873 ½d on 1d Laureate mint, 1875 1d Bell mint, 1882 6d Laureate mint, Postal Fiscals 1/-. 3/-. 4/-. &amp; 5/- postally used, 1885 2/- on blush green paper mint, 1885-95 ½/-2/- mint, 1888-89 1/6d Blue &amp; Orange mint etc. (few hundred) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2187</td>
<td><strong>PRE-STAMP/STAMPLESS MAIL TO GB &amp; FRANCE;</strong> Range with 15 Feb. 1854 E to Angouleme ‘per Marco Polo’ rated ‘3’(d) prepaid and ‘15’ decimes inwards charge on arrival. Front with Melbourne Paid, Calais transit and framed “COLONIES&amp;c ART.13” hs and rear with Paris and a Bordeaux TPO ds, 27 May 1854 E ‘per Madras via Galle &amp; Marseilles’ to Glasgow rated ‘1’/’ prepaid and ‘4’/’(d) treble via Marseilles rate with Melbourne, London and Glasgow ds on front or rear, 22 July 1854 EL to London ‘per Overland mail via Southampton’ carried on the Norma to Galle and rated ‘1’/’ prepaid, 26 Dec. 1855 E headed ‘Lightning’ to London, Melbourne, London and Marseilles ds on rear and “6d” hs on front and 14 Feb. 1857 E to Glasgow ‘per Simla’ rated ‘6’(d) prepaid and writer states “at many a night have I been without covering…..food…little water” and 6 Dec. 1869 unfranked E to Nantes with part Melbourne duplex, Marseilles transit, diamond Anglo-French “GB/1F62 4/10c” accountancy hs on front and rear with Paris and Nantes cds. (6 covers) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2188</td>
<td><strong>HALF-LENGTH FRANKINGS;</strong> Pair with Oct. 1855 EL (few faults) to Derbyshire franked 3d Half-length (2 - variable margins) tied by “1/’V” cancels with Liverpool “AUSTRALIAN PACKET” ds and ‘5’(d) accountancy on front. Rear with Melbourne, London and Buxton ds and carried on the Black Ball Champion of the Seas and 14 Oct. 1855 EL (mild crease) ‘pr Columbian’ ‘via Marseilles’ to Walsall franked 3d Half-length &amp; 6d Wood block, overlapped but both with four margins tied by ‘1’ barred numeral cancel and rear with Melbourne and Walsall ds (2 covers) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2189</td>
<td><strong>6d QUEEN-ON-THRONE FRANKINGS;</strong> 17 Dec. 1858 env. (minor faults or discoloration) to Glasgow franked 6d Queen-On-Throne tied by barred numeral ‘1’ with double oval “INsUFFICIENTLY PAID/VIA MARSEILLEs” (Palmer Type 5 - scarce less than a dozen examples believed to exist) with Melbourne and Glasgow ds on rear; despite underpayment sent on the Wye from Malta to Marseilles. Plus 1858 6d env. to Calcutta ‘per Columbian’ franked 6d Queen-On-Throne tied by barred numeral ‘1’ with Melbourne and Calcutta cds on rear. Scarce destination and unrecorded by Palmer (2009) (2 covers) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2190</td>
<td><strong>3d HALF-LENGTH ON MAIL TO IRELAND;</strong> 15 Oct. 1858 env. to Dublin (redirected to Kingstown) franked pair 3d Greenish-Blue Half-length, margins except at top where touching, London, Dublin and Kingstown ds on rear. Recorded by Barwis &amp; Moreton (2009) at page 451. PHOTO - see back cover.</td>
<td>£80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2191</td>
<td>**1859 REGISTERED ENV. EX THE WRECK OF THE ‘NORTHAM’ - 16 July 1859 registered env. to London franked with 1857-9 emblems 1d green (2) &amp; 4d rose (all trimmed before use) with another [presumably 3d] stamp floated off paying the postage via France and 1/’ blue paying the registration, all tied by fine Geelong ‘2’ type 3 numerais. Water stains consistent with being wrecked in the Red sea for five days. Particularly scarce registered. PHOTO - see back cover.</td>
<td>£500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2192</td>
<td><strong>c.1860-1912 MINT &amp; USED SELECTION</strong> with Laureates used to 10d inc. 8d Orange, 1884 2/6d Yellow mint, 1885-95 mint group to 2/’, 1886-96 9d Apple-Green mint (2), 9d Carmine &amp; Rosine mint, 1/- mint (3 shades), 1/6d Blue, Red-Orange &amp; Orange mint, £8 CTO, pmk interest, town cds group, SG £1900 (few hundred) PHOTO - see page 33.</td>
<td>£300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2193</td>
<td><strong>SCARCE MAIL FROM THE WRECK OF THE COLOMBO;</strong> Jan. 1862 EL (consistent faults) to Melbourne (franking apparently washed away) ex Nottingham with London Paid cds on rear. Recipient unlocated and with oval letter-carriers ds “LC/MA 13/1862” and “ADVERTISEd/AND/UNCLAIMED” hs on front. Returned to sender and reposted from Melbourne 3 June 1862 with the framed “Saved from the wreck of the Colombo” hs (Peace type 3) and this cover recorded by Peace (2013) at page 99. Unusual example from this famous disaster. PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2194</td>
<td>1863 1d Green Laureate Perf 13 wmk single-line ‘1’ used and defective at lower right and small thin with dramatic paper horizontal fold at top and smaller vertical fold also at top. Striking item. PHOTO - see page 33.</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WESTERN AUSTRALIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2195</td>
<td><strong>1854-1912 mainly used selection</strong> with some mint inc., 1885-93 ½d - 1/-, 1898-1907 1d - 1/-, few fiscals, official punctures, pmk interest. (c100) PHOTO - see page 33.</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2196</td>
<td><strong>THE 5-VOLUME SET OF ‘DICTIONARY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIANS’ (1829-88);</strong> 1979-85 set of this very useful University of W.A. publication (hardback; some wear), listing all recorded early inhabitants of WA in alphabetical order for “Early Settlers, 1829-50”, “Bond, 1850-68”, “Free 1850-68”, and “The Challenging Years 1868-88” (latter in 2 volumes). Brief biog details of everyone recorded, and longer entries for some; ideal for checking senders and addresses of C19th covers. Quicker reference than trudging round the internet, and a rare set. (5 vols.) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2197</td>
<td>1854 4d Pale Blue with four close margins and lightly cancelled, and 4d Blue with four good to very large margins, lightly cancelled and with central placed official Commissariat puncture and scarce thus. (2) PHOTO - see page 33.</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### AUSTRALIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2198</td>
<td><strong>THE USED COLLECTION, 1913-35</strong> The used collection inc 1913-14 ½d to 5/-, 1914-20 ½d (2), 1d (2), 4d (2) &amp; 5d, 1915 2d to 5/-, 1915-27 2d to 10/-, 1918-23 ½d to 1/4d, 1923-24 6d to £1, 1924 1d to 4/3d, 1926-30 ½d to 1/4d, 1929-30 6d to 10/-, 1931-36 ½d to 10/-, 1932 Bridge set. Also a small range of postage dues and officials. Mixed condition with many fine examples. (199) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2199  SG *NEW IMPERIAL* ALBUM PAGES with the 1913-38 mixed mint & used collection. Useful ranges of ‘Roos’ & KGV Heads, the former incl. 5/- (4), 10/- grey & pink, £1 grey mint (Specimen) & £1 grey used. Also £2 black & rose (fiscally used, and with tiny thin). Many better 1930s issues. (c.150) PHOTO - see website. £200

2200  RANGE ON STOCK PAGES inc. mainly used Roos used to 10/-, CTO, specimens, KGV to 5d inc. 1d mint with ‘CA’ monogram, 1932 Harbour Bridge to 5/-, Robes to £1 and later issues to about 1990. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website. £150

2201  MINT & USED COLLECTION ON ALBUM LEAVES: Main interest is in the better mint & used 1930s commemorative sets, but also includes 1963 Sterling ‘Navigators’ set mint to £2. (c.150) PHOTO - see website. £75

2202  SMALL COMMONWEALTH & WESTERN AUSTRALIA MINT SELECTION - inc. WA 1898-1907 set of five values SG 112-116 and selection of 1905 values inc. 4d chestnut through to 10d rose-orange SG142-146; Australia inc. 9d violet 1st wmk roo, 3d blue kookaburra block of four, 1934 1/6 Hermes no wmk and 1934 MacArthur set of 4. SG c.£670. (26 items) PHOTO - see website. £130

2203  1913 £1 BROWN & ULTRAMARINE. 1st wmk, marginal mint example, lightly mounted, fine and fresh example of this key stamp. SG £3000 PHOTO - see front cover. £650

2204  1913-35 USED KANGAROO GROUP inc. 1st wmk to 2/-, 2nd wmk 2d, 2½d & 6d, 1915-27 6d (2) & 2/-, 1929-30 6d - 2/-, 1932-36 6d, 9d (2) 2/- (3 inc. a pair), 5/- (2), 10/- (2), £1 & £2 plus a few OS punctures and majorities to 5/-. Majority fine. SG c.£2600 (114) PHOTO - see page 33. £500

2205  1913-32 KANGAROO & MAP MINT RANGE with 1913 ½d pair, 1915-27 2d (2 shades), 2½d (2 - both shades), 3d (2 shades), 6d (3 shades), 1/- (2 - one wmk sideways), 2/- & 5/- (2 shades) 1923 6d, 1929 6d & 2/- (2) & 1932 9d (3) plus a used group to 10/-, SG c.£1700 (47) PHOTO - see page 33. £500

2206  KGVI PERIOD MINT GROUP inc. sideseasctions to 5d, with a few multiples inc. 1914 1d Carmine-Red block of four, one unit with ‘RA’ joined, 1914 1d Carmine-Red block of eighteen showing damaged framed at x30 & x36, 1918 ½d Green marginal block of six, one unit with ‘thin I in fraction at right’, 1919 ½d Black-Brown marginal block of thirty 1924-35 1d Sage-Green, the four listed varieties, 1927 ½d Booklet (16 x 1½d), 1929 1½d WA Centenary complete sheet (Plate 5), 1930 2d Golden Scarlet marginal block of eight and other related issues. SG c.£1850 (few hundred) PHOTO - see page 33. £360

2207  KGVI PERIOD, USED GROUP - with sideseasctions to 1/4d (9 - one CTO) with identified flaws on the 1d & 1½d, 1928 3d Kookaburra m/s used, 1932 Harbour Bridge set (5/- with private perfins), 1934 Vic. Cen. set (2), 1935 Jubilee set, few OS punctures and opts, few multiples etc. (few hundred) PHOTO - see website. £100

2208  1928 1/4d KGV sideface Ash imprint gutter pair, wmk small-multi, centred lower left/right, faint creasing in gutters. Very scarce. BW Cat AU$3000 for a block of four. PHOTO - see page 33. £150

2209  1932 6d CHESTNUT KANGAROO Ash imprint gutter block of eight, good centring and never mounted, small stain on rear of one unit only visible from rear. Good multiple. BW AU$700+ PHOTO - see website. £200

2210  KGVI period selection inc. 1937 KGVI 3d Blue Die I mint (2) and a used block of four, ’white waltzet’ mint, Die I mint and used, Die II mint (3), Robes 5/- mint (2 - both papers), 10/- optd ‘SPECIMEN’ (2) and used set complete, 1949-50 Arms used set, BCOF opts used set plus used 1947 flight env. to Sydney, plus a mint range of pre-Decimal QEII inc. 5/- Cattle (white paper) and Navigators mint to £2 and p.due group inc. 1891 NSW set to 20/- optd ‘SPECIMEN’ and later issues to 5/- (few hundred) PHOTO - see website. £150

2211  1949 10/- Purple Arms marginal block block of 20 (4 x 5) cancelled by 14 strikes of the Gore Hill (NSW) cds and with airmail etiquette in the margins at both top and base. Some adherence on rear and some faint creasing at bottom left. Rare used multiple, probably the largest example. A used block of fifteen with official punctures sold in a Melbourne auction for AU$800 in Mar. 2017. PHOTO - see website. £200

BHARAMAS

2212  THE MAINLY USED COLLECTION: 1859-1935 The mint & used collection inc. mint 1859 1d lake unused remainder, 1884-90 1/-, 5/- & £1. 1902-10 1d to 4d, 1/- & 5/-, 1906-11 ½d to 6d, 1911-13 1d to 3/-, The used inc a good range of early issues to 5/-, 1901-03 1d to 3/-, 1920 ½d to 1/-, 1921 1d to 3/-, 1921 ½d to £1, 1930 Tercentenary 1d to 2/- (2) & 3/- (2) and 1935 Jubilee set. Mostly fine (110) PHOTO - see website. £200

2213  SG *NEW IMPERIAL* ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV mint & used collection, noting QV 5/- olive used, KEVII 5/- mint, 1901 Queens Staircase set to 3/- mint, KGV values to 5/- (2), 1929 Tercentenary set to 3/- mint, etc. A useful lot. (c.80) PHOTO - see website. £150

2214  1938-52 USED 5/- DUPLICATE GROUP ON STOCKCARD: A group of used 5/- (150, 3 blocks of four, 3 blocks of three, 14 pairs, 2 v. strips of three, 24 v. pairs & 47 singles). Very few with faults. SG 156-156e unchecked by us & min cat £2,850 (150) PHOTO - see page 33. £360

BARBADOS

2215  THE MAINLY USED COLLECTION: 1852-1935 The mainly used collection on leaves inc a good range of ‘Britannia’ types with values to 1/-, 1882-86 ½d to 1/-, 1892-98 ½d to 2/6d, 1897-98 white paper ½d to 10d (the 2½d, 5d, 8d & 10d are mint), 1906 ½ to 1/-, 1912-16 ½d to 2/-, 1916-19 ½d to 3/-, 1920-21 ½d to 3/-, 1925-35 ½d to 3/- and mint 1921-24 values to 3/. The majority are fine. (165) PHOTO - see website. £240

2216  SG *NEW IMPERIAL* ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV mint & used collection, noting QV issues to 5/-, various KGV ranges to 2/6d (3) & 3/- (4) values incl. 1920 ‘Victory’ set mint or used. Lot also incl. a group of KGV Barbuda issues. (c.155) PHOTO - see website. £180
2217 POSTAL STATIONERY AND REGISTERED LETTERS - an array of Victorian to early QEII items mainly unused but with some nice examples of non-philatelic use. Of particular interest is a small group of 1891 4d envelopes including one with 2½d overprint in red and a second with 2½d in black with six lines blocking the 4d. (H&G PC4) Also included is a rarely seen KGVI registered letter with the 6 cents fisherman casting a net. (40+ items) PHOTO - see website.

£100

2218 APR.-NOV. 1919 MOSTLY MINT SELECTION - 4 Apr. and 10 Nov. sets with some duplication inc. a few used/CTO, 27 Nov. 10k on 3k carmine mint & used and 15r on 1k orange with red (2) & violet ovpt. Generally fine; SG 1-6, 11-20 c£800. (37 items) PHOTO - see website.

£160

2219 10 NOV. 1919 MINT SET OF FOUR - imperf 10r on 1k orange & 10r on 3k carmine (2 of each) and perf 1r on 5k brown & 10r on 7k blue (pulled perf). SG7-10 £1480. (6) PHOTO - see page 33.

£300

2220 12 JAN. 1920 MINT SET OF THE TWO VALUES - fine mounted, imperf 50r on 1k orange and 50r on 2k green. SG20/21 £1550. (2) PHOTO - see page 33.

£300

2221 12 JAN. 1920 MINT 50r ON 4k RED - perf issue, two shortish perfs else fine mounted. SG24 £1000. PHOTO - see page 33.

£180

2222 12 JAN. 1920 MINT 50r ON 5k BROWN AND 50r ON 15k BLUE & RED-BROWN - perf issue, 50r on 5k with rounded corner and one pulled perf, else fine mounted. SG24/26 £1350. (2) PHOTO - see page 33.

£220

2223 JAN./FEB. 1920 MINT PERF VALUES - missing just one value in the set and with some duplication; good to fine mounted, a few small faults. SG29-36 £1275. (12) PHOTO - see page 33.

£240

2224 JAN./FEB. 1920 MINT 50r ON 2k GREEN & 50r ON 3k CARMINE - imperf issue, fine mounted. SG38/39 £1000. (2) PHOTO - see page 33.

£200

2225 JAN./FEB. 1920 MINT 50r ON 5k BROWN-LILAC - imperf issue, fine mounted. SG40 £1800. PHOTO - see inside back cover.

£360

2226 MAR./JUNE 1920 MOSTLY MINT GROUP - inc. Mar. 50r on 4k rose used SG41 and Apr. set of 3 inc. 50r on 50k yellow with blue ovpt. Good to fine mounted; SG41-53. (18) PHOTO - see website.

£120

2227 SG 'NEW IMPERIAL' ALBUM PAGES - with the QV-KGV mint & used ranges. Useful 1885-87 opts. mint incl. SG 2, 4, 5 & 6 and 1888 2/- mint. Also, 1888 6d on 6l lilac, mint SG 26 (£150) and later QV opts. mint or used to 1/- plus KEVII & KGV defs. mint or used to 1/- values; 1935 SJ set mint. A useful lot. (c.70+) PHOTO - see website.

£100

2228 1888 2d ON 2d LILAC & BLACK (VAR CURVED FOOT TO “2”): Fine mint, well centred copy. SG 42b £950 PHOTO - see front cover.

£190

2229 THE USED COLLECTION:1865-1936 collection inc 1865-1903 1d, 2d (2 to 6d) and a mint 1/-, 1874 3d on 1/-, 1875 1d on 3d & 1d on 1/-, 1883-84 values to 1/-, 1906-10 ½d to 4d, 1910-25 ½d to 1/-, 1918-22 2/-, 2/6d & 5/- 1920-21 ½d to 1/-, 1921 1/2d to 1/-, 1922-34 ½d to 1/-, 1924-32 2/-, 2/6d & 5/- & 1935 Jubilee set. Mostly fine selected examples. (96) PHOTO - page 33.

£260

2230 SG 'NEW IMPERIAL' ALBUM PAGES - with the QV-KGV mint & used collection. Good range of values to 10/- (c.90) PHOTO - see website.

£100

2231 1865-38 MINT SELECTION - inc. 1865 2d blue (centred low); 1883-1904 complete set plus shades selection; 1938-52 KGV defs set of 16 values. Generally good to fine mounted or unmounted; SG c.£1500. (42) PHOTO - see page 33.

£100

2232 INWARDS MAIL TO BERMUDA/ST LUCIA: Pair of Sep./Dec. 1843 EL’s to Bermuda ex Weymouth endorsed ‘Per Halifax Mail’ and rated ‘1/-’ prepaid each with London and Liverpool ds on front and 2 Aug. 1853 E to St Kitts ex London also rated ‘1/-’ prepaid on front. (3 covers) PHOTO - see website.

£140

2233 SMALL CARTON with the early to modernmint & used collection in mounts, packets, etc. Inspection recommended (qty) PHOTO - see website.

£120

2234 1948 OVERPRINTS IN CYLINDER BLOCKS OF SIX - the eight values to 1r on 1/- bistre-brown all unmountedmint. (8 items) PHOTO - see website.

£120

2235 USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES : 1890-1903 - inc 1890 ½a on 1d & 4a on 5d, 1890-95 ½a to 5r, 1894 7½a on 1r, 1895 ½a, 4a, 8a & 1r, 1895 ½a to 3a, 1896-1901 ½a to 5r and 1897-1905 2r & 3r. Mostly fine. (51). Also Uganda (12) inc 1898-1902 1r & 5r used. PHOTO - see website.

£300

2236 CARTON - containing a mainly mint collection in three albums, a stockbook and small packet. c.1966 to c.1980s. This comprehensive, mainly post independence collection, is contained in three peg albums. Many of the independence issues are presented in part sheets and include overprint varieties such as SG 423b & 424b. Also inc. are a selection of lose covers & fronts, registered covers (25+), some of which are coming into the country from overseas. Inc. SG141 used but with a tear. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.

£150

2237 VILLAGE CANCELLATIONS: Stock book with the QV to early QEII issues, incl. Bel Air type 3a, Boerasirie type 3a, Cotton Tree type 5a, Cuyuni type 12, Dunoon type 8, Hyde Park type 5a, Jacoba Constantia type 21a, Koriabo type 9, XV Miles Potaro type 14, Zorg type 3a, etc. Very fine throughout. (Approx. 500) PHOTO - see website.

£800
2238  **CANCELLATIONS - NAMED POSTMARK TYPES 6, 6A, 6B, 6C & 7:** c.1889 to c.1910 selection of covers (6), pieces (4) and adhesives (16) with type 6 for Met-en-Weerzorg (4 covers with codes A, C & D), type 6A Leguan (5, incl. examples cancelling 2c & 5c postal stationery envs.) and Plaisance (5), type 6C Bourda, type 6D Agricola and type 7 St. Abroek; fair to fine strikes. Also, **NAMED DATESTAMP TYPE 3:** c.1880 to c.1892. Selection of stamps (12), pieces (4) and 1 cover all with Type 3 cancellations incl. Fredericseries (4), Tarlogy and Good Success plus an 1896 2c postal stationery env. uprated with 1c & 2c stamps clearly cancelled “GOOD SUCCESS” and used to London. (42 items). **PHOTO - see website.** **£150**

2239  **CANCELLATIONS - CIRCULAR DATESTAMPS:** c.1867 to c.1966 collection of covers (44), pieces (29) & adhesives (86) with various Georgetown cds cancellations arranged in Townsend & Hobbs order inc. types 16 (2), 24 (4), 33 on 2c env. uprated with 1c & 2c used to Brighton, 35 (6 covers), 39 (3 covers), 40 (2 covers), 42 (2 covers), 52 on 1c env. to Holland, 55 on cover to London, 64 & 65 (both on local covers). Mostly fine, legible strikes. (Qty.) **PHOTO - see website.** **£150**

2240  **EXHIBITIONS AND CENTENARIES:** c.1911 to c.1966 Selection of covers incl. 1911 env. (creased) franked with 1d stamp tied by an elaborate “BRITISH GUIANA PHILATELIC EXHIBITION” cds, 1931 env. to Liverpool with oval “BRITISH GUIANA/CENTENARY/CELEBRATIONS” violet cachet, (2 covers) with different cachets concerning the same celebrations and incorporating aeroplanes plus a few FDCs. (15 covers). Also **MILITARY:** c.1953 to c.1965 group of covers (4) with “F.P.O./955” (2) & “F.P.O./966” cds plus “FIELD POST OFFICE/243” cds (Townsend & Hobbs TH/14, 15 & 19). Mostly fine but two with some erasure of information on front. (Qty.) **PHOTO - see website.** **£120**

2241  **CANCELLATIONS - NAMED POSTMARK TYPES 23, 23A TO 23C:** c.1927 to c.1964 Comprehensive collection of covers (30) and adhesives (53) with type 23 covers of Beterverwagting, Charity (2), Leguan, Providence, Suddie and Vredenhoop, type 23A covers of Anna Regina, Arakaka, Bartica, Aurora, Bourda, Charity, Clanbrook, Cove, Grave, Kwakwani, Mackenzie, Metenmeerzorg, Nigg, Skeldon, Wales, T’mart, Waelaaal & Wismar, type 23B cover of Bartica and type 23C covers of Leonora and Mackenzie (2); mostly fine. (83 items). **PHOTO - see website.** **£120**

2242  **CANCELLATIONS - NAMED DATESTAMP TYPES 3B, 3C, 4 & 5:** c.1887 to c.1903. Selection of covers (4), card and adhesives (20) with cancellation type 3B of Benab (3), Reliance-Canje (4, incl. a fine example on small env. to Dalbeattie) and Carmicheal (sic) Street (2, incl. a clear example on env. to Barbados), type 3C of Anna Regina used as a backstamp on an env. also to Barbados), type 4 of Mahaica (3, incl. one used as a backstamp on an opened out env. to Georgetown) and type 5 incl. Suddie used as a backstamp on an 1890 card to the Warder Prison Hospital; some have faults but fine strikes are included. (25 items). **PHOTO - see website.** **£90**

2243  1c VERMILION c.1853-9 - fine used on small piece. SG.11 £1,700. **PHOTO - see website.** **£180**

2244  **REGISTERED MAIL:** 1892 (3 May) registered env. ex Metenmeerzorg uprated with 5c blue, addressed to the Daily Chronicle offices in Georgetown plus 1898(?) registered env. (heavily foxed) uprated with 2c adhesive, ex Mahaica to Georgetown with red/white “R/BRITISH GUIANA/2837” label. Both with large part registration seals on reverse. (2 items). Also inc.: 1895 (1 off) offices in Georgetown plus 1898(?) registered env. (creased) uprated with 2c adhesive, ex Mahaica to Georgetown with Suddie used as a backstamp on an 1890 card to the Warder Prison Hospital; some have faults but fine strikes are included. (25 items). **PHOTO - see website.** **£120**

2245  **MIDDLE EAST FORCES - 1942 POSTAGE DUE OVERPRINTS IN CONTROL BLOCKS OF SIX** - the five values plus an additional example from the ½d, 1d (2 additional) & 2d all with different controls or perf settings, all unmounted mint (the 1/- with some creasing on the corner). (9 items) **PHOTO - see website.** **£120**

2246  **SOMALIA - 1943 'E.A.F.' OVERPRINTS IN CYLINDER BLOCKS OF SIX** - the eight values to 1/- bistre-brown all unmounted mint. (8 items) **PHOTO - see website.** **£120**

2247  **SOMALIA - 1948 'B.A./SOMALIA' OVERPRINTS IN CYLINDER BLOCKS OF SIX** - the eight values to 75c on 9d olive-green all unmoutned mint; the 5c on ½ pale green with six blocks. (13 items) **PHOTO - see website.** **£120**

2248  **THE COLLECTION:** 1866-1935 The mint/used collection inc mint 1867 4d & 1912-19 ½d to 1/-, used 1866 6d (both), 1888 toned paper 4d on 1/-, 1899 ½d to 5/- (the 1/- & 5/- are mint), 1904 ½d to 5/-, 1922-28 values to 5/- and 1935 Jubilee set. Mostly fine (63) **PHOTO - see website.** **£140**

2249  **SMALL CARTON** with the KGV-KGV1 period accumulation of commercial mail, censor mail, First Flight covers, North West Territories mail, etc. (c.100 photos) **PHOTO - see website.** **£100**

2250  **TWO ALBUMS** with the mainly used much duplicated stock of Admiral issues inc a good number of cds examples and a few multiples. All values are represented and inc a few coil examples., 3c retouches and interesting cancellations. A small number of non Admiral low values are present. (Few 100’s). **PHOTO - see website.** **£120**

2251  **ALBUM** with the 1859 to 1960s collection inc. Colony of Canada 1859 used 5c (2), 10c (3) & 12½c SG 31/2, 34/6 & 39 £350, Newfoundland 1933 mint set of 14 SG 236/49 £110, Canada 1868 used ½c SG 53 £70, 1912-3 mint 13c SG 325 £85, 1937-8 mint set to 50c SG 357/66 £115, etc. A very clean collection in a well filled album, inspection recommended (Qty.) **PHOTO - see page 33.** **£150**

2252  **SG 'NEW IMPERIAL' ALBUM PAGES** with the QV-KGV mixed mint & used collection. Useful ranges of large & small ‘Queens’, 1897 Jubilee issues to 50c, QV ‘Maple leaves’ to 10c & ‘Figures’ to 20c, 1908 Quebec set to 20c plus later KGV ranges incl. 1930 $1 olive mint, etc. (c.230) **PHOTO - see website.** **£150**

2253  **1862-1950 MINT & USED ON STOCK PAGES:** Range inc. Prince Edward Island 1862-69 9d mint & used SG 20 £230, etc., New Brunswick inc. 1860 unused 2c (4) & 5c (6) no gum and some with faults, etc., Colony of Canada inc. used imperf 3d Beaver £225+, etc. & Canada inc. 1897 Jubilee used $1 SG 136 £550, 1899 2c on 3c (left hand marginal block of 15 (all umm, one creased and perfs splitting) £285+ as singles, 1903 mint 1c Green (3) £100+, etc. Plus small Nova Scotia group. A good range with strength in early material worth inspecting (Qty.) **PHOTO - see page 33.** **£380**

2254  **1868-1902 MINT & USED GROUP:** Range inc. 1897 Jubilee mint 8c, 10c & 15c SG 130/132 £285, 1898/1902 mint 2c, 6c & 7c SG 155b, 159 & 160 & used 8c & 20c SG 161 & 165 £345, 1899 2c on 3c umm lower marginal block of 12 (perf split rows 2/3 left hand units, mounted in margin only), etc. A nice group worthy of inspection (c160) **PHOTO - see website.** **£220**

Lot: 35

**CAVENDISH PHILATELIC AUCTIONS**

**Estimate**
2255  **1903-21 MINT & USED GROUP:** Range inc. 1903-12 mint 2c (block of 4), 5c (2), 7c (2) & 10c SG 176, 178-180 & 182 £600, 1911-22 mint 5c (3), 10c (2), 20c (3) & 50c Grey-Black SG 205b, 210, 212 & 214 £685, etc. A small amount of toning to some units, largely confined to the used. A nice group (£100+) **PHOTO - see page 33.** £240

2256  **1906-QEII MINT & USED OFFICIAL, P.DUE, ETC. GROUP:** Range with Officials inc. 1950-52 mint set SG O178/90 £200, 1950-51 mint $1 SG O192 £80, etc., P.Dues inc. 1930-32 used 5c & mint 10c SG D12/13 £100, 1935-65 umm set of 7 in plate blocks of 10 SG D18/24 £190 (as singles), 1967-78 mint set of 7 in imprint blocks of 4 SG D25/31, etc. Plus range of Bill, Customs Duty, Excise, Registration, War Tax stamps, etc. A nice group and inspection recommended (qty) **PHOTO - see website.** £160

2257  **UNUSUAL CANCELLATIONS (ON ADMIRAL ISSUES):** 1913-31 postcards/cover (7) & adhesives (2) inc 15 Aug 1915 PC from Quebec to Belfast bearing 2c tied by a good oval violet “BRITISH MAIL BRANCH/Post Office Quebec” ds 23 Dec 1915 PC from Toronto to Goodwood with a 2c tied by a v. fine blue oval “ENQUIRY OFFICE/TORONTO, CANADA” ds 13 Sept 1923 YMCA env. to Calgary bearing 1c & 2c tied by strikes of the scarce “STRATHCOONA/POSTAL STATION/EDMONTON ALTA” cds 27 July 1925 PC from Banff to Thame at the 3c rate with a strike of the unusual “BANFF ALBERTA/WINTER SPORTS” duplex. 10c & 20c with part strikes of the small “LETTER CARRIERS BRANCH/OTTAWA ONTARIO” cds Also an interesting selection of 1912-27 cancellations mostly on 1c & 2c adhesives inc Montreal duplex numerals, Mount Bridges squared circle on card to R R No1., corks and concentric circles and RPO’s. Mostly fine strikes. Additionally, 28 Aug 1913 PPC (corner crease) from Kingstown to Bracebridge bearing a single 1c (corner fault) tied by a good strike of the scarce “KINGSTON TOWN FAIR/KINGSTOWN/SEPTEMBER 17th & 18th/1913”. Few examples recorded. (c.24 covers/cards +28 pieces & 62 adhesives) **PHOTO - see website.** £150

2257  **INTERESTING COVERS INCLUDING SPECIAL FLIGHTS/KLUSSENDORF CANCELLATIONS:** 1916-33 covers (10) and a card inc 11 Mar 1930 env. franked with 1c & Cherry Red 10c from Prince Albert to Saskatchewan. 24 Aug 1928 special golden jubilee flight from Windsor to Toronto. 1 Oct 1928 special flight cover from Montreal to Albany. 13 Feb 1933 1st flight cover from London to Buffalo. 15 Feb 1933 1st flight cover from Great Falls to Wadhope. 1 Jan 1916 env. from St Jacobs to Ottawa with a single 3c ITC adhesive tied by an unusual concentric circle cancellation, 1 July 1926 env. from Ottawa sent by PMG on the last day of war tax. Also, a selection of modern covers with a Klussendorf postal code cancellations as used at a large number of offices. Mostly fine selected strikes. (c.98 covers) **PHOTO - see website.** £120


2260  **1897-98 MAPLE LEAF & 1898-1902 NUMERAL ISSUES - MINT & USED ACCUMULATION:** The used duplicated collection on pages inc. 1897 6c brown (14, SG147 £35 each) and 10c brownish purple (15, SG149 £55 each); 1898 6c brown (14, SG159 £65 each), 7c greenish yellow (22, SG160 £26 each), 8c orange (19, SG161 £45 each) & 20c olive-green (22, SG165 £50 each). Also, a smaller, mint range inc. 1897-98 listed values & shades, all mounted, and 1898-1902 range to 7c plus the two shades of the 1899 2c on 3c opt, all mounted. Some small faults but attractive. Huge total catalogue value. (Few 100s) **PHOTO - see website.** £200

2261  **PATRIOTIC POSTCARDS/COVERS - 1906-46:** 12 Feb 1906 “WHAT WE HAVE WE’LL HOLD” card depicting a bull dog standing upon a Union flag used from Ottawa to Toronto. 29 Oct 1910 “The Flag that braved a thousand years the battle and the Breeze” card used from Ontario to Dunnville. Fine. Also an interesting group of used WWII illustrated patriotic envs (20) with examples to England & USA (10), various designs with several incorporating the union flag and “V” for victory. A fine lot. **PHOTO - see website.** £120
2262 1908 QUEBEC TERCENTENARY MINT & USED GROUP: Mint set of 8 (20c heavily mounted top marginal with “OTTAWA” imprint) plus duplicate used group to 7c & 15c. An attractive set (19) PHOTO - see website. £180

2263 ‘ADML’ ISSUE - LARGE MULTIPLES: 1911-22 20c olive-green in used block of 60 with “TORONTO/ONT” pre-cancel. SG 212. Also, 1925 10c bistre-brown in complete lower left pane of 100 cancelled “KINGSTON-ONT/1926/OCT”. SG 254. Two very attractive Exhibition pieces. PHOTO - see website. £75

2264 1912-32 MINT & USED GROUP: Range inc. 1928-29 mint 50c & used (5, single & fine block of 4) & used $1 SG 284/5, 1930-31 mint 50c & $1 SG 302/3 £220, etc. (qty) PHOTO - see page 37. £220

2265 MILITARY - WWI - “NO CHARGE TO BE RAISED” ETC/RAIL FPOs, ETC: 1914-17 envs (2), cards (13) and a form inc. 14 Jan 1915 card from Belgium to Montreal sent unstamped but a 1c added by the postmaster at an exchange office. Two postcards from Canada (with one stamp removed as not required), each with “RECEIVED FROM H. M. SHIP/NO CHARGE TO BE RAISED” hs (2 types). 29 Jan 1915 env. from UK to Canada with 1d tied by a large part crowned “CANADIAN OVERSEAS/FIELD/POST OFFICE/EXPEDITIONARY FORCE” ds Additionally, a Canada Registration Board certificate. Also, 1915-17 covers (5) & Field Service Post cards (3) to Canada (2) & UK (6) with an interesting range of TPO cds used at railway post offices with T.X. (3), TX 2, TX 3, TX 4 & TP 1. 29 May 1917 env. to Ontario with Canadian 2c over an oval rubber “CANADIAN RAILWAY TROOPS DEPOT/ORDERLY/ROOM/PURFLEET” ds four are censored. PHOTO - website. £120

2266 1918 & 1919 AERO CLUB OF CANADA VIGNETTES: 1918 Aero Club of Canada mint 2nd printing 25c Red & Black Unitrade CLP2 CAN$650 & 1919 $1 Red & Blue (no gum) Unitrade CLP3 CAN$150. Fine (2) PHOTO - see page 37. £120

2267 1924-26 SEMI OFFICIAL AIR STAMPS & COVERS: Range inc. Laurentide Air Service Ltd. 1924 2nd printing mint 25c Green, 3rd printing vert.pair 25c Dark Blue Green & 4th printing mint 25c Red & Trans Canada flight cover with postage stamps removed [as is usual for this flight cover] Unitrade CL2, CL2c & CL3; Northern Air Service 25c Blue on 1925 (27 June) 1st flight cover signed by the pilot Unitrade CL5, Elliot-Fairchilds Air Service mint 25c var “filled in wing” Unitrade CL9c, Elliot Fairchild Air Transport Ltd. mint 25c (white dot over “O” var.) & used on 1926 (11 Aug) 1st flight cover signed by the pilot Unitrade CL10/b & Fairchild Air Transport Ltd mint horiz & vert tete-beche pairs & used single on 1926 (20 Oct) 1st flight cover signed by the pilot Unitrade CL11/a & 12a. Plus; Jack V. Elliot Air Service stamp & covers. A fine lot (10 stamps & 6 covers) PHOTO - see page 37. £240

2268 1924 ESTEVAN-WINNIPEG PROMOTIONAL ISSUE FIRST FLIGHT & LABEL: 1924 (1 Oct) pair of envs. flown on Estevan-Winnipeg first flight [which crashed] franked 1d (3) or 3d by fine strikes of the oval “VIA AEROPLANE/Oct. 1st 1924/ESTEVAN, SASK” ds the former without and the latter with ($1) Black & Red promotional stamp (var “wide spacing between ‘ew’ of Saskatchewan”) Unitrade CLP51 plus fine unused label (with normal spacing) Unitrade CLP5. A nice little group (3 items) PHOTO - see website. £120

2269 1926-32 SEMI OFFICIAL AIR STAMPS & COVERS: Range inc. Patricia Airways first issue 25c Green & Red on yellow paper on 1926 flight cover, mint (50c) Black & Red with and without the first type opt Unitrade CL18 & CL19, etc., Yukon Airways 25c Blue used on “Whitehorse Star” newspaper (dated 13 April 1928 & cds, not over stamp, dated 15th, Klondike Airways 25c umm vert. pane of 4 Unitrade CL45 $600 (c£350), Commercial Airways inc 1929 (21 May) 1st flight cover with 10c Black on rear, etc. Plus Western Canada Air Service, British Columbia Airways, Cherry Red Line & Canadian Airways. A fine lot worthy of close inspection (41 stamps, 27 covers & 1 newspaper) PHOTO - see page 37. £400

2270 1930-51 MINT & USED GROUP: Range inc.1938-39 Special Delivery mint 10c & 20c in corner marginal plate (1) blocks of 4 SG S9 & S10 £265 as singles, 1943-6 25c booklet (2, both with some cover creasing) SG SB42 £110, 1951 $1 in corner marginal plate (1) block of 4 SG 433 £160 as singles, etc. A large range & inspection recommended (qty) PHOTO - see page 37 & 39. £240

2271 DR. ECKERLIN’S “ROTARY INTAGLIO PROCESS” ESSAYS: 1930 3c carmine, a block of four reversed design imperforate essays on thin unwatermarked unguessed card as proposed by H R Treadwell Vice President of the American Bank Note Co. but produced in Germany as a production sample in an attempt to gain printing contracts for future stamp issues. Rare. PHOTO - see page 37. £240

2272 DR. ECKERLIN’S “ROTARY INTAGLIO PROCESS” ESSAYS: 1930 3c deep blue, a block of four reversed design imperforate essays on thin unwatermarked unguessed card as proposed by H R Treadwell Vice President of The American Bank Note Co. The lower pair cancelled. Rare PHOTO - see page 37. £150

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE

2273 TRIANGLES SELECTION - 1d carmine-red and 4d blue, both good full margins; 1/- green, very close at one point, small surface fault; 6d lilac shades (2), both faults inc. 2 margins added. (5) PHOTO - see page 39. £120

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE - MAEFKING

** 2274 1900 ‘MAEFKING/1s/BEZIES’ opt on Cape of Good Hope 4d, part o.g. and fine example of this very rare stamp. SG £8000 BPA Cert. (1980) PHOTO - see inside back cover. £1,600

** 2275 1900 (April) ‘MAEFKING/6d/BEZIES’ opt on 2d ‘BECUANALAND/PROTECTORATE’ opt on GB 2d QV Jubilee part o.g. and fine. Scarce. SG 13 £1600. PF (New York) Cert. (1978) PHOTO - see page 37. £320

CAYMAN ISLANDS

2276 THE MINT AND USED COLLECTION:1900-35 The mint & used collection inc mint 1902-03 3½d to 1/-, 1907-09 ½d to 5/-, 1908 1/-, 1912 ½d to 10/-, 1921-26 ½d to 10/-, 1932 Centenary 2/- to 10/- & 2nd printing 1/- to 10/-, 1933 ½d to 10/-. Mostly fine. (93) PHOTO - see website. £180

CEYLON/SRI LANKA

2277 THE QV-OEI MINT & USED COLLECTION ON OLD ALBUM PAGES: A fine ‘old time’ mixed mint & used collection with good range of Chalon heads and QV high values. Mixed condition, inspection recommended. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website. £240
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2278</td>
<td>CEYLON &amp; MALDIVES: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with the QV-KGV mint &amp; used ranges from early imperfs. Useful QV values to 2r.25c, KEVII to 2r.25c (2) &amp; KGV to 20r. Includes some fiscal cancels, so inspection is recommended. Lot also incl. KEVII Maldives range to 1r. (c.180) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2279</td>
<td>CARTON OF MAINLY 1980s/90s FDCs &amp; CARDS housed in 3 large binders/stock books with the collection plus some mint sets &amp; mini sheets. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2280</td>
<td>COLLECTION OF CHINESE RAILWAY POST OFFICE POSTMARKS - which are presented on FDC of the ‘Types of Mail Transport’ series c.1980, S.G. 2975 to 2978. Each cover is cancelled using the cancel from the railway post offices on the main rail network from Beijing to other main cities, (36 in total). PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2281</td>
<td>TSITSIHAR TO PEKING - RED BAND COVER - c1905 env. (reduced) franked on back with 1898-1910 1c ochre (strip of 3, not tied) &amp; 5c violet (pair, tied) cancelled with 3 TSITSIHAR cds’s &amp; PEKING cds alongside. Attractive, ex Taylor-Smith. PHOTO - see inside front cover.</td>
<td>£1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2282</td>
<td>c.1907 ‘RED BAND’ ENVELOPE &amp; PPC - very attractive c1907 small env. with a range of red chops on the front, some of which are highly stylised, franked on the back with 1905 3c grey-green coiling dragon tied by Chinese character cds. Also Feb. 1914 Colour PPC (minor faults) Chinese Opium and Pipe Smokers to Berlin franked Chinese Junk 2c pair tied by Shamen (Shamian) cds. Very unusual. (2 items) PHOTO - see page 39.</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2283</td>
<td>1914/20 GERMAN OR RUSSIAN POS IN CHINA - 1914 registered red band env. to Tsingtau franked with 4c on 10pf red and 10c on 20pf ultramarine tied by ‘PEKING/DEUTSCHE POST’ cds and with fine ‘Peking/Deutsche Post’ reg label at lower left, Tsingtau cds on the back; and 1920 red band env. to USA franked with 10c on 10k blue tied Russian cds. (2) PHOTO - see page 39.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2284</td>
<td>CHINESE POS IN MONGOLIA - 1915/16 RED BAND COVERS TO KALGAN - two fine envs. each franked 6c in junk issue Chinese adhesives on the back and tied with URGA cds (now Ulan Bator) to Kalgan (now Zhangjiakou). (2) PHOTO - see page 41.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2285</td>
<td>1917 CENSORED RED BAND COVER TO INDIA - Env. to Calcutta franked on the back with 10c junk issue and with purple boxed “PASSED/CENSOR/CALCUTTA/3” and black “POSTAL CENSOR/CALCUTTA” cds alongside. PHOTO - see page 41.</td>
<td>£140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2286</td>
<td>1913-c1920s GROUP OF RED BAND COVERS - all franked on the front, 1913 env. from WIANSIEN franked with republic ovpt ½c Brown coiling dragon; c1918 env. franked with 6c junk issue ovpt for use in Sinkiang; c1920 envs. franked with 1c or 4c junk issues; and c1925 envs. with address panel partially printed and each franked with 1c orange junk issue for printed matter rate. (6) PHOTO - see page 42.</td>
<td>£240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2287</td>
<td>1928 REGISTERED RED BAND COVER FROM MONGOLIA TO PEKING WITH CHINESE POSTAGE DUES - 1928 env. to Peking franked on the back with 5mung &amp; 10mung (2) issues of Mongolia tied by ULANBATOR cds and with 1c blue postage due stamps of China (4) also on the back and 4c green junk issue (2) on the front. Very attractive. PHOTO - see page 42.</td>
<td>£300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2288</td>
<td>1929-47 GROUP OF RED BAND COVERS INC. TO HONG KONG &amp; USED IN VIETNAM - 1929 env. (faults) to Hong Kong franked with ½c brown junk issue (8); c1930 env. franked on the front with 3c junk issue; 1937 env. used within Indo-China to Vinh; and 1947 env. to Hong Kong franked with Macau issues. (4) PHOTO - see page 42.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2289</td>
<td>1930/34 AIRMAIL RED BAND COVERS TO SHANGHAI - 1930? env. franked on the back with 1921 15c air (SG352 £65 off cover) &amp; 4c Junk issues tied by CHANGSHA cds; and 1934 printed env. (opened out) franked with Manchuria ovpts 5c rosy-mauve (11) tied by CHENGTU cds. Both with PAR AVION labels on the front and SHANGHAI cds on the back. (2) PHOTO - see page 42.</td>
<td>£160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2290</td>
<td>CHINA/HONG KONG - RARE PAIR OF 1932/41 COVERS EX PEIPING/SWATOW + 1962 EX HONG KONG TO SARAWAK: 1932 env. regd. ex “PEIPING” (red R label) to Kuching (backstamp) with China 25c Pair tied by cds, colourful Oct. 1941 env. (flap lost) from “SWATOW” (dotted cds cancels) to a Missionary in “Simanggang, Sarawak via Singapore” with Multi-Chinese franking (some provisional o.p.; brown censor label &amp; Singapore censor mark), and 1962 Hong Kong Phil. Exhibition env. to Kuching. Rare lot. (3 covers) PHOTO - see page 43.</td>
<td>£480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2291</td>
<td>CHINESE OCCUPATION OF NORTHERN CHINA - EXPRESS DELIVERY RED BAND COVER, PLUS 1927/37 JAPAN OCCUPATION DRAGONS, PLUS 1939 ENVELOPE &amp; PPC - c.1907 small env. with a range of red chops on the front, some of which are highly stylised, franked on the back with 1905 3c grey-green coiling dragon tied by Chinese character cds. Also Feb. 1914 Colour PPC (minor faults) Chinese Opium and Pipe Smokers to Berlin franked Chinese Junk 2c pair tied by Shamen (Shamian) cds. Very unusual. (2 items) PHOTO - see page 39.</td>
<td>£220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2292</td>
<td>THE USED COLLECTION: 1880-1935 inc 1880 ½d plate 15 15, 1881 ½d to 6pi, 1882-86 ½pi to 12pi, 1882 30pa on 1pi, 1894-96 ½pi to 45pi, 1902-04 ½pi to 45pi, 1904-10 ½pi to 18pi, 1912-15 ½pi to 45pi and script 10pa to 45pi, 1928 ½pi to 45pi, 1934 ½pi to 45pi and 1935 Jubilee set. Mostly fine. (129) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2293</td>
<td>QV-KGV MINT &amp; USED COLLECTION on SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages. High degree of completion for basic issues with KEVII values to 5/- (2) &amp; KGV to 5/- (3). A good lot. (c.90) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EGYPT

2294 A COLLECTION of covers, fronts, stationery cards and PPCs with a wide variety of TPO marks and cancels used on local & overseas mail, sent to various destinations. (117 items) PHOTO - see website. £120.

2295 SPECIALISED COLLECTION of Egyptian T.P.Os. on cards, covers & stamps. (c. late 19, early 20 century). A wonderful written up study showing routes and cancellations and in many cases, old PPCs illustrating the locations of many of the actual stations on route. Also included is a travel ticket for one such route with a pen cancelled, Stamp Duty adhesive. This is not a complete study but it stands on its own and is a substantial and well researched collection which will form a strong foundation for expansion. (30+ items) PHOTO - see website. £150.

2296 THE USED COLLECTION PLUS MOROCCO AGENCIES: The 1866-1933 Egypt used collection with a good range of complete and partial sets inc some early issues, airmails and officials. Also Morocco Agencies 1898-1935 used collection with all currencies represented and values to 5/- mainly used. Egypt (223) & Morocco Agencies (129) PHOTO - see website. £180.

FALKLAND ISLANDS

2297 SG 'NEW IMPERIAL' ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV mint & used collection. Many better sets & singles incl. QV to 2/6d & 5/-, KGV to 3/- (2), 5/- (2) & 10/-, 1928 'Whales & Penguins' set to 5/- green/yellow mint & 1933 Centenary set to 1/- plus ranges of QV, KEVII & KGV defins., all to 1/- values. (c.77) PHOTO - see website. £300.

2298 THE USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES, 1878-1935: The mainly used collection inc 1878-79 1d, 4d & 1/-, 1882 1d & 4d, 1891 ½d on half 1d, 1891-1902 ½d (2), 1d (3), 2d, 2½d (2) & 6d (2), 1898 2/6d, 1904-12 ½d to 6d & 3/-, 1912-20 ½d to 6d, 3/- & 5/-, 1923 3/- and 1935 Jubilee set. Mixed condition but many are fine. (64) PHOTO - see page 39. £300.

2299 HAGNER SHEET with the mint & used collection incl. 1938 set of 18 to £1 mint, SG 146/163 (£475), 1948 RSW £1 mint SG 166/167 (£90), 1951 set of 14 to £1 mint, SG172/185 (£180), 1955-57 defin. set of 6 mint, SG 187/192, 1960 Birds set to £1 mint or used (the £1 being unmounted mint) plus a few omnibus issues. (c.64) PHOTO - see website. £120.

2300 1929-37 DEFINITIVES MOUNTED MINT - fine set of the 11 values to £1. SG116-125 £700. (11) PHOTO - see website. £150.

2301 1933 Centenary issues ½d - £1 complete set mint, lightly mounted, fresh and fine SG £4,250 (12) PHOTO - see page 37. £1,200.

2302 COLLECTION Mainly mint and housed in 22 ring album. c.1933 to c.1980s with some later issues presented separately and yet to be mounted. A good basis for further expansion. (Large Qty.) PHOTO - see website. £75.

2303 FALKLANDS, DEPENDENCIES & BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY: Collection of interesting covers incl. 6 pre-conflict covers ex HMS Ardent, c.22 Xmas 1982 postcards, photos of HMS Hydra, Herald & SS Uganda, further group of c.20 covers incl. SS Uganda, BAS Survey cachets & 1979 Joint Declaration cachets, etc. We note the 1954 Ships defin. set to £1 used over 3 covers plus 5 further South Georgia covers and c.20 BAT covers, incl. cruise covers & various Antarctic Base cachins. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website. £150.

2304 MAPS - 18th & 19th CENTURY MAPS OF FALKLANDS OR T. DEL FUEGO (BRITISH, GERMAN OR ARGENTINE): Group of folded maps (toned reverses) 1771 “Chart of HAWKIN’S’S MAIDENLAND... and FALKLAND SOUND” (12½ x 10 ins.) with details of 1574/1689 voyages, 1780 map (15½ x 11 ins.) of “EXTREMITÉ MERIDIONALE DE L’AMÉRIQUE Par M. BONNE” (much detail of Tierra del Fuego), attractive 1844 German coloured map (15½ x 12 ins.) of “PATAGONIA, FEUERLAND & FALKLANDS GRUPPE” with good detail, and Argentinian coloured map (15 x 10½ ins.) of “GOBERNACION DE LA TIERRA DEL FUEGO Y LAS ISLAS MALVINAS” with great detail of names of features in the Falklands. Good group showing varied nationality’s ideas of the geography. (4 maps) PHOTO - see website. £150.

FIJI

2305 QV-KGV MINT & USED COLLECTION on SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages. Several better early mint issues with QV used values to 5/-, KEVII mint values to 1/- (3) and KGV to 2/6d (2) & 5/- (c.75) PHOTO - see website. £100.

2306 1938 LOW VALUE DEFINS COMPLETE MINT SHEET STUDY - with sheets of 60 - ½d green perf 13½ state 2, state 2a (2 sheets) & state 3 and perf 12 state 4 (inc. ‘extra palm frond’ R.5/8 SG£140); 1½d carmine Die II perf 13½ (2 sheets, plus another with one stamp missing) and perf 12; 2½d brown & green perf 13½ (inc. ‘extra island’ R.10/5 SG £110). Also 1938 1½d deep carmine block of 10 and 1951 health 1d+1d brown marg. blocks of 4 (plate 1) & 10 (1a) and 2d+1d green blocks of 14 (1) & 4 (1a). (10 sheets & 5 blocks) PHOTO - see page 37 & 39. £200.

FINLAND

2307 A CORRESPONDENCE FROM & TO FINLAND: Range on leaves following Hortense von Willebrand (German mother from the Creutz family of Counts) inc. 1898 envs. to Norway franked Finland pair 25p, 1899 to Rome franked 25p, 1908 envs to Sweden franked 10k, 1912 env. ex Switzerland with reg. label on front, 1923 env. to Finland ex Vienna, 1928 env. to Helsinki franked 1½M taxed with p.due label and 3M applied and other similar examples. (30 covers) PHOTO - see website. £100.

THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR, 1870-71

2308 MICROFILM 'PELLICULE' DESIGNED TO BE CARRIED BY PIGEON OUT OF BESIEGED PARIS: c.1870 'pellicule' colloidion negative (horiz split across middle but mounted in card ‘frame’) of printed messages headed “Service des dépêches par pigeons voyageurs organisé par M. STEENACKERS, DIRECTEUR GÉNÉRAL DES TÉLÉGRAPHES ET DES POSTES” which was designed to be carried out of besieged Paris attached to a homing pigeon. Rare item. PHOTO - see page 41. £100.
2309 RARE ‘UNSEALED’ COVER EX PARIS WITH COMMENT ON UNSEALED MAIL & SOUTHAMPTON HS “6d”
CHARGE-MARK: Fine 30 Jan. 1870 EL (sent unsealed) from a Scotman in Paris addressed to Forres in Scotland with
30c Brown tied by dotted star with mainly fine matching 2-ring “R. ST. LAZARE” cds alongside the red boxed “PD”, but
underpaid and so with the “PD” crossed out with a very fine hs “6d” (of Southampton) alongside and a very fine
“FORRES” 10 Feb. arrival backstamp. Rare example of the special Armistice unsealed letter scheme, but also having
relevant contents: “I send you this letter unsealed as, by the capitulation concluded between the French & Prussian Authorities,
all letters must be sent open... you will not be able to send me a [bank] draft, all letters leaving England having to be open.”
Important and rare historical item of Exhibition Quality. PHOTO - see above. £500

2310 BALLON MONTE COVER RECOVERED FROM NORWEGIAN CRASH - BY ‘VILLE D’ORLEANS’ TO TOULON
PRISON: Very fine 20 Nov. 1870 EL (thin paper, with interesting contents from addressee’s wife; acknowledging receipt
of - and answering - a postcard with 4 yes/no questions) from besieged Paris with fine 20c Blue tied by mainly v. fine “R.
DU CHERCHE MIDI” cds, to a “Serjeant Paguet” in the Toulon Prison “de Fort Lamalgué”, endorsed “[Par] Ballon
Monte” and carried by the ill-fated ‘Ville d’Orleans’ balloon which was blown across the North Sea. This letter was in the
part of the mail that was not ditched in the sea (see previous lot), but which ended up in the balloon that crashed in Norway
(at Tunet Farm near Lifjell). The mail was subsequently sent to Oslo and on to Toulon (12 Dec. cds on reverse). The letter
was redirected (on reverse) from Toulon Prison to Marseille Prison, and so has Marseille cds’s (14 Dec.) back and front.
Rare Exhibition Item from one of the most famous of all the Siege of Paris balloon flights with an unusual addressee worthy
of further research; he may have been guarding the French government’s gold bullion reserves in Toulon... PHOTO - see
page 47. £700

2311 BALLON MONTE COVER RECOVERED FROM THE NORTH SEA - BY ‘VILLE D’ORLEANS’ BALLON EX PARIS:
Attractive 24 Nov. 1870 env. (thin paper but complete; trivial edge wear) from besieged Paris (v. fine “PL. DE LA BOURSE”
cds beside the space where a stamp has washed off (showing part of the “1” Dotted Star cancel) to London “Par Ballon
Monte” and carried by the ill-fated ‘Ville d’Orleans’ balloon, from which one of the four mail-bags (including this cover)
was ditched into the North Sea when the balloon was blown well off course; the mail was subsequently rescued by a fishing
boat and sent to London where it was dried out and forwarded with the “LONDON/PAID” cds (2 Dec.). The balloon
continued to Norway where it crashed (see next lot). Rare Exhibition Item from one of the most famous of all the Siege of
Paris balloon flights. [With 2002 Calves certificate of genuineness; ex Harmers 11 Dec. 2007; lot 1574, realised £725. Similar
cover in Cavendish June 2017, lot 350; realised £686.] PHOTO - see page 47. £700
SIEGE OF PARIS - “BOULE DE MOULINS” COVER FROM CAEN TO PARIS; 31 Dec. 1870 EL (usual faults; some split folds etc.) from Caen (?) endorsed “Par Moulins” and addressed to (the writer’s mother in) Paris with fine 2-ring 1 Jan. 1871 “GARE DE CAEN” cds on the front and v. fine “PARIS A CAEN/F” TPO cds on the reverse; five stamps have been washed off (parts of the dotted cancels remain) and there is a small “10” in circle mark on the front. The contents are interesting too; “...nothing from you since the 6th of November. I have written to you by Pigeon, by balloon, by 2 messengers...”. Rare item from another failed attempt to float mail into the besieged city in a zinc ball down the River Seine. PHOTO - see page 41. £200

FRANCE

2313 FRANCE & COLONIES: Small box with the accumulation of mint & used issues on stock cards, in packets, etc. Includes several good early types incl. 1849 Ceres 1F carmine (SG £1,100), 1869 Napoleon 5F lilac (SG £1,300), 1950s issues in large multiples, etc. The mainly modern Colonial issues incl. highly catalogued unmounted mint issues of French Southern & Antarctic Territories, Wallis & Futuna, New Caledonia, New Hebrides, etc. Great thematic appeal & enormous catalogue value. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website. £400

2314 1857 PAIR OF COVERS TO INDIA - from the same correspondence, 11 & 19 Apr. 1857 mourning envs. (edge faults) to Ludhiana franked with 1862 80c rose Napoleon (1 or 2, paying the single or double rate) tied by fine diamond cancels numbered 720, and with CANNES cds and small red boxed PD alongside, BOMBAY, UMBALLA & LOODHIANAH Indian cds on the back. (2) PHOTO - see page 45. £100

2315 19th CENTURY DUPLICATE RANGE ON STOCK BOOK PAGES (PLUS MONACO): Mainly 19th century used duplicate range in mixed condition inc. 1863-70 10c (60) SG 112/3 & 30c (80) SG 116/7, 1870-71 20c (111) SG 164/174a & 40c (48) SG 140/1, 1871-76 80c (77) SG 208/9, etc. Plus Monaco 1885 to modern mint & used range inc. 1914 mint Red Cross Fund 10c+5c (90, some with faults) SG 30, etc. Huge cat value and inspection recommended (qty) PHOTO - see website. £240

2316 GERMAN OCCUPATION - DUNKIRK 1940: Rare 17 Jul. 1940 cover ex Dunkerque to Ghyvelde franked by 30c red defini. & 70c black 1939 special issue (Languedoc) both stamps cancelled by framed “Besetzes/Gebiet/Nordfrankreich” cachet in black. With 1998 Gerhard Krischke Certificate. PHOTO - see page 45. £90
2317 **STOCK SHEETS, CARDS & PACKETS** with the accumulation of unmounted mint 1960s-80s issues for smaller colonies incl. Comores, New Caledonia, French Polynesia, Afars & Issas, St. Pierre & Miquelon, FSAT, etc. with much imperf. & proof material. A highly catalogued lot. (Many dozens) **PHOTO - see website.** £150

2318 **TWO ALBUMS** with the complete unmounted mint collection from 1955-1977 SG1-124 £2,900 plus range of FDC/commem. covers inc 1958 PC franked 1956 50f tied by “TERRE ADELIE/T.A.A.F.” cds with fine “ANNEE GEOPHYSIQUE INTERNATIONALE/3/EXPEDITION/ANTARCTIQUE/FRANCAISE/(1958-59)” cachet in red alongside, etc. Inspection recommended (qty) **PHOTO - see page 45.** £500

2319 **ALBUM WITH THE COMPREHENSIVE MINT & USED COLLECTION, 1869-1984. Early imperf. range incl. 4d brown (1 mint, 3 used), 4d pale brown mint, 6d blue shades (3 mint, 3 used - one of these with pen cancel). This group alone, excluding pen cancel, cat. £3,350. 1880-81 issues to 1/- green mint or used, 1886-87 set mint to 1/- violet incl. addl. shades, full sheet (15) of 1897 1d crimson, and 1898-1902 set of 8 to 1/- green & lilac mint (3d is used); KEVII 1902-05 set of 12 to 3/- optd. “SPECIMEN” SG 45/56s, 1904-06 set of 12 mint or used (mostly) to 2/- SG 57-68, 1906 Surcharge mint pair SG 69/70 and 1909 set of 15 to 3/- used SG 72/85. Then complete for KGV & KGVII sets and QEII sets to 1984. Fine to v. fine throughout. Huge catalogue value. (Few 100s) **PHOTO - see website.** £600

2320 **STOCK BOOK WITH THE MINT & USED QV-KEVII MISCELLANY.** Lot includes 5 x 4d brown imperf. ‘Cameo’ types unused, incl. a fine unused pair (minimum cat. £2,000). Later ranges incl. 1898 set to 6d used, KEVII various mint values to 2/- slate & orange SG 54, KGV 1912-22 mint values to 2/6d plus a variety of mainly lower denomination KGV/KGVII issues and modern QEII. Lot also includes a small group of covers & cards, a copy of Fred Melville’s “Gambia” handbook (loose covers) and a fine hardback copy of the West African Study Circle’s “The Stamps and Postal History of the Gambia”. (c.160 stamps) **PHOTO - see website.** £180

2321 **QV-KGV MINT & USED COLLECTION** on SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages. High degree of completion for basic issues with KEVII values to 3/- (2) & KGV to 5/. Includes a high proportion of mint issues. (c.115) **PHOTO - see website.** £150

**GERMAN STATES**

2322 **GERMAN CONFEDERATION;** 6 Sep. 1869 1gr stationery env. to Greiffenbier upgraded 5gr, 2gr, ½gr & ¼gr (slightly over edge) all tied by Beeskow cds and also tying printed “aus/Beeskow 82” printed label. Attractive multi-coloured franking on a parcel letter. **PHOTO - see website.** £150

2323 **PRUSSIA - PRESTAMP & STAMPED GROUP;** Range inc. 1698 EL to Antwerp ex Frankfurt and with a Thurn & Taxis charge mark on front, 1785/87 EL to Paris or Hodimont with “DEFRANC FORT” hs on front, 1842 E to London ex Frankfurt with “FRANCO/GRAENZE” hs on front and rated ‘1/4’(d) on arrival, 1854 E’s to Antwerp or Leyburg franked 3sgr ex Crefeld or Hamburg, 1863 E to London ex Danzig franked 3sgr + 2sgr, 1863/64 E’s to Amsterdam ex Cologne or Koenigsberg franked 3sgr + pair 1sgr or 2sgr + 1sgr, 1865 local parcel-letter E’s franked 2sgr with “757 aus Ilsenburg” or “aus Altkloster 421” labels on front, 1866 EL to Pest franked 1sgr strip of three and other similar items. (19 covers) **PHOTO - see page 45.** £220

2324 **PRUSSIA IMPERF RANGE;** with 1850-56 4pf (3 - shades - one unused), 6pf (3 - shades), 1sgr (3 - shades), 2sgr (6 inc a mint block of four and one unused) & 3sgr (7 - shades with one used in Hamburg) plus an unused 1860 ½sgr. (23 PHOTO - see page 39. £300

2325 **PRUSSIA RANGE OF USED IMPERF KING FRIEDRICH WILHELM ISSUES;** with a mixture of target numeral inc. 1857 1sgr, 2sgr (2 & 3 shades - 2 shades) and 1858 4pf Green (2), 1sgr (4 - shades), 2sgr Pale Blue (2) & 3sgr (3 - shades) plus 1860 ½sgr (4 - shades). Variable margins with many fine. (21) **PHOTO - see page 45.** £300

2326 **PRUSSIA MOSTLY USED RANGE;** with 1861-67 3pf (both shades), 4pf Green (3), 6pf (both shades), 1sgr (4 - shades), 2sgr (4 - shades) & 3sgr (4 - shades), 1866 10gr (2 - both oxidised and 30sgr (2 - both oxidised) and 1867 1k (3 - both shades used and one unused), 2k (used and unused), 3k (both shades), 6k and 9k (used and unused). (33) **PHOTO - see website.** £130

2327 **SAXONY PRE-STAMP & STAMPED GROUP;** Range with 1677 EL (petition complaint about the Mayor of Pirna) to the Duke of Saxony, 1836 EL to Marseilles ex Leipzig with framed “S.T.B.” and “BADE PAR/STRASBOURG” hs on front, 1849 EL to Ebenstock ex Geithayn, 1852 EL to Berlin franked Friedrich August 1sgr pair, 1862 EL to Austria franked Johann I 1sgr, 1863 E to Berlin ex Dresden franked Johann I 3sgr, 1865 E to Paris ex Leipzig franked 2sgr + ½sgr and 1867 E to Berlin ex Chemnitz franked 2sgr + 1sgr. (9 covers) **PHOTO - see website.** £160

2328 **SAXONY IMPERF USED SELECTION;** with variable margins inc. 1851 3pf Shield on white or yellow paper or white (3 paper - one unused), 1851 ½sgr (2 - shades), 1sgr, 2sgr & 3sgr (2 - shades), 1852 2sgr, 1855-63 King Johann I issue with a range of numeral bar cancels inc. ½sgr (4 - shades), 1sgr (5 - shades), 2sgr (5 - shades), 3sgr (5 inc. a pair), 5sgr (6 - shades) and 10sgr (2 - Milky blue & Deep Blue). (37) **PHOTO - see page 45.** £400

2329 **SAXONY MINT & USED RANGE OF SHADES** inc. 1863 3pf (7 - three mint), ½sgr (8 - three mint), 1sgr (6 - three mint), 2sgr (4 - two mint), 3sgr (6 - three mint) & 5sgr (6 - one mint). Majority fine. (38) **PHOTO - see website.** £100

2330 **THURN & TAXIS - NORTHERN DISTRICT 1852-67 COLLECTION ON PAGES;** mostly used, 1852 set of values to 3sgr (½sgr with one margin), 1859-61 set inc. 5sgr & 10sgr (both cut into), 1862-64 set inc. ½sgr (both shades, both shaved on one side), 1865 roulettes set (½sgr & ½sgr both cut into), and 1866 roulettes set all mint plus used ½sgr green (trimmed on two sides; SG 9590). Generally good to fine, v high cat value though mostly three or less margins. (50) **PHOTO - see website.** £360
2331 THURN & TAXIS - SOUTHERN DISTRICT 1852-66 COLLECTION ON PAGES - mostly used, 1852 set complete, 1859 set of values incl. 30k orange (four margins; SG67 £400) plus 15k & 30k mint blocks of ten, 1862 & 1865 sets complete and 1866 sets complete used and mint plus 1k blocks of four (2), 3k & 6k blocks of ten. Generally good to fine, mixed margins. (62 items) PHOTO - see website.

2332 THURN & TAXIS - 1858-67 GROUP OF STAMPED MAIL - Northern District inc. 1862 EL to Leipzig franked with 2sgr pale rose imperf, 1866 E from Gotha franked with 1sgr rose coloured roulette and 1866/67 Es to Fulda or from Gotha franked with ½sgr yellow or 2sgr blue (2) of the uncoloured roulette issue; Southern district inc. 1865 E to Mannheim franked with 9k bistre tied by 163 numeral and with WORMS cds (2) at top right and small red boxed ‘Charge’ and so ms ‘charge 72g’ at left and 1860 EL from COBURG franked with 3k black on blue. (15) PHOTO - see page 52.

GERMANY

2333 MINT & USED COLLECTION OF SETS & SINGLES in a binder. Good representation of Saar incl. 1931 (Jan.) & 1934 Xmas Charity sets to 5f values mint, Memel & various Plebiscite sets, Weimar issues incl. many mint Welfare Fund issues. Also, useful ranges of Danzig & Bavaria to 20mk values. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.

GERMANY

2334 CARTON containing a comprehensive range of Third Reich material in 2 stockbooks and 5 albums inc. 1 printed Leuchtturm album. There are multiple items of specialist interest including the 1935 Ostropa sheet and many unmounted mint issues. A lot that is really worth closer examination. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.

2335 CARTON HOUSING QTY. OF OLD STOCK BOOKS with the accumulation of mainly 1945-48 Russian & French zone issues and the specific issues for Wurttemberg, Baden, Rheinland, etc., many in mint marginal blocks of four. Lot also includes a cover album with diverse range of covers from 19th Century postcards, Weimar mail, Third Reich Air Mails, Zeppelin, Condor, later Saar covers, etc. Also a a qty. of 1950s covers. (Qty) PHOTO - see website.

2336 CARTON CONTAINING A BROAD SELECTION OF COVERS AND SHEETS AND STAMPS with a wide interest ranging from the Great War through to some more recent material. All contained in a number of stockbooks, albums and small boxes. Key items are: a range of earlier material from German states, a WWI series of Feldpostbrief, (50+) c.1917 to 1918 as a consecutive correspondence, WWII Hitler Skull propaganda set of four, 8pf imperf., a spectacular double printed 10pf Germania (one inverted), a collection of Channel Islands local occupation issues including a bisect of KGV1 stamp Centenary and a Feldpost cover. Close inspection recommended. (Large Qty.) PHOTO - see website.

2337 SMALL CARTON WITH THE ACCUMULATION OF BETTER EARLY TO MIDDLE PERIOD ISSUES in packets, on stock cards, etc. plus a few early postcards & covers. Amongst the better items we note 1951 Marienkirche pairs both unmounted mint & used, Marshall Islands group to 5 marks (2), POs in Morocco, and useful 1950s Bundespost issues. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.

ALBUM/STOCKBOOK WITH A BROAD RANGE OF MATERIAL including much mint & used Serbian ‘occupation’ issues (postmarks not guaranteed), other Eastern Europe including Latvia, Estonia, Zara, etc. ovpts. Also a group of French Legion issues & OSS propaganda forgeries. Many highly catalogued sets and singles. A very good lot. (Large Qty.) PHOTO - see website.

2338 GERMAN OCCUPATION OF ALSACE. BELGIUM, CZECHO-SLOVAKIA REFUGEE MAIL, ETC: Album with the collection of stamps, cards & covers c.1870-1945 from the period of occupation of Alsace, earliest being Dec. 1870 EL to Germany cancelled Zabern im Elsass (formerly Saverne). The group of c.30 covers incl. examples of POW & Feldpost mail plus WWII period “Elsass” & “Lothringen” overprint stamps on cover. Lot also features 7 covers addressed to British Council for Czecho-Slovakian Refugees, London with Czech frankings. Stamps include issues optd. for use in Belgium, a Flemish Legion set of 4 and Regensburg Camp Post (displaced Ukrainians) pair. (c.40 covers plus a few dozen stamps) PHOTO - see website.

2339 1923-c42 SMALL MIXED GROUP OF STAMPS & COVERS - stamps inc. mint/unused 1933 Welfare (SG513/21), CTO 1936 Olympics minisheets (2, SG MS613a £225), and mint 1941 Winter Relief set. Covers inc. 1923 bank env. franked 7 million marks (with a range of values to 2 million marks). (31 items) PHOTO - see website.

2340 DEUTSCHLAND ERWACHT: WERDEN, KAMPF UND SIEG DER NSDAP: Album (26 pages, some un-numbered) of the athletes, etc., at the pre-war Berlin games, in a modern presentation box. One card the binding is sound. Moderate wear to the cover corners and spine edges. Also “DIE XI OLYMPIADE BERLIN 1936”, card torn from the first panel. Hardcover. Possibly first edition. 152 pages. Text in German. In excellent condition. No dust jacket, but PHOTO - see website.

2341 GIBRALTAR

2342 SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV mint & used collection. Much useful mint incl. QV to 5 pesetas, KGV high values to 8/- & 10/-, etc. (c.95) PHOTO - see website.

2343 3-LINE “S. ROQUE” MARK ON MAIL TO SPAIN, ETC.: 10 Nov. 1808 EL from “Gibraltar” to Cadiz with mainly fine scarce red “S. ROQUE/ANDALUCIA/BAXA” (rare on mail from Gibraltar) and red hs “9q” on the front, and an unrelated Nov. 1809 letter (no wrapper) signed by “Colin Campbell, M. Gnl.” (Governor of Gib., 1809-14) to an Admiral ref. “Shipping Cash to Gibraltar”. (2 items) PHOTO - see website.

2344 1921-27 ½d to 8/. Fine used. SG 89 to 101 £750 (11) PHOTO - see website.

GOLD COAST/Ghana

2345 SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV1 mint & used ranges. Useful sets & singles incl. QV values to 5/- (2), 10/- (2) & 20/-. KEVII values to 5/- & KGV to 10/-. Inspection recommended. (c.100) PHOTO - see website.
CA VENDISH PHILATELIC AUCTIONS

GRENADA

2346  SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV mint & used ranges with KGV values to 5/- & 10/- (c.110) PHOTO - see website.

£120


£200

2348  GB EMBOSSED COMBINATIONS TO GRENADA; Pair of 1896/97 linen-lined long envs. to Grenville with 1d + 2d embossments uprated strip of three QV Jubilee 2d tied by London EC cds or 1d + ½d embossments and uprated by QV Jubilee 5d + 2/½d tied by London EC hooded dsUnusual destination (2 covers) PHOTO - see website.

£100

HONG KONG

2349  QV MINT & USED (MOSTLY) COLLECTION ON ALBUM PAGES: Mainly used ranges from 1862 onwards, with all stamps clearly identified by SG number (though many will have changed since the collection was formed). Much emphasis given to shade variations. A few mint examples in evidence incl. 50c on 48c (both colours). Some later KGV & early QEII issues present. (c.200) PHOTO - see website.

£300

2350  QV-KGV MAINLY USED RANGES on SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with values to $2. (c.120) PHOTO - see website.

£120

2351  1863 TO MODERN MINT & USED GROUP (PLUS BRITISH P.O. S IN CHINA): Range inc. used 1867-7 surcharges 16c on 18c & 28c on 30c (3) SG 20/1 £300, 1938 umm $5 top marginal block of four SG 159 £280 & used $10 SG 161 £140, etc. Plus small group of British P.O.s in China general issues incl mint $2 SG 14 or 28 £200+, etc. Group worth inspection (qty) PHOTO - see page 52.

£180

2352  1866 18c LILAC: Mint centred low/low & a little soiled but still a very scarce and desirable example. SG 13 £7,000 PHOTO - see page 52.

£360

CANTON

2353  ** 1912-21 MULTIPLE CROWN CA WMK SET OF DEFINS - all fine mint, many unmnted inc. among the high values, the set of 17 plus 4c scarlet, 8c slate, 10c ultramarine, 12c white back, 25c type B (SG 109 £300), 30c purple & orange-yellow, 50c white back and 50c emerald surface. SG100-117 c£2500. (25) PHOTO - see page 52. £700

2354  ** 1921-37 MULTIPLE SCRIPT CA WMK SET OF DEFINS - the set of 18 values to $5 all unmnted mint. Also the 1941 centenary set of six, SG £1090. (24) PHOTO - see page 52.

£220

2355  JAPANESE OCCUPATION MAIL - ARGYLE STREET CAMP; c1943 undated Japanese 2c PC addressed to ‘POW Argyle Street-Camp/Kowloon’, From a Mrs Sylvia Mather to her Son Captain Mathers herself a prisoner in ‘Block A Room 14/Stanley Street-Camp/Kowloon’. From a Mrs Sylvia Mather to her son Captain Mathers himself a prisoner in ‘Block A Room 14/Stanley Street-Camp/Kowloon’. Franked with the F.P.O/No.127/4 JN’ intaglio seal (used at Kowloon) very rare and only in use a very short time and 24 Jan. 1945 unfranked mail between a civilian and an officer.

£100

2356  INDIAN FPO MAIL INC. THE INTAGLIO DATE STAMP; c1946 undated unfranked env. ‘On Active Service’ to Bombay with the F.P.O./No.127/4 JN’ intaglio seal (used at Kowloon) very rare and only in use a very short time and 24 Jan. 1945 unfranked env. ‘ON ACTIVE SERVICE’ to England with fair to good strike of the “F.P.O./No 127” ds on rear. (2 covers) PHOTO - see website.

£100

ICELAND

2358  THE ‘1 GILD/’02-’03’ OVERPRINTS - THE BERNE REPRINTS IN FINE MINT PAIRS; 1902-03 Pairs of the 11 values: 3a, 4a, 5a, 6a, 10a, 16a, 20a, 25a, 40a, 50a & 100a. Fine mint and very rare thus; only 726 of these sets were made up and distributed to U.P.U. countries; their survival rate is low, especially in pairs. [See note in SG specialised catalogue.] (11 pairs) PHOTO - see page 55.

£300

2359  1939-48 ‘FISH’ ISSUE; Accumulation of unmnted mint multiples of various issues from 1c to 50a, with main interest being the scarcer 7a green SG 245 (23), 10a green SG 247a (20) and 25a scarlet SG 250a (20). Total cat. c.£1,870. (c.210 stamps) PHOTO - see website.

£100

INDIA

2360  QV-KGV MIXED MINT & USED COLLECTION of India & States on SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages, noting QV to 5r used, KEVII to 10r, KGV to 25r (2), etc. Useful ranges of both Convention & Feudatory States. Inspection recommended. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.

£360

£50
2361  **THE 1854-1935 USED COLLECTION INCLUDING MOST STATES**: Inc 1854 ½a & 2a (2), 1882-90 values to 2r, 1902-11 values to 2r, 1911-22 3p to 25r, 1926-33 3p to 25r, 1929 Air set, 1931 New Delhi set and 1935 Jubilee set. A small range of service and Official stamps. ALSO A GOOD COLLECTION OF MINT/USED INDIAN STATES inc Convention States of Chamba, Gwalior with values to 5r used, Jind, Nabha & Patiala. Feudatory States inc Barama, Bhopal, Cochin, Dhar, Duttia, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Jind, Nepal, Pooneh, Sirmoor, Soruth and Travancore. Most states inc some Service or Official issues. A few reprints are included but a good lot in mainly fine condition. (Some 100’s) PHOTO - see website. £360

2362  **KGVI MINT BLOCKS, COCHIN-ANCHEL**: Group of Hagner sheets with qty of KGVI period issues in mint blocks of four. Includes various 1930s-40s Cochin-Anchel issues, noting 1946-48 2p chocolate SG 101 in complete sheet of 48 (Cat. £192) and 3a vermilion SG 108 in unused block of four (Cat. £480). Also various values to 14a from the India 1943-44 defin. issue SG 265/77, all in mint blocks of four. NB All 29 blocks of four in the lot are hinged so as to provide 2 mounted mint & 2 unmounted mint stamps. (c.176) PHOTO - see website. £100

2363  **CALCUTTA CORRESPONDENCE CARRIED PRIVATELY**: 1806/13 EL’s to London, datelined at Calcutta, carried privately to Great Britain - one apparently rated ‘1/4’d, another with a Bengal Post Paid hs on rear - and all but one endorsed with intended ship’s name. Each with handstruck “2” and “Two Py/Post/Unpaid/Pall Mall” hs on front and London time ds on rear. (5 covers) PHOTO - see website. £150

2364  **19th CENTURY SHIP MAIL FROM GREAT BRITAIN**: Range with 1823/30 EL’s to Calcutta (redirected to Delhi or Bengal) carried privately with “Int Ptg/Ship De” and GPO Calcutta ds on rear, 1825/39 EL’s ex London, Dublin or Rajcote to Calcutta, Nuseerabad or Deesa with framed “KEDGEREE/POST OFFICE/SHIP LETTER”, or “NUSSEERABAD” or “RAJCOTE” ds (date in mss.) and an 1853 env. to Ireland with framed “KURACHEE/SHIP LETTER”, framed “INDIA PAID” hs and London transit ds on front. (8 covers) PHOTO - see page 52. £200

2365  **SCARCE SYLHET P.O. MARKING ON SHIP LETTER**: 20 Mar. 1826 EL ‘to be forwarded by the first ship’ to London with double-lined oval framed “SYLET/POST OFFICE” and London ds on rear. Rated ‘2/4’(d) and with double-ring Calcutta ds (in mss.) and framed “INDIA LETTER/PORTSMOUTH” hs on front. Contents by a William Terraneaux(?) thanking the addressee for his help in obtaining a place for his son as an Ensign in the Survey Dept. and that his daughter had recently married Lt. Thomas Fisher. PHOTO - see page 52. £300

2366  **MAIL TO EDINBURGH & LONDON**: 12 Dec. 1832 EL ‘per Vesper’ to Edinburgh rated a total of ‘1/9½’ on front - 1/4d Plymouth to London, 4d India Letter rate, 1d Edinburgh local post rate + ½d Scottish wheel tax - framed “½” hs also on front. Rear with Calcutta and London ds, framed “INDIA LETTER/PLYMOUTH” hs and intact red wax seal and 20 Sep. 1853 E (central crease) to London franked QV 2a (2) tied by ‘130’ diamond bar cancels with “COCHIN/PAID” ms. dated ds, Madras ds and London EC cds on rear. Good pair. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 52. £300

2367  **MAIL TO ENGLAND ARRIVING ON THE FINAL DAY OF THE 4d UNIFORM PERIOD**: Remarkable 8 Nov. 1839 mostly fine EL ‘per Overland Mail’ to Hertfordshire with framed “BUDAON” hs on rear with date in mss. and “Paid” 10 as, with two London ds on rear and oval-framed “INDIA” hs on front. Rated ‘2/8’d for the single ½ oz. British closed mail via Marseilles rate and scarce thus. Fascinating content by an Arthur Herbert Cocks (Magistrate?) to his mother ‘I am arrived at my new station....there is not a soul within thirty miles to whom I can speak my native tongue....making friends with natives is out of the question......being from 11 till 2 engaged in hearing raunch reports and receiving petitions from all parts of the District and from 2 till sunset in trying cases and passing sentence upon unfortunate beings proved guilty of crimes’ The back flap with instructions “My direction now is Buddoon, Rohilcund India ‘by Marseilles’ via Bombay & Agra.” Exotic example of the last day of the Uniform 4d period. PHOTO - see back cover. £2,000

2368  **1845 COVER TO GB REDIRECTED WITH 1d RED IMPERF**: - July 1845 E to London charged 2/3 in ms and with red boxed INDIA arrival mark. Then redirected to Kent with 1841 1d red imperf tied by London numeral. Calcutta, London & Ramsgate marks on the back along with fine large oval ‘FLETCHER, ALEXANDER & Co’ agent cachet. PHOTO - see page 52. £300
2369 **PAID & UNDERPAID MAIL**: Aug. 1858 env. to Sheffield franked by QV 4a + 2a (small defect) tied by numeral cancels and rear with Lucknow c.d.s on rear and framed “INDIA PAID” hs on face and Nov. 1866 EL (defects & fragile) to Madras franked QV ½a tied by Pondicherry duplex with very scarce framed “INSUFFICIENT” hs on front and additional QV ½a (defective) applied to rear and also tied by Pondicherry duplex. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 52.

2370 **PORTUGUESE INDIA COMBINATION COVER**: 29 Sep. 1874 env. (corner fault) to Danau franked (on rear) Portuguese India 20r plus British India QV ½a tied by either Angim, Belguam, Danau or Sawantwarse ds and a hexagonal Bombay transit ds on front. Attractive. PHOTO - see page 52.

**IRAN/PERSIA**

2371 **TEHERAN - RARE PAIR OF EARLY PARCEL WAY-BILLS WITH NASR ed-DIN 1st PORTRAIT ISSUES**: May/Dec. 1879 pair of internal Parcel Post Way-bills (both with partly printed text - different formats - latter may in fact be a reg. letter or AR receipt?) with 1876 10ch or 2ch (latter with further 2ch and 1ch removed) each tied by smudged “TEHERAN” cds’s but with v. fine strikes alongside; the first relates to a Parcel to Tabriz, and the other relates to a Parcel from Teheran to Urmia (with v. fine cds of latter). Rare pair. (2 items) PHOTO - see page 53.

2372 **YEZD - EARLY INTERNAL 5ch-RATE COVERS WITH NASR ed-DIN 1st PORTRAIT ISSUE**: 21 Oct. 1878 & 15 Feb. 1879 pair of internal envs. (to Bushire/Isfahan; latter reduced at left just affecting address) each franked for the internal 5ch rate; the first (a blue-green env) with perf. 11 1ch + perf. 12. 2ch Vertical Pair all tied to reverse by a very fine “YEZD” cds with v. fine “BOUSHIR” arrival cds alongside, the other with a single 5ch (perf. 10½x12) on the front also tied by a very fine “YEZD” cds. Good pair. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 55.

2373 **1881 (Oct) - 1882 (Jan) ISSUE - A MINT SET**: 5ch to 10f fine mounted mint. The 50c value has a very small thin at top edge and the 1F value has a missing perf. at lower edge. Nevertheless, a very fine set. SG 59 - 65 [ex Bernard Lucas] (7) PHOTO - see website.

2374 **THE 1899 ‘LION’ ISSUE - OVERSEAS MAIL - TO INDIA, RUSSIA, AUSTRIA & G.B.**: 1900/1902 covers & cards all sent overseas; fine 1901 pair of early Teheran PPCs to Vienna with 5ch Yellow each tied by partial oval “TEHERAN MAIDAN” ds’s (v. fine BAKU transit), attractive 3-colour franking (12ch+10ch+2ch) tied by v. fine scarce “LINGAH” cds’s on env. to India (double rate) with fine purple “ABASSI” transit cds, 1902 env. to “Constantinople” with 12ch tied by “MECHED” cds (Russian P.Os in Gaoudan & Constantinople backstamps), 1902 env. with 12ch tied by fair “ZENDIAN” ds’s (2nd fine strike alongside) to Odessa, and trio of envs. to GB (2 with 12ch singles tied by oval TEHERAN MAIDAN oval ds’s, and one with 12ch Pair tied by the very fine “KERMAN” cds). Good lot. (8 covers/cards) PHOTO - see page 53.

**ITALIAN STATES**

2375 **1917 (Jan) - THE KERMANSHAH SURCHARGE ISSUE**: 12ch on 1kr and 24ch on 1kr. Fine unmoutned mint blocks of six (3 x 2). SG 481 & 482 PHOTO - see inside back cover.

2376 **1917 (Jan) - THE KERMANSHAH SURCHARGE ISSUE**: 12ch on 1kr, a lower right corner unmoutned mint block of six (3 x 2) with reversed “CC” perfin in lower margin. Fine SG 481 PHOTO - see inside back cover.

2377 **1917 (Jan) - THE KERMANSHAH SURCHARGE ISSUE**: 12ch on 1kr and 24ch on 1kr. Fine unmoutned mint blocks of four. SG 481 & 482 PHOTO - see inside back cover.

2378 1917 (Jan) - THE KERMANSHAH SURCHARGE ISSUE: 24ch on 1kr, an unmoutned mint lower left block of six (3 x 2), some minor marginal creasing at lower left, otherwise fine. SG 482 PHOTO - see page 53.

2379 1922 “BENADERS” SURCHARGES: 10ch on 6ch (4, inc two mint) and 1kr on 12ch (65, inc a mint pair, an unused block of four with inverted surcharge). The used with examples used at Bender-Asbas, Linga, Mohammerah & Bouchir. Mainly fine. SG 553 & 554. (132) PHOTO - see page 53.

2380 **REGISTERED INSURED MAIL ENVELOPES - 7th TYPE (50d) USED EX ARAK, CHAHRENOW, DAMGHAN & MINAB**: 1941/53 usages of the Persiphila PIE7B envs. [2007 cat. $250+ or $200+ used] with imprinted values at top left from different POs all uprated; the 1941 usage ex Chahrenow with 1938 50d+1x1r150 to Tabriz , the other three (2 with a stamp removed) of 1951/52/53 all with tied 1950 50d Charity Stamp and post-WWII Issues. Scarce group. (4 covers) [For rare unused examples of this PIE7B envelope, see the lot under the “UNUSED POSTAL STATIONERY” section above.]

**IRELAND**

2381 **1922-1970 MINT RANGE ON ALBUM LEAVES**: Range inc. Provisional Govt. 1922 Dollard set of 9 & Thom set of 5 SG 1/9 & 10/15 £100, Dollard 2/6d SG 17 £60, Thom set of 14 SG 30/43 £110, Thom 1/- SG 51 £50, etc. Irish Free State 1922-23 Thom 2/6d SG 64 £50, 1922-34 set of 12 SG 71/82 £65, etc. A nice mint group (c.270) PHOTO - see page 53.

2382 1922 Thom 2d orange Die 1 variety overprint inverted. Lightly cancelled. Fine. SG 12 £300 PHOTO - see page 53.

2383 **TUSCANY - 1851 1q BLACK ON AZURE** - used example with small faults. SG1 £1700. PHOTO - see page 53.

2384 **TUSCANY 1851 1s LEMON ON AZURE** - good used example shaved along the top, good margins other sides. SG3 £2000. PHOTO - see page 53.

2385 **TUSCANY 1851 2s BRICK-RED ON AZURE PAPER USED** - good appearance, tiny faults in top margin. RPS cert. (1963); very scarce SG6 £7000. PHOTO - see front cover.

2386 **TUSCANY 1851 1c CARMINE USED GROUP** - four singles and a pair, various shades & mixed condition, includes a fine four margin deep carmine on azure. SG7-9 £780. (5 items) PHOTO - see page 53.

2387 **TUSCANY 1851 2c BLUE & 4c GREEN USED GROUP** - various shades, with 2c (3) & 4c (2), some faults. SG10-15 £770. (5) PHOTO - see page 53.
2388 TUSCANY 1851 6c BLUE USED TRIO - on azure paper and two on grey paper, mixed margins. SG16-19 £850. (3) PHOTO - see page 57.
£140

2389 TUSCANY 1851 9c PURPLE USED - on azure paper with large to v large margins and on grey paper cut close (thin). SG20/22 £700. (2) PHOTO - see page 53.
£120

2390 TUSCANY 1857 1q BLACK - used examples, one with four small margins and another cut into. SG24 £1900. (2) PHOTO - see page 57.
£300

2391 TUSCANY 1857 1s YELLOW-BUFF - used example with margins shaved at left and right, clear at base and large at top. Very scarce, signed Richter. SG25 £5500. PHOTO - see front cover.
£600

2392 TUSCANY 1857 USED GROUP OF VALUES - 1c carmine (large margins, badly torn), 2c blue (3), 4c green & 6c blue (2). SG26-33 £2000. (8) PHOTO - see page 57.
£240

2393 TUSCANY 1860 1c PURPLE USED TRIO - three used examples (shades), one is fine the others with faults. SG36-38 £2850. (3) PHOTO - see page 57.
£300

2394 TUSCANY 1860 5c TO 40c USED GROUP - 5c green (4, inc. one printed on both sides), 10c brown (4), 20c blue (3) and 40c rose (3). Mixed margins and condition. SG39-49 £2600. (14) PHOTO - see page 57.
£300

2395 TUSCANY 1860 80c PALE RED-BROWN - used example just touched on two sides else good to fine. SG50 £1400. PHOTO - see page 57.
£200

2396 TUSCANY - 1726-37 GROUP OF INWARDS MAIL & 1733 DISINFECTED MAIL USED WITHIN TUSCANY - all to Angiolini & Frangini in Florence from Bergamo (3), Mantua, Modena (2), Venice (2) and Verona (5) plus 1733 disinfected ELs (2) from Livorno. (15) PHOTO - see page 57.
£240

2397 TUSCANY - 1833-56 GROUP OF STAMPLESS MAIL INC. DISINFECTED & INWARDS - 1833 EL to Pistoia rated ‘2’ and with v. fine red RADICOFANI sl and mostly fine partially boxed ds on the front; 1842 EL to Livorno with v. fine red PIETRA-SANTA sl (dept number 113 above partially erased) 1846 printed EL Pescia to Florence; 1849 disinfected EL to Bologna with boxed ‘Disinfettato/pel contatto’ and LUCCA marks on the front; and 1851 EL to Nice (Kingdom of Sardinia). Also 1847/56 inwards ELs to Livorno from Malta or Genoa and 1861 ELs (2) Nice to Genoa. (9) PHOTO - see page 58.
£200

2398 TUSCANY - 1856-60 GROUP OF STAMPED MAIL - May 1856 large part E to Arezzo franked with 1c carmine (three margins) tied by FIRENZE cds with another strike below, signed Montini; Dec. 1856 EL to Veneto franked with 6c blue (three good or close margins, into at top) tied by grid cancel with FIRENZE cds and boxed ‘PD’ below, MASSA and ‘S.M.MADDALENA’ marks on the flap; Feb/Aug 1860 Es to Livorno franked with 1860 10c brown each tied by bar cancel and both with PISTOIA cds alongside. (4) PHOTO - see website.
£180

2399 TUSCANY - 1851 2c BLACK TRIALS ON COLOURED PAPER/CARD - on lilac (tiny thin), green and blue papers plus on red-surfaced thin card. (4) PHOTO - see page 59.
£200

ITALY

2400 SMALL FLAT BOX with the accumulation of mint & used sets & singles on stock cards, in packets, etc. Some very good 1920s/30s sets and many of the highly catalogued 1940s/50s top values (20 lire, etc). Lot also incl. early Italian States issues. Huge catalogue value. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.
£120

2401 SUPERB, EARLY MINT & USED COLLECTION ON STOCK PAGES: Many valuable sets & singles, all in fine or very fine condition. Better items incl. 1809 5l red & green used SG 43 (£1,100) Sass. 49, 1891 50c carmine & blue used SG 61 (£250) Sass. 64, 1901 50c mauve mint SG 79 (£950) Sass. 76, 1910 Plebiscite sets mint SG 81-84 (£750) Sass. 87-90, 1922 Philatelic Congress set of 4 mint SG 122/125 (£1,200) Sass. 123/126, 1923 Manzoni set of 6 mint SG 155/160 (£950) Sass. 151/156, 1924 “LIRA UNA” overprint sets both mint & used SG 161/164 (£1,100) Sass. 158/161, 1928 Filiberto set to 20l used SG 227/236 (£1,100), 1930 Virgil Postage sets both mint & used SG 290/298 and Air set mint SG 299/302, 1931 St. Antony of Padua sets both mint & used (2), 1932 Dante Postage & Air (to 10l) sets used SG 314/331, etc. Then a range of mint & used Postage & Air sets to c.1938, plus a range of Parcel stamps, Postage Dues, Tax stamps, etc. also noting a used group of stamps with advertising labels (issued 1924-25) being Sass. 4, 9, 13, 14 & 18. A very fine assembly possibly cataloguing (Sassone) c.£26,304 (c.387 stamps) PHOTO - see page 59.
£1,000

2402 ITALIAN LAKES MAIL: Boxed ‘Lighthouse’ album with the 1858-1939 collection of mail steamer cards & covers for Lakes Maggiore, Como, Iseo & Garda. Includes some ‘collettorie’ cancels. (c.171 cards & covers) PHOTO - see website.
£500

2403 ITALY 1861-79 GROUP OF MAIL INC. OFFICIAL - inc. 1862 E to Melito franked with 10c bistre (SG1 £375 off cover) tied by NOCERA cds and with another strike alongside; 1863 E Naples to Spoleto franked with 15c blue imperf; 1863 Es (4) franked with Feb. 15c blue; 1868 EL Genoa to Torino franked with 60c mauve plus a similar 1872 franking to London. Also 1861-74 group of stampless official mail. (17) PHOTO - see page 58.
£260

2404 1862 USED GROUP ON PAGE - with 10c bistre (4, inc. on piece with 15c imperf and another with 1978 RPS cert), 20c blue (2), 40c rose (2) and 80c yellow (2), (10 items) PHOTO - see page 59.
£240

2405 1862 NEWSPAPER, 1863 15c BLUE & 1863 POSTAGE DUE GROUP - inc. page with 2c yellow newspaper (2 used, 4 mint), 1 Jan. 1863 15c blue imperf mint & used, 10c yellow postage due (3 used). SG £1350. (19) PHOTO - see website.
£200

2406 1862 MINT/UNUSED GROUP - with 20c blue (2), 40c rose and 80c yellow (6). SG 2-4 £800. (9) PHOTO - see website.
£120

2407 TUSCANY & ITALY FORGERY/REPRINT GROUP - on pages. Tuscany 1851 types (4, to 60c) and 1860 types (4, to 3l). Italy range of embossed head types inc. blocks both imperf and perf, pair with inv head and printed on both sides plus range of Feb 1863 type with double printing or printed on both sides. (33 items) PHOTO - see website.
£120

56
### JAMAICA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2408</td>
<td>SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with QV-KGV mint &amp; used collection. Useful sets &amp; singles to 5/- values in evidence. (c.105) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2409</td>
<td>EARLY PACKETS TO G.B. (ONE WITH “JAMAICA”) + RARE “KING/STON” ON LOCAL COVER; 24 Aug. 1759 &amp; 1772 E (affected by lengthy filing notes) to Edinburgh/London by Packets “Duke” &amp; “Duncannon” (first “Paid 1/3”, the other with very fine “JAMAICA”) plus 2 Feb. 1789 E (damp affected) to Lyssons with mainly fine rare “KING/STON”. Ex Seaton and sold in our Sep. 2014 sale for £320. (3 covers) PHOTO - see page 58.</td>
<td>£260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Image](image_url)

**2410**

**EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAR CIRCULAR FRAMED “COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS” MARK ON COVER TO G.B.:** 3 July 1834 E from “Kingston” to London charged “1/7” with an exceptionally fine encircled “COMMERCIAL/KINGSTON/JAMAICA/BUILDINGS” cachet nicely placed on the top flap beside a partly fine boxed “LIVERPOOL/SHIP LETTER” (latter with closed tears due to seal). Must be one of the clearest strikes known! Ex Seaton. Sold for £600 in our Sep. 2014 sale. PHOTO - see above. £500

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2411</td>
<td>1923 CHILD-WELFARE UNIQUE ARCHIVAL SPECIMEN BLOCKS: 1923 ½d, 1d &amp; 2½d set in blocks of four, minor perf separation on the ½d, unused, without gum as originally stuck down on an official ledger and each unit optd ‘SPECIMEN’ diagonally (the non-archival examples are optd horizontally and this difference is unusual thus). Two sets of singles - one sold by us in our Sep. 1995 (Swarbrick) sale for £400 - are the only other examples of these archival examples believed extant making these blocks unique thus. Ex Bradbury Wilkinson archive and not previously on the market. Important exhibition items. (3 blocks) PHOTO - see page 59.</td>
<td>£1,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### JAPAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2412</td>
<td>JAPAN, RYUKYUS, KOREA, ETC: Flat carton with the accumulation of mainly unmounted mint post-war issues incl. many mini. sheets and a few covers. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2413</td>
<td>EARLY ISSUES ON OLD ALBUM PAGES: Range of c.1871-1907 used issues incl. Japanese Post Offices in China &amp; Korea. Also a small mint range of 1960s defs. (c.135) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### KUWAIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2414</td>
<td>1948 OVERPRINTS IN CYLINDER BLOCKS OF SIX - the eight values to 1r on 1/- bistre-brown all unmounted mint. (8 items) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lot</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2415</td>
<td>QV-KGV MIXED MINT &amp; USED RANGES on SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages incl. 1890 set to 5/-, 1897 Diamond Jubilee values to 7d, 1902 set to 5/-, 1907 set to 5/- plus various KGV sets to 5/- (3). A very useful lot. (c.90) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2416</td>
<td>QV – KGV POSTAL STATIONERY ENVELOPES GROUP inc. QV 1d mint, QV 2½d (mint and used to England or Germany), KEVII 1d mint, optd ‘SPECIMEN’, used to NY and uprated ½d and 2½d used to Germany, KGV 1d Violet mint and optd ‘SPECIMEN’; 1d Red mint or optd ‘SPECIMEN’, ½d Brown mint and optd ‘SPECIMEN’ (two types) and KGV1 ½d Brown optd ‘SPECIMEN’. (21) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2417</td>
<td>1951 CYRENAICA ISSUE OVERPRINTED: Stamps of Cyrenaica optd. “LIBYA” in English &amp; Arabic for use in Cyrenaica. Complete set of 13 to 500m lightly mounted mint. SG 131-143 (£250). Also, the same issue optd. and surcharged in Francs to 480F on 500m. Complete set of 10. SG 166-175 (£380). Difficult sets to find. (23) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2418</td>
<td>1886 1d BRITISH CONSULAR MAIL: - mint with gum (in the top corner only, as issued), 1d black &amp; rose, stop after ‘POSTAGE’ with violet ‘...VICE-CONSULATE...’ handstamp, fine. SG14a £400, scarce; ex Frederick Mayer (sold for £200 + prem in 2007). PHOTO - see page 59.</td>
<td>£180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2419</td>
<td>1886 2d BRITISH CONSULAR MAIL: - unused, no gum, 2d black &amp; rose, stop after ‘POSTAGE’ with violet ‘...VICE-CONSULATE...’ handstamp, some very slight toning not detracting. SG16a £400, scarce; ex Frederick Mayer (sold for £160 + prem in 2007). PHOTO - see page 59.</td>
<td>£140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2420</td>
<td>1886 9d BRITISH CONSULAR MAIL: - mint with gum (in the top corner only, as issued), 9d black &amp; rose, stop after ‘POSTAGE’ with violet ‘...CONSULATE...’ handstamp, fine. SG27b £450, scarce; ex Frederick Mayer (sold for £300 + prem in 2007). PHOTO - see inside back cover.</td>
<td>£240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2421</td>
<td>TWO OLD ALBUMS: with the mainly KGV-early QEII used collections for various States and early issues of Malaysia. Many definitive sets to $5. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2422</td>
<td>MALAY STATES: Album with the mint &amp; used collections of states incl. Johore, Kedah, Kelantan, Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Perak, Selangor, Trengganu, Sabah, Singapore, etc. Some strength in early Perak with values to $5, but many useful sets &amp; singles throughout. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2423</td>
<td>MALAYA &amp; MALAYAN STATES: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with the QV-KGV mixed mint &amp; used collection of Straits Settlements, Federated Malay States and various individual States. Values to $5. Some fiscal cancels noted. (c.265) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2424</td>
<td>1883-1960s GROUP (PLUS NORTH BORNEO &amp; BURMA): Mint &amp; used group on stock book &amp; stock card pages inc. Trengganu 1917-18 mint 4c &amp; 8c in left hand marginal pairs one unit each pair var ‘CSOSS’ for ‘CROSS’ SG 20/c &amp; 22/c £330, etc. Negri Sembilan 1891 used 2c (6, some with faults) SG 3 £100+, etc., Federated Malay States 1900 mint 10c SG 20/d £80-£180, etc. A good group. Inspection recommended (qty) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2425</td>
<td>THE MINT AND USED MALAYISIA ETC COLLECTION: The mint and used collection on leaves with 1893-1904 Labuan (63) inc mostly cto examples with a few postage duses. 1883-1931 North Borneo (124) inc unused with part sets (some cto). Sarawak (55), Straits Settlements (119), Johore (46) Kedah (27), Kelantan (12), Negri Sembilan (13), Pahang (12), Perak (28), Selangor (21), Trengganu (16) and Federated Malay States (56). Mostly lower values, but interesting. PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2426</td>
<td>MOSTLY 1957-60 MALAYISIAN STATES MINT SETS: comprising mostly the mint pictorial sets of 1957 Kedah type with inset portraits changed for the respective state. Also Selangor 1900 1c on 5c tiger SG66a (toned back). SG £1000. (188) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2427</td>
<td>1913-35 TRIO OF RED BAND COVERS - 1913 env. to Singapore franked on the back with FMS 3c red tiger issue tied by IPOH cds; 1932 env. (faulst) franked with Johore 1922 5c purple &amp; green tied by ‘[PAQ]UEBOT/SINGAPORE’ cds; and 1935 illustrated env. to Riouw franked on the front with Straits Sett. KGV 4c brown (3) tied by SINGAPORE cds. (3) PHOTO - see page 58.</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2428</td>
<td>1902/03 KEVI MINT SETS - 1902 set of 12 to $5 and 1903 set of 4 values. Good to fine mounted mint. SG 110-121 &amp; 123-126 £625. PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2429</td>
<td>MINT &amp; USED COLLECTION ON ALBUM LEAVES: Includes 1900 surcharges on issues of Negri Sembilan, various values mint or used to 50c, $1 &amp; $2 (pinhole) mint SG11/12, extensive mint &amp; used ranges of ‘Tigers’ incl. $5 green &amp; red/green mint SG 81 £375 and 1907-08 high values mint $1-$5 SG 48-50 £575. A very useful lot. (c.140) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2430</td>
<td>1900/01 MINT SELECTION - with ovpt on Negri Sembilan issues missing only the 25c value, ovpt on Perak issues $1 (rounded corner, toned) &amp; $2 values, and unovpt $2 value. Some toned gum, else fine mint; SG 1-6, 8, 11/12 &amp; 24 £900. (10) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2431</td>
<td>1942 JAPANESE OCCUPATION SEAL SEALS on blocks of four of the KGV1 2c (marginal) and 3c each with Malacca cds cancels. Fine. SG from £750 PHOTO - see page 59.</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CAVENDISH PHILATELIC AUCTIONS

**MALTA**

2432 THE MINT AND USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES: 1863-1935. The mint and used collection including 1863-81 1d (4), 1885-90 ½d to 1/-, 1886 5/-, 1903-04 ½d to 1/-, 1904-14 ½d to 1/-, 1914-21 ½d to 1/- (3), 1921-22 ½d to 10/- (SG 104 - £800), 1922 10/-, ½d to 5/- and CA wmk ½d to 10/-, 1922-26 ½d to 2/6d & sideways wmk £1, 1926-27 ½d to 10/-, 1928 ½d to 10/- (less 5/-) and 1935 Jubilee set. The small number of mint with 1899-1901 2/6d & 10/-. 1914-21 2/6 to 5/-, 1922-26 5/- & 10/- and 1930 ½d to 10/-, Also used 1925 (Apr) & 1925 July) postage dues. The majority are fine. (c.197)

PHOTO - see website.

£800

2433 SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV mixed mint & used collection. Many useful sets & singles with QV values to 10/-. Useful pickings in KGV mint values to 10/- (2). A nice little lot (c.160) PHOTO - see website.

£120

**MAURITIUS**

2434 SPECTACULAR & VERY RARE 10d-RATE COVER TO G.B. WITH BOXED ‘...BRINDISI ROUTE...d3’ CHARGE-MARK:; Attractive 18 Nov. 1870 env. (very slight dusting) from Port Louis to Dublin with QV 6d Green and 2d Blue Pair tied to each other by partial ‘B61’ Port Louis Numerals with red matching handwriting ‘9d’ Accountancy Mark (9d credit for the 10d postage due to UK) alongside, but also having an unusually very fine large boxed London ‘INSUFFICIENTLY PAID/FOR BRINDISI ROUTE/DEFICIENT POSTAGE/d3’ mark. There is a fair 19 Dec. “H[olyhead] & K[ingstown] PACT.” cds on the reverse. Superb Exhibition Display item showing the extra charge for the re-routing of mails via Brindisi (and Aachen) as a result of the Prussian invasion cutting off the Marseilles route via Paris. Much rarer than the Brindisi 3d covers from India, Hong Kong and Australia, PHOTO - see front cover.

£1,500

**MONTSERRAT**

2435 THE MAINLY MINT COLLECTION: 1876-1935. The collection on leaves mint 1903 ½d to 5/-, 1904-08 ½d to 5/-, 1908-14 ½d to 5/-, 1916-22 ½d to 5/-, 1922-29 ½d to 5/- and 1932 ½d to 5/-. Also a small number of used early issues. Mostly fine. (90) PHOTO - see website.

£180

**MOROCCO AGENCIES**

2436 BRITISH CURRENCY - 1949 OVERPRINTS IN CYLINDER BLOCKS OF SIX - the fifteen values to 1/- bistre-brown all unmouted mint. Also 1940 stamp centenary set optd in Spanish currency. (22 items) PHOTO - see website.

£200

2437 TANGIER - 1949 OVERPRINTS ON GB KGV DEFINS. IN CYLINDER BLOCKS OF SIX - ½d green (5), 1d scarlet (2) and a single example of all values to 1/- bistre-brown, all different cylinders or perf settings, all unmouted mint. Also 1940 stamp centenary ½d green & 1½d brown (2) all soiled/toned. (22 items) PHOTO - see website.

£200

**NATAL**

2438 1902 KEVII Wmk Crown CC Perf 14 £5 Mauve & Black, mint, lightly mounted and very fresh. Rare. SG £550 Brandon (2005) Cert. PHOTO - see front cover.

£1,200

2439 1902 KEVII WMK CROWN CC PERF 14 £1.10 mint, lightly mounted and v.fine. SG £600 PHOTO - see page 59.

£130

2440 1904-08 KEVII Wmk Crown CA Perf 14 ½d - £1.10 complete set mint. Fine to v.fine. RPSL (1959) Cert. for the top value. SG £2250 (9) PHOTO - see page 59.

£420

**NEWFOUNDLAND**

2441 NEWFOUNDLAND & PROVINCES: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with the collections of Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia & Prince Edward Island. Many useful sets & singles present incl. 1897 Discovery set to 60c mint or used, 1911 Coronation set to 15c mint, 1919 Caribou set to 36c (less 15c) mint or used, etc. A valuable lot. (c.160) PHOTO - see website.

£200

2442 1865-1930s MINT & USED GROUP ON STOCK PAGES: Range inc 1865 used 5c Brown & 12c Red SG 26 & 28 £330, 1868 used 5c Black SG 38 £110, 1897 used 35c Red SG 78 £95, etc. A good lot with inspection recommended (qpy) PHOTO - see page 59.

£200

2443 1857 3d YELLOWISH GREEN TRIANGLE - mostly mint fine example (light soiling on the back) with large part gum, 1857 print on mesh paper, with ink set off on the back. SG3 £2000. PHOTO - see page 59.

£300

2444 1897-1911 MINT SELECTION - with 1897 Royal Family set of nine; 1908 map 2c lake; 1910 lithographed Guy set of 11 plus 1c green imperf between vert. pair; and 1911 reprinted Guy set of 6. Also inc. Canada 1927 anniversary sets of five and three and 1932 medallion set of seven. Generally good to fine. SG ex£1800. (61) PHOTO - see page 59.

£420

2445 1919-1929 MINT SELECTION - with 1919 caribou set of 12 (all unmounted), 1920 3c on 15c scarlet SG145, 1923 pictorials set of 14, 1928/9 publicity sets of 15 & 9 plus 1d green imperf between pair. SG £1065. (52) PHOTO - see page 59.

£200

2446 1931-33 MINT SELECTION - with 1931 airmails trio both with and without wmk; 1931 publicity re-engraved set of 11; 1932-38/32-38 displs sets of 12 and 5 plus 1c grey (2, inc. on Perkins Bacon red ‘book end paper’), 2c green, 4c Carmine & 5¢ violet imperf pairs and 2c green imperf between pair; 1932 privately issued £1 Wayzata dark blue airmail block of four and single; 1933 labrador set of 5 plus 10c orange imperf pair and the $4.50 on 75c Balbo ovpt.; 1933 Gilbert set of 14; 1937 Long Coronation set of 11. SG £1500. (86 items) PHOTO - see page 59.

£360

2447 1932 30c ultramarine (fishing fleet) in unmouted mint imperf. pair, SG 220a £600. PHOTO - see page 63.

£75

2448 1938/41 ROYAL FAMILY & 1947 BIRTHDAY ISSUES - all unmouted mint, inc. 1938 4d light blue perf 13½ block of four with wmk ‘top of shield to right’ and 1947 4c light blue pair imperf vertically (wrinkles). SG £875. (10 items) PHOTO - see website.

£180
**NEW GUINEA**

2451 THE MINT AND USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES - 1915-35: The mint and used collection inc mint 1931 (June) Airs ½d to £1, 1931 (Aug) 1d to £1, 1931 (Aug) Airs ½d to £1 and OFFICIAL 1932 ½d to 5/-; Also used inc. 1918 1d on 5d & 1d on 1/-, 1925 ½d to 3d, 6d & 1/-. 1931 Air ½d to 2/- & £1 1934 1d to 10/- and Official 1925-31 1d to 6d, 9d & 1/-. Mostly fine. (126) PHOTO - see website. **£400**

2452 NEW GUINEA, PAPUA & NORTH WEST PACIFIC ISLANDS: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with the mainly mint KGV ranges of Postage, Air & Official stamps. Bird of Paradise types to 2/- values & ‘Lakatoiis’ to 2/6d. Also a range of “N.W.P.I.” opts. on Australia Rko & KGV head types. (c.120) PHOTO - see website. **£60**

2453 1925-31 MINT SELECTION - 1925-27 set of 14 (with two shades of the 6d); 1931 village airmail ovpts unmounted set of 13; 1931 bird of paradise airmail ovpts unmounted set of 13 and OS ovpt set of 11. Generally good to fine; SG 125-49, 163-76 & O31-41 £1185. (52) PHOTO - see page 63. **£220**

2454 1939 BULOLO AIRMAILS MINT SET - the set of 14 values unmounted, a couple of the low values and the 5/- have light gum creases, the 10/- & £1 are both fine. SG212-25 £1100. (14) PHOTO - see page 63. **£60**

**NEW ZEALAND**

2455 THE MAINLY USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES: 1857-1935 The mainly used collection inc 1857-63 no wmk imperf 2d (2) & 6d (2). 1862-64 imperf 6d and later perforated Chalon issues to 1/-. 1873-80 ½d (5), side faces to 5/-. 1898 ½d to 2/-. 1906 Exhibition set, 1882 fiscals values to 10/-, Edward VII issues 1/-, KGVI values to 1/-. 1925 Exhibition set, a good range of health stamps inc 1931 Smiling Boy pair, 1931 fiscals with odd values to £5, 1935 ½d to 5/-. Also a good number of Officials and Life Insurance issues. The mint inc 1913 Exhibition set. Mixed condition but many are fine. (200+) PHOTO - see website. **£360**

2456 FIRST PICTORIAL ISSUE: Album with the mint & used study of the first Pictorial issues, both London & Local printings. Good range of watermark & perf. varieties represented, with values to 2/- Milford Sound (8) and 5/- Mount Cook (4). Also a small range of proofs. (c.175 plus 12 proofs) PHOTO - see website. **£400**

2457 ALBUM with the extensive range of 1977-95 single pane booklets from CP W11a - W40c with duplication of many basic books for both right & left panes and several vars. inc. 1987 (June) $4.40 booklet with part printers imprint & ‘Kiwi’ symbol CP W226(Z) NZS250 c£125, 1987 (Nov.) $4.00 booklet pair with 4 ‘Kiwi’ symbols in imprint CP W23a(X) NZS$200 c£100, 1988 (Nov) $4.00 booklet with coloured plate dots and 1 ‘Kiwi’ symbol CP W28a(Z) NZS$225 c£110, etc. (130+ blkts) PHOTO - see website. **£200**

2458 **TOPS, INSTRUCTIONAL MARKS, SPECIAL POSTMARKS, EXHIBITIONS, FAIRS, ISLAND MAILS, ETC:** Album with the interesting assembly of covers plus a few stamps, incl. range of TPO marks on off-paper stamps plus 1998 card with Dunedin South TPO mark & 1904 card ex Madras to Greymouth with relevant TPO marks, etc.; range of ‘not delivered’ items with relevant marks, various special postmarks of 1950s, 60s incl. store postmarks, 1950s Philatelic Exhibition covers, and covers originating from islands inc. Piteaheim, Chatham, Kermadec, Wakehe, Gt. Barrier, Campbell, Stewart, Matakania, Herald, Roto Roa, Arapawa, etc. (c.130 cards/covers plus a few dozen stamps/pieces) PHOTO - see website. **£120**

2459 **STAMPS WITH ADVERTISEMENTS, TOLEDO MINT, ISLAND MISCELLANEOUS CARDS/COVERS:** Album leaves with the collection of various issues current 1891-93 with adverts on the reverse. The beginnings of an attempt to reconstruct 6 x 10 panels (c.110 stamps). Also a collection of mainly early QEII issues (few 100s) with identified A-Z town & village postmarks plus a small range of earlier cards & covers. Inspection recommended. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website. **£120**

2460 **1857-1960s MINT & USED GROUP ON STOCK BOOK PAGES, ETC:** Mint & used range inc. group of seven used 1857-64 imperfs 2d, 6d (4, inc. used four margin no wmk cat £300+) & 1/- (2), 1898 pictorials inc. 2d (2) & 6d (2). 1862-64 imperf 6d and later perforated Chalon issues to 1/-. Also a range of health stamps inc 1931 Smiling Boy pair, 1931 fiscals with odd values to £5, 1935 ½d to 5/-. Also a good number of Officials and Life Insurance issues. The mint inc 1913 Exhibition set. Mixed condition but many are fine. (200+) PHOTO - see website. **£120**

2461 1882 TYPE FISCALS (INC SPECIMENS) RANGE: Album of Ranges, the majority used with fiscal cancels inc. 2/- to £10 group of 28 all with small format “SPECIMEN” opts & £15 - £50 group of 7 with large format “SPECIMEN” opts, “NZ” wmk 4d-£20 group of 31 (25c + £10 & £15), “NZ star” wmk perf 11 ½d - £45 group of 30, perf 1½ ½d & 12 6d - £100 group of 34 (inc. 6d & £50 unused & £50 postally used (?) & perf 1½ ½d - £500 group of 48 (inc. £5 & £8 unused), etc. A very good range (196) PHOTO - see website. **£160**

2462 **1901-03 BOER WAR ILLUSTRATED PSTAT CARDS:** Group of used 1d Boer War illustrated p.stat cards inc. 1900 (11 May) to Scotland on Yellow card with “Breakfast in Camp” illustration uprated with ½d tied by Papapapa cds with Napier R.P.O. & Woodville cds’s alongside (dated the same day) & ms ‘Via San Francisco’, 1900 (5 Nov) to Scotland with “Watering Horses, Newtown Park” illustration with “1d/L.S/D.” p.due & “T/5/CENTIMES” tax marks, etc. A nice group. Lot also incl. 1900 (30 Jun) env. Transvaal to New Zealand franked Transvaal 1d tied by Pretoria cds with “T/15/CENTIMES” octagonal tax hs ’s with N.Z. 3d p.due tied by fine strike of “N.Z./ASHBURTON/14 AU 00” squared circle with additional Wellington and Ashburton cds’s on reverse. (10 cards/covers) PHOTO - see website. **£200**

2463 1855-64 1d CHALON IMPERF: RANGE incl. 1855 1d red on blue paper no wmk, used SG 4 £2,000. This example is repaired and has a small thin; 1958 1d dull orange no wmk., used 3 margin example SG 8 £750; 1864 1d carmine-vermilion wmk. “NZ”, 3 sound used examples, one slightly cut into on lower margin. SG 97 £330 ea. (5) PHOTO - see page 63. **£100**

2464 1855 1d RED IMPERF: Fine used example on blued paper with very close margins. No wmk. SG 4 £2,000. PHOTO - page 59. **£150**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2465</strong></td>
<td>1855-58 1d Red &amp; 2d Blue on unwmkd Blue paper, both four margins with light indistinct bar cancels. The 1d slightly oxidised and with very small repair at base. SG £2300 (2) PHOTO - see page 63.</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2466</strong></td>
<td>1855-58 1/- Green on unwmkd Blue paper, four good to very large margins with slightly blurred bar cancel. Very scarce. SG £3750 PHOTO - see front cover.</td>
<td>£550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2467</strong></td>
<td>1857-63 6d on unwmkd paper Trio with Bistre Brown, four touching to large margins, Brown with four even margins and Chestnut with four close to good margins and all lightly cancelled. Fine. SG £1400 (3) PHOTO - see page 63.</td>
<td>£220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2468</strong></td>
<td>1857-63 1/- BLUE_GREEN on unwmkd paper to close margins and with ‘16’ bar cancel centrally placed. Fine and scarce. SG £1800 PHOTO - see page 63.</td>
<td>£280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2469</strong></td>
<td>1858-64 1/- GREEN SHADES IMPERF. CHALONS: Group incl. 1858-61 Richardson printing on white paper, no wmk., 2 used examples (one 3 margin example with staining, the other cut very close all round). SG 16 or 17. Also a group of good to fine used 1862-64 Davies printings wmk. Star. SG 44-46. Viewing recommended. Total cat. £5,100 (7) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2470</strong></td>
<td>1859-61 6d BROWN (SHADES) CHALON: Group of 6d brown/pale brown imperf. Chalons. White paper, no wmk. Richardson printing. Includes several fine 4 margin examples. All sound examples, fine to very fine used. SG 13/14 £2,100 (7) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2471</strong></td>
<td>1858-62 1/- DULL ORANGE IMPERF./1861 1d VERMILION (SHADES) IMPERF: Fine used example of 1858 1d with margins cut close. Richardson print on white paper. No wmk. SG £750. Also group of six 1862 1d vermilion/orange-vermilion shades. 2 examples with four ample margins, others cut close or three margin. One appears ‘oxidised’. Davies printing. Wmk, large star. Mainly fine to very fine. SG 33/34 (7) PHOTO - see page 63.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2472</strong></td>
<td>1862 WMK LARGE STAR PERF 13 used group with 1d Orange-Vermilion, 6d Black-Brown &amp; 6d Red-Brown, 1/- Deep Green &amp; 1/- Yellow-Green. Majority fine. SG £1470 (5) PHOTO - see page 63.</td>
<td>£220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2473</strong></td>
<td>1862-64 WMK LARGE STAR IMPERFORATE used group with 2d Deep Blue (2 - different shades), Milky-Blue Plate I worn, Pale Blue Plate I worn, 3d Brown-Lilac, 6d Black, Brown, Red-Brown 1/- and 1/- Yellow (small repair). All four-margined examples and lightly cancelled. SG £1385 (9) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2474</strong></td>
<td><strong>LATE USE OF “PAID AT NELSON” MARK</strong>: 11 Nov 1861 env. ex Nelson to London charged 6d m/s and having very feint Crown Circle “PAID/AT/NELSON.NEW ZEALAND” mark in red and Nov 11 1861 Nelson backstamp in black on reverse. SG CC2 £1,100 PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2475</strong></td>
<td>1862-71 2d BLUE (SHADES) PERFORATED CHALONS: The used group incl. 1862-64 2d blue perf. 13 (Dunedin) wmk. Star SG 72, 1864 2d pale blue perf. 13 (Dunedin) wmk. “NZ” SG 105, 1864 2d pale blue perf. 12½ (Auckland) wmk. “NZ” (2), SG 107, 1864-71 2d pale blue (Plate I) perf. 12½ wmk. (4 incl. 1 unused) SG 113. Also, a collection of Plate 2 perf. 12½ wmk Star issues incl. examples of damaged plate. SG 114/115. Mainly fine. (c.29) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2476</strong></td>
<td>1862-64 6d BROWN (SHADES) CHALONS: Fine used, mostly 4 margin examples of the imperf. Davies (Auckland) printing. Wmk. Star. Includes brown/black-brown shades (15), 1/- red-brown shades (5). All are sound, fine or very fine examples. SG 41-43 £1,980 (16) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2477</strong></td>
<td>1862-73 3d CHALON RANGE: 1863 3d brown-lilac imperf. wmk Star, 3 fine used examples &amp; perf. 13? (possibly reperfed) single used example wmk. Star. Also a mainly used range of 1864-73 3d lilac/deep mauve (shades) perf. 12½ wmk. Star SG 40, 74? &amp; 117/118 (14) PHOTO - see page 63.</td>
<td>£75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2478</strong></td>
<td>1862-71 6d BROWN (SHADES) CHALONS: Mainly used collection on album leaves incl. 1862-64 two red-brown used examples perf. 13 (Dunedin) wmk. Star SG 77; 1862-63 two blackish brown used imperf. examples on pelure paper. No wmk. SG 85 (only one is 4 margin); 1864 two used red-brown imperf. examples with “NZ” wmk., one is just cut into at lower left corner and the other has just 2 good margins. SG 99 (£700 each as fine). Also 2 fine used red-brown perf. 12½ (Auckland) examples wmk. “NZ” SG 108 plus a group of 18 perf. 12½ wmk. Star types (1864-71) in brown or red-brown shades. SG 122/122a, mostly fine or very fine. Total cat. £2,760 (26) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2479</strong></td>
<td>1862 6d BLACK-BROWN CHALON, Rouletted 7 (at Auckland) used with traces of roulettes on all sides though distinct at base and into the adjoining unit. Scarce:1947 RPSL Cert. SG £475 PHOTO - see page 63.</td>
<td>£75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2480</strong></td>
<td>1862-64 1/- GREEN SHADES IMPERF. CHALONS: Used group incl. 1862-64 deep green shade imperf. on pelure paper, no wmk., 4 margins. SG 86 (£1,100). Also 1864 green shades, imperf. wmk. “NZ”, 2 examples, both 3 margins, SG 100 (£275 each). (3) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2481</strong></td>
<td>1864-71 1d VERMILION (SHADES) CHALONS: Mainly used group of varying shades, perf 12½ wmk. Star types. All sound, if slightly off-centre in some cases. SG 110-112 Cat. min. £685 (10 mint, 1 used) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2482</strong></td>
<td>1864-71 WMK LARGE STAR PERF 12 used group inc. 1d Carmine-Vermilion (2), 1d Pale Orange Vermilion, 1d Orange unused (no gum), 2d Pale Blue Plate I worn, 2d Deep Blue vert. pair, 2d Blue Plate 2 (2 - one retouched), 3d Deep Mauve (3 - two apparently imperf and in varying shades), 4d Orange, 6d Red-Brown &amp; Brown &amp; 1/- Green and Yellow-Green. Mostly fine. (17) PHOTO - see page 63.</td>
<td>£260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2483</strong></td>
<td>1864 Wmk ‘NZ’ 1d Carmine-Vermilion &amp; 1/- Green imperf with small to good or large margins and fine. SG £625 PHOTO - see page 63.</td>
<td>£90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2484</strong></td>
<td>1864-71 1/- GREEN (SHADES) CHALON GROUP: Used group of nine, perf 12½ wmk. Star. Mostly fine to v. fine. SG 124/125 min. cat. £1,080 (9) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2485</strong></td>
<td>1871-73 WMK LARGE STAR USED GROUP inc. Perf 10x12½ 1d Brown &amp; 2d Vermilion, Compound Perf 2d Vermilion, Perf 12½ 1d Red-Brown (2) &amp; 2d Orange (4 - 3 retouched inc. a horiz. pair), 2d Vermilion retouched &amp; 6d Blue &amp; Pale Blue plus an imperf block of four Hausberg reprint of the 2d. (16) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2486</strong></td>
<td><strong>MAIL TO NEW ZEALAND INC. TOULMIN PACKET SAILING</strong>: Trio with 1 Sep. 1846 E to Auckland ex London rated ‘1/-’ prepaid for the Toulmin packet rate and ‘4(d)’ inwards ship letter rate, sailed on the Sydney to Sydney then transferred to the Avoca to Auckland; 16 Oct. 1860 env. to Otago franked 4d &amp; 1d Red (2) tied by Carlisle duplexes, with London and Otago ds on front or rear; and 25 Sep. 1864 env. via Marseilles to Auckland franked 4d &amp; 6d tied by Scarboro’ duplexes and with London transit ds on rear. (3 covers) PHOTO - see page 63.</td>
<td>£200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1871-73 1d BROWN (SHADES) CHALONS/SECOND SIDEFACE ISSUE - PROOF BLOCKS: Used group of 1d brown issues showing varying degrees of plate wear. Includes perf. 10 x 12½ (2) & perf. 12½ (8) examples plus one possibly cut to 'imperf.' (not counted) SG 128, 132, 132a. Also, the so-called 'Official Reprints' of several values of the 1882-1900 Second Sideface issue. i.e. the 1d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 6d, 8d & 1/- values each in marginal blocks of four printed in black on white card. (10 stamps & 7 proof blocks) PHOTO - see website. £100

1898-1906 MINT COLLECTION ON ALBUM LEAVES incl. 1898 (London ptg.) first Pictorial set to 5/- with addl. varieties of some lower denominations and both 2½d salts; also some later local printing of 3d & 6d. Nice lot. (c.25) PHOTO - see page 63. £120

KEVII & KGVI DEFINITIVES MINT COLLECTION/ KGVI & QEII SURCHARGE ERRORS: Stock cards with the 1909-16 KEVII set of 8, SG 388-94 plus addl. shades of 2d & 8d values; also ranges of KGV 1915-33 defines. from ½d to 1/- (2), noting various shades & varieties. Also KGVI 1941 2d on ½d purple-brown surcharge variety inserted “2” used SG 629a (£450) and 1958 2d on ½d brown-lake surcharge on 1953 issue unmounted mint. SG 763b (£130). A useful lot. (c.37) PHOTO - website. £120

1914-16 WWI TROOP SHIP/HOSPITAL SHIP MAIL: 3 PPCs & cover from troop ships inc. 1914 (24 Nov.) PPC (of Ceylon) with fine strike of “N.Z. MILITARY POST OFFICE/TROOP SHIP/NOV 24 1914/EXPEDITIONARY FORCE” cachet in blue & triple ring Whangarei cds for 31 Dec., 1915 (21 Jan.) PPC (again of Ceylon) with ms ‘On Active Service’ and superb boxed “N.Z. MILITARY POST OFFICE 21 1915/REINFORCEMENT/EXPEDITIONARY FORCE” cachet in purple, etc. Also pair of 1916 Hospital Ship PPC with real photo PPC (Western Station, Southampton) with fine double boxed “N.Z. Expeditionary Forces/10 OCT. 1916/NO. 1 HOSPITAL SHIP.” cachet in blue & ‘PASSED BY CENSOR’ in red & PPC with fine double boxed “ON ACTIVE SERVICE/N.Z. Hospital Ship” “MARAMA” cachet and “NEW ZEALAND/ADVANCE/BASE/ARMY POST OFFICE” cds dated 9 Mar. 1916. A nice group. (6 cards/cover) PHOTO - see website. £120

1915-34 KGVI (SHADES) GROUP: Range inc. 1926 used 3/- Mauve on Jones chalky paper CP K21a NZ$550 c£280, 1927 3/- Mauve on Cowan chalky paper CP K21b NZ$550 c£280, 1927 2d-Orange-Yellow on reversed Cowan chalky paper (surfaced on the wrong side) CP K18f NZ$325 c£165, 1930 used 1½d Orange-Brown on Wiggins Teape chalky paper CP K17(d) NZ$225 c£115, etc. (qty) PHOTO - see website. £90

1935-52 MINT & USED PICTORIAL & KGVI GROUP: Range inc. 1935-6 used set of 14 SG 556-69 £225, 1941 used 4d line perf 14 SG 583c £130, 1936 used 3/- experimental “wet” printing wmk. inv. & rev. SG 569ay c£475, etc. Plus 1938-53 KGVI group. A good range, inspection recommended (qty) PHOTO - see website. £120

1936 HEALTH ISSUE - ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH: 2 Nov 1936 FDC with the 1d red Health Issue SG 598, and contained in the cover, the original photograph (of a small boy) taken in Bournemouth 1913 used for the design of the Official cover. Photo was submitted as the winning entry in the design competition. Also inside the cover is note written by the boy’s sister detailing the circumstances surrounding the photo. (2 covers) PHOTO - see website. £75

1970 PICTORIAL ISSUE MINT PLATE BLOCKS: Almost complete collection of the 1970 pictorial issue plate & value blocks CP P1a/P30c (no CP P12b plate “2A2A2A3A” plus a few other gaps). A fine group (84 blocks) PHOTO - see website. £100

1973-76 NO WMK. 4c MOTH unmounted mint with variety brown (background) omitted. With normal for comparison. SG 1011b £250. Also 1973-76 no wmk. 4c Moth unmounted mint variety apple green (wings) omitted with normal for comparison. SG 1011f £250, and 1973-76 no wmk. 7c Leather Jacket (fish) unmounted mint variety black 90% omitted, in horizontal marginal pair with a ‘normal’. Most noticeable in eye and smaller fish. A spectacular variety! SG 1014 var. (6) PHOTO - see page 63. £150

1973-76 NO WMK. 2c BUTTERFLY unmounted mint variety black omitted (inscription, etc.). With normal for comparison. SG 1009b £375. PHOTO - see page 63. £100

1973-76 NO WMK. 4c MOTH unmounted mint variety blue omitted. Colour shift of yellow also present. With normal for comparison. SG 1011d £300 PHOTO - see page 63. £75

1975-85 PICTORIAL PLATE & IMPRINT BLOCK GROUP: Range of 1975 Roses, 1976 Maori Artefacts 1978 Shells, 1982 Minerals, 1983 Fruit, etc. in plate & imprint blocks. A large selection from CP PA1a-35b & PB1a-13a. NZ$3,000+ c£1,500 (150+ blocks) PHOTO - see website. £120

2003 CHRISTMAS 40c WITH BLACK FERN OMITTED: 2003 Christmas 40c self-adhesive strip of 8 (with leader) from start of roll. Sixth stamp has black fern logo omitted CP SC45(Y) NZ$3,500 c£1,970 SG 2649var. A rare modern error and only the second such we have offered. PHOTO - see website. £200

HEALTH STAMP COLLECTION: 1929-79 mint & used collection of stamps & FDCs. We note all the better early issues, 1929 & 1930 ‘Nurse’ issues both mint & used, 1931 ‘Smiling Boy’ in both mint & used pairs, and all later KGV/KGV issues in both mint & used pairs. We note 1935 1d in mint imperf. - not listed, possibly contrived? Also several of the 1940s issues showing listed & unlisted flaws, etc. & 1960s issues in blocks with wmk. varieties. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website. £150

AIRMAILS - RARE WELSH BROTHERS AND DEXTER LTD FLIGHT: 12 March 1920 env. from Auckland to Oportiki franked at the 1½d rate and flown by Welsh Brothers and Dexter Ltd in their Boeing seaplane. Pilot signed (G B Bolt). Rare. NZ Airmail Cat 11d NZ $1,500. Note-this flight was arranged by the Right rev. H.W. Cleary Roman catholic Bishop of Auckland so as to visit outlying parts of his diocese. PHOTO - see page 63. £460

NIGERIA

THE NIGERIAS: SG ‘New Imperial’ album pages with the QV-KGV mint & used collections incl. Oil Rivers, Niger Coast Protectorate to 1/-, Lagos QV range to 2½d, Northern Nigeria KEVII values to 10/- & KGV to 10/-, Southern Nigeria QV to 2½d, KEVII to 2½d & KGV to 5/-; Also Nigeria 1936 Pictorial deﬁns to 10/- mint or used. A very useful lot. (c.180) PHOTO - see website. £200

NORTH BORNEO/SABAH

NORTH BORNEO & LABUAN: QV-QEII mint & used collection on album leaves. Useful sets & singles noted throughout, sparse earlier but with Red Cross issues to 24c & Malaya-Borneo Exhibition types. Also an unmounted mint $25 blue Revenue stamp. KGVI incl. 1939 set to 50c mint and various used values to $2, BMA $5 value mint, 1947 overprint set to $5 mint and to $1 used, 1950 set to $10 blue mint and to $2 used, etc. Good range of Labuan issues with remainder cancels. (c.320) PHOTO - see website. £150
** 2504 1899-1954 SELECTION OF MINT SETS - inc. 1899 4c ovpts set of 12, SG112-124; 1918 Red Cross 2c ovpts all values to S2 plus some duplicates (the S2 with re-entry); 1945 BMA ovpts set of 15; 1950 & 1954 defin sets of 16 & 15; and 1939 postage due set of 5. Also Labuan 1904 4c ovpts set of 9. SG £1640. (92) PHOTO - see page 70. £340

** 2505 1939 PICTORIALS UNMOUNTED MINT SET - fine unmounted set of the 15 values. SG 303-317 £1400. (15) PHOTO - see page 70. £300

NYASALAND/MALAWI

2506 MINT & USED QV-KGV COLLECTION ON SG “NEW IMPERIAL” PAGES: Selection with useful high values. We note 1891-95 “B.C.A.” opts. to 3/- brown & green mint or used, 1895-1900 ‘Arms’ issues to 2/6d black & magenta (SG 37 £200) & 3/- black & yellow (SG 38 £200) lower values mint or used, KEVII mint values to 4/- & 10/- and KGV mint & used vals. to £1 (this with a pen cancel), 1934-35 set to 1/- mixed m & u and 1935 SJ set mint. (c.80) PHOTO - see website. £120

2507 THE USED COLLECTION:1891-1935 The used selection on leaves inc 1891-95 values to 3/-, 1895 1d to 1/- plus 3/-, 1896 1d to 1/- plus 3/- & 5/-, 1897-1900 1d to 2/6d, 1903-04 £1, 1913-21 ½d to 4/- and 1921-33 ½d to 10/- . Mostly fine. (89) PHOTO - see website. £200

PAPUA

2508 THE COLLECTION ON LEAVES:1901-35 The mint & used collection on leaves inc mint 1901 horizontal wmk ½d to 1/-, 1917 1d on ½d to ¾d on 2/6d, 1931 Ash 2d to 1/3d & 1932 9d & 1/3d. The used inc. 1907 horizontal wmk 2/6d, 1907-10 values to 1/-, 1910 large PAPUA 2/6d, 1911-15 ½d to 2/6d, 1932 ¾d to 2/6d and OFFICIAL 1931-32 ½d to 2/6d. Mostly fine. (103) PHOTO - see website. £200

** 2509 1932-40 PICTORIALS MINT SET - fine mounted mint set of 16; SG 130-45. Also PNG 1952-58 pictorials set of 16 and 1960 postage due ovpts; SG 1-15 & D2-6. SG £695. (37) PHOTO - see website. £140

POLAND

2511 COLLECTION - (c.1860 to c.1939) - inc. SG1 used and on piece. Also early republic issues and overprints (some more valuable are not guaranteed). Local issues & MS. A good basis for expansion. (100s) PHOTO - see website. £200

2512 COLLECTION - of locals (c.1918 to c.1930) - covering Levant (reprints using genuine overprints), Port Gdansk (basic), Polish Camps (not guaranteed), Lithuania (1st issue missing), Tarnow, Cieszyn, Zawiercie and inc. covers. (100s) PHOTO - see website. £150

2513 COLLECTION - in printed Schaubek album c.1944 to c.1959 with issues from WWII inc. woodcut printings from prisoner camps and many miniature sheets inc. Red Cross. Also noted in particular, MS571d and MS645d (Qty.) PHOTO - website. £340
Lot 1910-13 RHODESIA ‘DOUBLE HEADS’

HAGNER SHEETS WITH THE MINT & USED COLLECTION TO 5/-: Range of values incl. ½d (3), 1d (6), 2d (3), 2½d, 3d (2), 4d (3), 5d (4), 6d (3), 8d (3), 10d (2), 1/- (2), 2/6d & 5/- (2). Group includes some scarcer shades incl. 5d purple-brown & ochre colour error SG 141ab mint (£650) & 2/6d black & crimson used SG 155a (£250). The two 5/- values are mint. (35) PHOTO - see website. £800

2/6d black & crimson, and 3/- green & violet. Both fine, mounted mint examples. SG 155a £350 & SG 158 £250 (2) PHOTO - see website. £150

2/6d sepias & deep crimson, a mounted mint, well centred example. Tiny mark on reverse which does not detract. SG 156 £425 PHOTO - see website. £100

2/6d black & crimson, mounted mint, well centred example. SG 155a £350 & SG 158 £250 (2) PHOTO - see website. £100

10/- blue-green & orange, fine mint example. SG 164 £425 PHOTO - see website. £120

10/- rose-scarlet & bluish black. Fine, well centred, mint example with missing perfor at lower left, but fresh and attractive. SG 166 £1,600. PHOTO - see website. £360

RHODESIA/ZIMBABWE

BINDER with the 1898-1919 mint and used collection. Many useful singles and part sets present incl. 1892 first defin. set mostly mint to 10/-, 1892 Provisional surcharges ½d on 6d ultramarine & 2½d on 6d ultramarine, both mint, SG 14/15, 1892-94 defin. to 4/- mint or used, 1896-97 large ‘Arms’ Dies I & II to 10/- mint or used, 1896 Bulawayo Provisional 3d on 5/- mint, 1896 COGH issues optd. “BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA COMPANY” to 1/- mint or used, 1898 small ‘Arms’ types to £2 used, 1905 Victoria Falls set to 5/- mint SG 94-99 plus 1909 “RHODESIA” opts. various values. (c.115) PHOTO - see website. £260

THE USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES:1892-1917 The exceptional used collection on leaves inc. 1892-93 ½d to £1 plus £10, 1892 8d on 1/- lightly cancelled (SG 17 - £850), 1882-94 values to 4/-, 1896-97 values to 1/-, 1896 (May-Aug) ½d to 1/-, 1897 ½d to £1, 1897 £1, 1898-1908 ½d to £5 (SG 92 - £2,500). 1905 Falls 1d to 5/-, 1909 ½d to £2, 1910-13 Double Head values to 5/- and 1913-19 Admiral values to 10/- A few may have forged cancellations but this has been taken into account in the low estimate. Viewing recommended (147) PHOTO - see website. £750

KV-KGV MINT & USED COLLECTION ON HAGNER SHEETS: 1892-93 issues inscribed British South Africa Company used set to £10 value (this with a fiscal cancel) SG 1-13, 1892-94 mint or used values to 3/- & 4/- SG 18-28, 1896 COGH issues optd. “BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA COMPANY” mint & used values to 1/-, 1896-1907 large ‘Arms’ types mint or used to 10/- & £1, 1898-1908 small ‘Arms’ types to £5 blue (this being a mint perfin.), 1905 Victoria Falls, various values incl. 5/- violet mint and 1909-11 surcharge set of 4 mint & used. We also note the scarce 1896 Matabele Rebellion Provisional 3d on 5/- mint SG 53 (£190). Many good sets and singles with a number of apparently postally used high values. (c.145) PHOTO - see website. £360

SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with the KV-KGV mixed mint & used collection. Useful ranges incl. British South Africa Company types to £5 & £10 (fiscal use), Victoria Falls set to 5/- mint or used, various ‘RHODESIA’ opts. on ‘Arms’ types, ‘Double Head’ types to 1/- plus £1 (fiscal use), etc. Mixed condition, inspection recommended. (c.110) PHOTO - see website. £100

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

RARE TRANSATLANTIC REGISTERED MAIL FROM PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND TO LONDON: 26 Mar. 1852 EL Prince Edward Island to London with “Prince Edward Island - Paid” circular hs with red crayon “1/-” prepaid packet rating, “Prince Edward Island, Mar 26 1852” backstamp, carried by Cunard Line Niagras from Halifax to Liverpool, red London backstamp, manuscript “Regd” and “6” pence due ratings, registration numbers “389” and “43” at top. Fine. Ex Cusworth, Wilkinson & Skywalk. Sold at auction in 2016 for SUS1250 PHOTO - see inside front cover. £750

1892-93 issues inscribed British South Africa Company on HAGNER SHEETS, useful singles and part sets present incl. 1892 first defin. set mostly mint to 10/-, 1892 Provisional surcharges ½d on 6d ultramarine & 2½d on 6d ultramarine, both mint, SG 14/15, 1892-94 defins. to 4/- mint or used, 1896-97 large ‘Arms’ Dies I & II to 10/- mint or used, 1896 Bulawayo Provisional 3d on 5/- mint, 1896 COGH issues optd. “BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA COMPANY” to 1/- mint or used, 1898 small ‘Arms’ types to £2 used, 1905 Victoria Falls set to 5/- mint SG 94-99 plus 1909 “RHODESIA” opts. various values. (c.115) PHOTO - see website. £260
2529 **MINT & USED ISSUES OF B.S.A.C. & NATAL:** 1896 2nd Bulawayo Provisional set of “BRITISH SOUTH AFRICA COMPANY” opts. on issues of C.O.G.H. Both a mint and a used set SG 58/64 £675. Also a complete sheet (120) of 1898 4d olive c.t.o. (nice display piece) and a range of mint & used QV & KEVII Natal issues on stock book page. (75 + sheet) PHOTO - see website.

**Estimate:** £120

2530 **1909-12 issues of BSAC optd. “RHODESIA”**: Values from ½d to £2 fine used except for 6d & £1 which are mint. 3d claret is not present. The £2 rosy brown SG 113d (£300) is accompanied by a Brandon Certificate. SG 100-113d (15) PHOTO - website.

**Estimate:** £150

2531 **1913-19 ‘ADMIRAL’ ISSUE:** Hagner sheet with the accumulation of mint & used values to £1. Most values to 2/6d present as both mint & used with some duplication. The 2½d, 3/-, 10/- (this with toning) & £1 values are mint only. Various Dies & perf. present but not identified. Inspection recommended. (c.70) PHOTO - see website.

**Estimate:** £300

---

**THE RHODESIAS**

2532 **CARTON - containing a collection of British South Africa Company, Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia, Rhodesia & Nyasaland. c.1892 to c.1980s.** This lot has a wide representation of sets, singles and covers (commercial and FDCs) with a strong selection representing the QV era. Inc. BSAC, SG25 & SG26 both mint. Also SG29, 36, 48 & 49 all fine used. This lot is a strong basis upon which to build and has a good representation of early material which is sometimes hard to find. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.

**Estimate:** £180

2533 **BINDER & SMALL STOCK BOOK** with the QV-QEII mint & used collection of Nyasaland, Rhodesia & Nyasaland, Northern & Southern Rhodesia, Zimbabwe, etc. Some useful earlies incl. BSAC small ‘Arms’ to 10/-, KGV Admirals to 2/6d, etc., KGVI to 5/-, Rhodesia QEII ranges to £1 incl. Mardon prints, then a range of 1960s-80s sets & FDCs. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.

**Estimate:** £120/ZAMBIA

2534 **KGV-QEII MINT & USED COLLECTION ON ALBUM PAGES incl. KGV, KGVI & QEII (1953 & 1963) definitive sets mint, (missing only a couple of low values). Also various KGVI & QEII sets used incl. 1938 set. (c.150) PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £300

2535 **USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES: 1925-29 ½d to 10/- & 1935 Jubilee issue. Good used. Also Southern Rhodesia inc 1924-29 ½d to 5/-, 1931-37 ½d to 5/- and 1935 Jubilee used. Mostly fine used. (61) PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £220

---

**RUSSIA**

2536 **CARTON WITH COLLECTION - housed in 10 stockbooks with mixtures and much duplication of issues across the decades. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £120

2537 **CARTON - containing 4 stockbooks with a mixed collection of early to modern Russian issues inc. some revenues, postmark interest, cinderella material and MSs. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £100

2538 **CARTON WITH COLLECTION - 1960 to 1989 - housed in Schaubek printed albums holding a wide variety of the stamps issued during this period. Mainly mint sets and singles with some CTO and postally used. Also included with the appropriate issue are detailed notes concerning key varieties and variations which are highlighted. Almost complete & includes miniature sheets of key issues. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £260

2539 **SMALL CARTON** with the duplicate mint & used collection of predominantly 19th & early 20th century issues (Empire, Civil War & RSFSR periods) plus Armenia, Georgia, Latvia, Lithuania, Transcaucasian Federation, Tuva (with many mint blocks/part sheets) & Ukraine. Inspection recommended (qty) PHOTO - see website.

**Estimate:** £120

---

2540 **COLLECTION - c.1858-1939 in Schaubek printed, mountless, padded album with mint & used sets & singles. Complete in some earlier issues inc. pen cancelled SG1, 1866 Russian Levant 6k blue (unused), with a good range of 1930s issues. Also inc. zeppelins (both perf.), North Pole (perf. & imp.), Chelyuskin set, San Francisco flight, etc. Also various privately printed charity issues. Warrants inspection. (Many 100s). PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £750

2541 **ALBUM COLLECTION of Mint & Used with some early issues inc. 2 x 1858 10k (SG2) used. A strength in early 20th Century overprinted issues & inc. post offices in China & Turkish Empire. Much civil war, Crimea - 1919 50k chocolate (SG35) mint & fine used, Ukraine & many others. A strong basis for further expansion. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £240

2542 **COLLECTION - starting with some earlier issues, though stronger in Russian Post Offices in Turkish Empire and also surcharge issues used on refugee post under General Wrangel. Also examples of the Western and Eastern Army issues. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £180

2543 **COLLECTION - housed in a single Schaubek printed album holding a wide variety of the stamps issued from Zemstvo, along with private issues, Multiples and from the civil war period. All clearly identified. Mainly mint sets and singles with some postally used. (Qty.) Also 5 album pages with a small representative selection of postal stationery cards and covers (18 pieces). PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £220

2544 **COLLECTION - 1940 to 1949 - housed in Schaubek printed album. Mainly mint sets and singles. Almost complete & includes 6 miniature sheets of key issues. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £360

2545 **COLLECTION - 1950 to 1959 - housed in Schaubek printed album. Mainly mint sets and singles. Almost complete & includes miniature sheets of key issues. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £160

2546 **COLLECTION - 1990 to 2000 - housed in 2 Schaubek printed albums. One album is mainly mint sets and singles, (almost complete). The second album contains the miniature sheets of the period. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £300

2547 **1888-63 MOSTLY USED GROUP ON PAGE - Jan. 1888 10k blue & brown (3, inc. 2 imperf); Oct. 1889 no wmk 10k (3), 20k (2) & 30k; and 1863 5k (2 mint plus 1 used with scarce red town cancel). SG c.£2,000. (12) PHOTO - see page 70.**

**Estimate:** £340

2548 **1888 20k ORANGE & DEEP BLUE USED - good/fine used example. SG £3,500; RPSL Cert. (1995), PHOTO - see front cover.**

**Estimate:** £300

2549 **1888 30k GREEN & CRIMSON USED - presentable example with perf faults and one corner perf creased. SG £4,500; RPSL cert. (1999), PHOTO - see front cover.**

**Estimate:** £300

2550 **1864-75 MOSTLY USED GROUP ON PAGES - 1864-65 perf 12 1k, 2k & 5k (2) and perf 14½x15 inc. 1k (4), 5k, 20k (2, inc. on thick paper) & 30k; 1866-75 values inc. 3k with ‘v background’, 20k (2) & 30k (3) plus on vertically laid paper 1k (2), 3k, 5k, 10k, 20k (2) & 30k (2). SG c.£2,000+. (50) PHOTO - see website.**

**Estimate:** £360
**ERROR - 1931 AIRSHIP CONSTRUCTION FUND 50k SLATE BLUE**: SG582ba with certificate. Unmounted mint example of this hard to find error. PHOTO - see website. £100

**ALL DIFFERENT FRANKINGS ON MAIL TO FRANCE**: Quartet with June & July 1872 EL’s to Nice or Bordeaux franked pair 10k + pair 1k or pair 10k all tied by St Petersburg cds and with “ALLEMAGNE/ERQ. PARIS” transit cds on front, Aug. 1873 E to Lyon franked 20k tied by Moscow cds and 1880 unsealed env. to Paris franked 2k tied by St Petersburg cds. (4 covers) PHOTO - see website. £160

**PRE-STAMP CITY MARKINGS**: Pair with July 1803 EL (in French, red wax seal featuring a Crown on rear) to St Petersburg with script-type “MOCKBA” hs on front and Apr. 1813 E to Pernau with Florentine paper seal on rear with curved “SANTC.PETERSBURG” hs on front. Uncommon marks. (2 photos) - see page 63. £150

**EMBOSSED 10 KOPEC ENVILIPES**: Pair of 1853/64 10k (+ 1k) Black circular embossed envs. (on rear flap; one slightly reduced) used from Tiibingen with oval Tiflis ds on front and the embossing mss. cancelled by a cross and used from Ostrov to Novozhiev with part dotted numeral cancel on the embossing and with three datestamps on the front plus three cut-outs of the same or similar designs and a c1850 hand-coloured map of Russia. (6 items) PHOTO - see page 63. £220

**IMPERF 10k FRANKING**: Aug. 1858 E (faint crease at base) to St Petersburg franked imperf 10k, variable margins and tied by dotted circular “2” cancel of Moscow (Nikoleievskaya Railway Station). Rear with two Moscow datestamps and two expertising marks. Scarce first issue franking. PHOTO - see page 63. £200

**FRANKED DOMESTIC MAIL GROUP**: Range inc. June 1859 EL to Mittau franked 10k tied by St Petersburg cds, 1864 v.fine E to Pernau franked 10k tied by Reval cds, 1867 E to Archangel franked 20k + 5k (2) tied by St Petersburg cds, 1870 env. to New Werpel franked pair 5k tied by “S.P.B” oval hs of St Petersburg, 1873/75 unsealed EL’s used locally within Odessa or to Maripol franked 1k or 2k and 1874 10k Red embossed stationery env. used from St Petersburg and other similar examples. (9 covers) PHOTO - see page 71. £200

**THREE-COLOURED FRANKINGS TO NETHERLANDS & AUSTRIA**: Pair with Nov. 1867 E to Amsterdam franked 10k + 5k + 5k tied by St Petersburg cds with “Franco” hs and German Railway Paid cds (Eydiikuhen-Bromberg line) on front and Jann. 18669 E to Trieste franked 10k + 3k + 1k tied by two strikes of the oval “S.P.B” hs and with St Petersburg cds below and oval Russian “PAID” mark on front. Good pair. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 71. £220

**GERMAN AUS RUSSLAND MARKS ON MAIL**: Pair with Feb. 1867 EL to Amsterdam Ex Odessa franked 10k + 5k + 3k, latter cancelled, others tied by indistinct cds and with Framed “AUS RUSSLAND/FRANCO” and oval Red Cyrillic “PAID” mark on front and rear with Berlin-Breslau Railway and Amsterdam arrival cds and Apr. 1870 E to Konisberg franked 10k + 3k + 1k tied by St Petersburg oval “S.P.B” cancels and with “AUS RUSSLAND/FRANCO - TOUT” hs on front and rear with Eydiikuhnen and Konigsberg ds Attractive three-colour frankings. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 71. £200

**MAIL CARRIED ON THE EYDIKUHEN-BROMBERG RAILWAY**: Pair with Mar. 1868 env. (one rear flap missing) to Carlshuhe (North German Confederation) franked 10k + 1k (4) tied by three strikes of the St Petersburg cds and with German Railway Paid cds (Eydiikuhen-Bromberg line) on front and Dec.. 1868 E to Amsterdam franked 10k + 5k + 3k tied by Moscow cds with “Franco” hs and German Railway Paid cds (Eydiikuhen-Bromberg line) on front. Attractive pair (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 71. £200

**34 KOPEK RATE TO FRANCE**: Attractive Nov. 1870 small env. (minor faults) to Nice franked 10k (3) + 3k + 1k tied by Odessa with additional strike and unframed “P.D.” hs on front. Rear with Russian and French transit cds inc. Nice arrival cds. Appealing franking. PHOTO - see website. £150

**MAIL TO ITALY AT ALL DIFFERENT RATES**: Nov. 1870 E to Genoa franked 20k + 1k (3) tied by Odessa cds and with German transit and Udine transit ds on front or rear. Aug. 1872 E to Genoa franked 5k strip of three + 3k tied by Odessa cds with Russian oval “PAID” framed “FRANCO” and unframed “P.D.” marks all on front and Jan. 1875 E to Genoa franked 10k + 1k (3) arranged in a block of four and tied by superb strikes of the Berdiansk cds and with Russian framed foreign paid mail mark on front. Excellent trio (3 covers) PHOTO - see page 71. £300

**ARMS FRANKINGS TO GREAT BRITAIN**: Range with Mar. 1868 cash-paid EL to London ex St Petersburg with Russian oval “PAID” and framed “P.D.” hs on front, June 1872 EL to London franked 20k tied by Odessa cds, June 1874 and Mar. 1875 EL to Manchester or London franked 10k + 3k (2) tied by St Petersburg or Moscow double-ring cds and latter with mss. ’30 pfg credit marking to Germany and Dec. 1877 env. to London franked 5k (2) ex St Petersburg. Mostly fine. (5 covers) PHOTO - see page 71. £200

**MAIL TO FRANCE VIA BELGIUM**: pair with Oct. 1869 EL (faint creasing) to Grasse franked 20k + 5k + 3k tied by two Red strikes of the Moscow cds and with Russian oval “PAID”, unframed “P.D.” and “PRUSSE/ERQUELINES” transit cds on front and Nov. 1872 10k Red embossed stationery env. to Lyon uprated 10k (3) tied by Krolevets (Ukraine) cds with additional strike on rear. German transit “AUS RUSSLAND.......” framed ds, framed “PD” and “ALLEMAGNE/ERQ. PARIS” cds on front. Attractive pair (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 71. £200

**MAIL TO MARSEILLES AT DIFFERENT RATES**: Attractive three-colour franking pair inc. Sep. 1872 EL franked pair 10k + 5k + 3k tied by Odessa cds and with “A/P.D.” (Austrian transit mark and oval Russian “PAID” hs on front and Dec. 1872 env. franked 10k (2) + 3k + 1k also tied by Odessa cds and with German “AUS RUSSLAND.......” framed ds, framed “PD” and Russian framed “FOREIGN PAID” marks on front. Attractive pair (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 71. £220

---

**ST. HELENA**

**THE MINT & USED COLLECTION PLUS ASCENSION - 1863-1935**: The mint & used collection on leaves inc mint 1864-80 values to 1/- and used 1884-94 values to 1/-, 1890-97 ½d to 10d, 1908-11 ½d to 2½d, 1912 4d & 6d. 1903 ½d to 2/-. 1912-16 ½d to 3/- plus mint 3d & 1/-, 1922 Crown CA 4d to 5/-, Script ½d to 7/6d and 1935 Jubilee set. Also ASCENSION with mint 1922 ½d to 3/-, used 1924-33 ½d to 3/-, 1934 ½d to 5/- and Jubilee set. Mostly fine. (126) PHOTO - see website. £500

**MINT & USED QV-KGV COLLECTION ON SG “NEW IMPERIAL” PAGES**: Ranges from 1864-80 up to 5/- KGV values, incl. 1903 set mint to 2/-. (2d used), 1912-16 vls. mint or used to 3/-, 1922-37 5/- value used SG 110 (£130) & mint (specimen). 1934 Centenary to 1/- & 1935 SJ set, mint, etc. (c.60) PHOTO - see website. £75
** 2567 1903-53 MINT SELECTION - 1903 & 1912 Govt House & wharf sets of 6 and 10; 1911 unissued 1d red ovpt SPECIMEN; 1934 centenary set of 10; 1938 KGV definites set of 14; and 1953-59 QEII definites set of 13. SG 55-60, 71s, 72-81, 114-23, 131-40 & 153-65 £1300. (56) PHOTO - see page 70.

** 2568 1922-37 MULTIPLE SCRIPT CA WMK DEFINS MINT SET INC. 15/- - fine mounted mint set of the 16 values. SG97-113 £1525. (16) PHOTO - see page 70.

** ST. CHRISTOPHER/ST. KITTS NEVIS

2569 MINT & USED QV-KGV COLLECTION ON SG “NEW IMPERIAL” PAGES: Lot includes small Nevis group (11), some with faults, and St. Christopher QV range, mint or used to 1/-; St. Kitts-Nevis includes 1903 & 1905-18 sets complete to 5/- (2) mint or used, also 1920-22 KGV set to 10/- mint (2/- used) and later sets mixed mint & used to 2/- value plus 1935 SJ set mint. (c.90) PHOTO - see website.

2570 WEST INDIES MAIL SELECTION: Range with Nov. 1837 EL to Edinburgh with “ST KITTS” ds on rear and rated ‘4/10’(d) on front, 1909/100 PPC’s to England franked GB 1d tied by “PAQUEBOT” hs and with Hamilton cds on front, 1931 env. to Bristol franked B.Guiana 4c tied by “POSTED ON THE HIGH SEAS/S.S.MUNAMAR” hs, 1936/38 envs. to St Lucia franked Trinidad & Tobago 3c or Leeward Island 1d + St Lucia 3d all tied by framed “PAQUEBOT” hs and with “H.M.S LADY DRAKE……” or “C.N.S LADY HAWKINS……” hs on front and a few other related items. (20 covers/cards) PHOTO - page 71.

** ST. LUCIA

2571 MINT & USED QV-KGV COLLECTION ON SG “NEW IMPERIAL” PAGES: Good selection of mixed mint & used issues from SG 11+(plus SG 1) to 1935 SJ set, noting 1882-84 surcharges to 1/- used, 1891-98 key types to 5/- mint or used, KEVII & KGV mint or used values to 5/-, 1935 SJ set and 1936 pictorials, various values mint or used to 10/- (c.100) PHOTO - see website.

2572 THE COLLECTION: 1860-1925 The collection inc used 1860 (4d) blue, 1864 (1d) to (1/-), 1881 ½d & 2½d, 1886-87 1d to 1/-, 1891-98 ½d to 10/- (the 5/- & 10/- being mint), 1902-03 ½d to 1/- mint, 1912-21 a mixed group with the 5/- mint. 1921-30 2½d to 5/- mint. 1936 ½d to 10/- used. Mostly fine. (110) PHOTO - see website.

2573 THE COLLECTION: 1861-1935 The mint and used collection inc a good selection of mainly used 1861-1897 issues inc values to 1/- and 1888 5/- used. 1904 values to 5/-, 1909-11 values to 6d, used 1913-17 ½d to 2/-, 1921-32 ½d to £1 and 1935 Jubilee issue mostly. Fine. (109) PHOTO - see website.

2574 "PAID/AT ST VINCENT" RED CROWNED CIRCLE COVER: 13 Oct. 1853 mourning env. prepaid to Aberdeen with red manuscript “1/-” rate beside a mainly very fine red “PAID/AT ST VINCENT” Crowned Circle with v. fine large black “ST. VINCENT” double-arc cds on the reverse. SG £950. PHOTO - see page 71.

** SEYCHELLES

2575 SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV mint & used ranges incl. 1890 definites. to 96c mint (16c used), 1903 definites. to 1r50 mint, etc. A high proportion of the collection is mint. (c.100+) PHOTO - see website.

** SIERRA LEONE

2576 COLLECTION - in small A4 stockbook, loose pages, covers and singles. Mint & used examples c.1912 to c.1965. Stockbook contains alphabetically arranged cancels by location & type. (many 100s). Also inc. part sets with certain better values such as, SG190, SG191 & SG200. Also a strip of 3 x KGV £1 violet pictorial definit. SG 167 fiscally used. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.

2577 SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV mixed mint & used collection. Useful pickings to be had, with QV values to 2/-, KEVII to 5/- & KGV to 5/. Mixed condition. Inspection recommended. (c.110) PHOTO - see website.

2578 THE MINT & USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES: 1859-1935 The collection inc mint 1884-91 ½d to 1/-, 1896-97 ½d to 1/-, 1912-21 2½d to 10/- and 1935 Jubilee set. Also used 1904-05 ½d to 5/-, 1907-12½d to 2/-, 1912-21 ½d to 2/-, 1932 5d to 10/- and 1933 Wilberforce ½d to 2/. Mixed condition but the majority are fine. (128) PHOTO - see website.

** SOLOMON ISLANDS

2579 SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV mint & used collection inc. a few 1907 ‘Large canoe’ values, 1908 ‘Small canoe’ set mint or used to 5/- green/yellow SG 8-17, KGV 193-23 values mint to 2/6d & 1922-31 values to 5/- (less 2/-). 1935 SJ set mint or used (c.48) PHOTO - see website.

** SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE

2580 THE MINT AND USED COLLECTION PLUS KUT - 1903-35: The mainly mint collection inc 1903 ½a to 1r and a 3r. 1903 (Sept) 2½ to 1r & KEVII ½a to 8a. 1904 ½a to 12a, 1905 values to 12a, 1912-19 used 1r to 3r and used 1935 Jubilee trio. Also mint 1903 OHMS ½a to 1r and 1903 ½a to 8a. Plus mint KUT inc 1903-04 4r, 1904-07 2r to 4r, 1922 1/- to 3/- (both), 4/- to £1 and used 1935 1c to £1 (SG 123 - 642). The majority are fine. (175) PHOTO - see page 70.

** SOUTH AFRICA

2581 SMALL CARTON OF SOUTH AFRICA & OTHER AFRICAN COLONIES: The mint & used collection on stock book pages inc. South Africa 1926-27 ½d var inv. wmk (166 mint, part sheet of 118 & two blocks of 24) & multiple used blocks on several covers (also s.t.b. inv. wmk.) SG 30cw £95+, Cape of Good Hope used 4d Deep Blue full margin triangle SG 6(?) £95 plus others cut into, Gambia 1869 used 6d Blue (pen cancel) SG 3a £180, Tanganyika 1922-24 mint 1/- to £1 SG 83a/88a, £600+, etc. A good range worthy of close inspection (qty) PHOTO - see page 70.

2582 THE USED COLLECTION ON LEAVES: 1910-12: The used collection inc 1913-24 ½d to £1 and coin ½d to 2d, 1925 Air set, 1927-30 2d to 10/- pairs less 5/-, 1930-44 ½d to 2/6d. A good range of p. dues and officials. Mostly fine. (134) PHOTO - see website.

** Estimate £260

** Estimate £300

** Estimate £140

** Estimate £200

** Estimate £75

** Estimate £400

** Estimate £240
2583 □ COVER - A MOST INTERESTING SELECTION inc. 1937 env. to Cape Town bearing 1½d plus a Christmas label tied by v. fine “TRISTAN DA CUNHA” UDC in violet (SG C9). 1930 & 1933 “Five Roses Tea” printed advertising envs. used to N. York. 1937 local Cape Town env. bearing Coronation set bilingual pairs. 1949 env. registered to UK at the non white rate. 1951 env. from an airman serving in Korea to Cape Town. 1905 PPC’s from Natal. 1915 PPC’s (2) from Cape Town with boxed “PAQUEBOT” hs. A 1913 card with “CAPE TOWN/PAQUEBOT” cds 1914 PPC to Transvaal with “POSTAGE FREE/PASSBD BY CENSOR” hs 1914 & 1917 envs. from Governor General’s Office Pretoria to Cape Town. 1947 envs. (4) with special royal visit cancellations. 1949 Voortrekker FDC’s (2). Well worth examination (46 items) PHOTO - see website. £180

2584 1926-27 ISSUE - THE VERY RARE ½d CENTRE OMITTED VARIETY IN PAIR WITH THE CENTRE PARTIALLY OMITTED VARIETY: 1926-27 ½d black & green, a rejoined mounted mint vertical pair the lower stamp with centre completely omitted, the upper stamp with centre partially omitted. Some gum disturbance. Very rare and spectacular variety. BPA Cert (1997). SG 30b £3,500+ PHOTO - see front cover & page 70. £650

2585 1926-27 ISSUE - A RARE ½d BLOCK WITH TWO TETE-BECHE PAIRS: 1926-27 ½d black & green, perf 13½ x 14, a mint block of four containing two horizontal tete-beche pairs, gum thins on two, one with very light natural bend. Rare. SG 30ca £3,000+ PHOTO - see inside back cover. £500

2586 1927-30 ISSUE - BILINGUAL “SPECIMEN” PAIRS: 1927-30 2d to 10/- bilingual pairs handstamped “SPECIMEN” in deep violet, all except 4d & 10/- marginal. SG 34s - 39s £1,100 (7 pairs) PHOTO - see page 70. £180

2587 □ 1927 STOLEN 6d PAIR USED ON COVER: Jan 1929 local Johannesburg env. registered bearing a pair of 6d grey black & red trial/plate proofs tied by a fine central cds These perf 15 x 14 6d stamps were printed in unissued colours and illegally removed from the printing works and a few used on mail to give the appearance of being legitimately issued. Note: P T Collard a retired printing works official pleaded guilty of being in possession of 240 “faked” 6d stamps and sentenced to 2 months hard labour. PHOTO - see website. £500

2588 1927-30 ISSUE - RARE USED BILINGUAL PAIRS: 1927-30 2d to 10/- a good used set of bi-lingual pairs. SG 34-39 £1,400 (7 pairs) PHOTO - see page 70. £150

2589 1927-30 ISSUE - A SPECIMEN SET: 1923-30 2d to 10/- vertical pairs handstamped “SPECIMEN” in violet. SG 34s to 39s £1,000 PHOTO - see website. £180

2590 1927-30 ISSUE - 2d INVERTED WATERMARK: 1927-30 2d bi-lingual marginal pair with inverted watermark variety. Fine SG 34aw £900 PHOTO - see page 70. £160

2591 1927-30 ISSUE - FINE BILINGUAL PAIRS ETC: 1927-30 2d to 10/- mint bi-lingual pairs. Fine. Also 1926-27 Waterlow printing ½d & 1d booklet panes of six with inverted watermarks, but without selvedge, one trimmed edge on each. (7 pairs + two panes) PHOTO - see page 75. £150

2592 1927-30 ISSUE - FINE MINT BILINGUAL PAIRS: 1927-30 2d to 10/- fine mint bi-lingual pairs. SG 34 - 39 £650 (7 pairs). PHOTO - see page 75. £140

2593 1929 “DARMSTADT” TRIALS: 1929 A selection of 1d “Darmstadt” trial pairs with perforated vignette only, gummed. frame only imperf pairs (3, two ungummed, inc an “English ink” example) and two of the complete design, one gummed. An interesting group. (6 pairs). PHOTO - see page 75. £100

2594 1930-44 ISSUE - 1d TETE BECHE VARIETY: 1d black & carmine, an interpaneau strip of five containing a tete-beche pair. Fine and rare. SG 43a £1,400+ PHOTO - see page 75. £240

2595 1930-44 ISSUE - MINT AND USED BILINGUAL MULTIPLES: 1930-44 mint bi-lingual pairs with ½d (3), 1d Die I (3) & Die II, 2d (2), 3d black & red, 4d (2) & 4d redrawn (2), 6d (2), 1/- (3) & 2/6d blue & brown (2), a good range of shades. Mostly fine (23 pairs). Also used blocks of four with ½d (2), 1d (2), 2d, 3d (both), 4d (both), 6d (2), 1/- (2) & 2/6d blue & brown. ½d & 1d booklet panes without selvedge, 2d booklet of six and two pairs (one with inverted watermark. Mostly fine. (32 pairs+). PHOTO - see page 75. £140

2596 1930-44 ISSUE - 1/- TWISTED HORN VARIETY: 1/- brown & deep blue, a used inverted watermark pair, the left stamp with twisted horn variety, one pulled perf at top of non-variety. SG 48c £425. Also, 1930-34 ½/- & deep blue, a lightly mounted mint bi-lingual pair, the left stamp with twisted horn variety. SG 48c £350 (4) PHOTO - see page 75. £140

2597 1930-44 ISSUE - VARIETIES: 1930-44 mint ½d block of four with “S” variety, 3d black & red, a lower marginal pair with inverted watermark and window flaw, 3d blue, a similar pair with the same varieties, 4d brown horizontal pair with monkey flaw. Also used 2d blue & black vertical pair with airship flaw. A fine lot. SG £560 (12) PHOTO - see website. £100

2598 1930-44 UN-CATALOGUED USED VARIETIES: ½d black & green, a horizontal used pair, the left stamp with “S” flaw. 3d blue, a used vertical pair with window flaw. Fine SG 42d & 45d uncatalogued used. PHOTO - see page 75. £75

2599 1930-44 ISSUE - MINT BILINGUAL PAIRS WITH INVERTED WATERMARKS: 1930-44 ½d, 1d Die I, 2d corner pair, 3d (both), 4d (both), 6d, 1/- & 2/6d blue & brown. Fine. (10 pairs). PHOTO - see page 75. £75

2600 1930-44 - THE USED GROUP: 1930-44 the used group of bilingual pairs with ½d, 1d Die I & II, 2d grey & lilac, 3d (both), 4d (both), 6d to 2/6d (2) and with inverted watermarks ½d, 1d Die I & II, 2d, 3d, 4d redrawn, 6d & 1/- Mostly fine. (21 pairs) PHOTO - see page 75. £75

2601 1930-44 ISSUE - 4d SPEAR FLAW: 1930-44 4d brown, a lightly mounted mint horizontal bi-lingual marginal pair with inverted watermark, the right stamp with spear flaw variety. Fine. SG 46a & b £400+ PHOTO - see page 75. £200

2602 THE STAMPS OF SOUTH AFRICA USED IN SWAZILAND: 31 Dec. 1932 env. from Mbabane to Pretoria bearing a London printing 2d corner example. Another cover from Bremersdorp to Pretoria bearing a superbly cancelled London printing 1/- corner pair. Probably philatelic. Also, 24 Nov 1932 piece bearing ½d bi-lingual strip of six, 19 Nov 1932 piece bearing 1½- bi-lingual pair, one with twisted horn variety. 22 Nov. piece with “OFFICIAL” 2/6d bi-lingual pair and 28 Nov. piece with a single 2d. All tied by double ring “MBABANE/SWAZILAND” cds 19 Nov. 1932 1d env. uprated with 1d cancelled with similar cds 29 Nov 1932 env. registered from Mbabane to Johannesburg with Official 1½- bi-lingual pair. (8 items) PHOTO - see website. £200
2603 **1933-48 ISSUES - THE SPECIALISED STUDY, 1933-38:** The mainly mint specialised study with ½d horizontal pairs (12, inc one with inverted watermark, one ex coil perf 13½ x 14), vertical coil pairs (4, inc two used) and a vertical booklet printing pair), two blocks of four inc one with gutter margin and a marginal block of twelve (6 x 2) with tick flaw. 1d pairs (11, inc imperforate with inverted watermark and two from the redrawn 1951 issue) plus two blocks of four. 1½d (18, inc four pairs, one with inverted watermark and one with broken chimney & faint headgear), a marginal block of six, a marginal block of six with inverted watermark and broken chimney varieties. 2d blue & violet (21, inc a block of four & seven pairs), 2d grey & purple (6, inc a block of four). 3d (22, inc nine pairs, one with flying saucer flaw. 6d Die 1 to Die III, two pairs of each. 1/- (18, nine pairs), 5/- (8, four pairs, one with inverted watermark) and 10/- (6, three pairs). A fine lot PHOTO - see website.

**Estimate:** £650

---

2604 **1933-48 ISSUE - THE USED COLLECTION:** A selection with ½d (42, inc four pairs with inverted watermark), 1d (49, inc two blocks and a pair with inverted watermark), 1½d (3, pairs, inc one inverted watermark), 2d blue & violet pair 2d grey & dull purple (2 pairs), 3d (2, pairs), 6d Dies I to III pairs, 1/- (2 pairs), 5/- (15, inc a block of four & two pairs one with inverted watermark) and 10/- (79, inc. blocks of sixteen, ten and twelve of four). Also vertical 5/- pairs (2) inc one with inverted watermark. A fine lot PHOTO - see website.

**Estimate:** £120

2605 **1933-48 ISSUE - 6d DIE I FALLEN LADDER FLAW:** 6d green & vermilion Die I, a horizontal bi-lingual pair, the right stamp with fallen ladder flaw [row 5, no 10]. Fine. SG 61a £300 PHOTO - see page 75.

**Estimate:** £75

2606 **1933-48 ISSUE - DIE II MINT BLOCK OF 25:** 1933 6d green & vermilion, Die II an unmounted mint lower right corner block of twenty-five (5 x 5). Magnificent. SG 61c PHOTO - see website.

**Estimate:** £75

2607 **1933-48 ISSUE - DIE II MOLE HILL FLAW:** 6d green & vermilion Die II, a horizontal bi-lingual pair, the left stamp clearly showing the mole hill flaw [row 20, no 11]. Fine SG 61b £250 PHOTO - see page 75.

**Estimate:** £75

2608 **1935 JUBILEE AND 1933-38 VOOR TREKKER ISSUES:** 1935 Jubilee ½d to 6d bilingual horizontal pairs, mint x 3 inc one set with cleft in skull variety. 1d to 6d pairs in a lighter shade, also a set of used pairs. 1933 Voortrekker, three FDC’s each bearing the set in pairs inc one with ox wagon cancellation. 1938 Voortrekker Memorial pairs on FDC to UK. the mint set in blocks of four and pairs x 2, plus two pairs of each with minor varieties. 1938 Voortrekker Commemoration set in mint & used pairs plus an FDC. A good group. PHOTO - see page 75.

**Estimate:** £100

2609 **1936-39 ISSUES:** 1936-39 selection inc 1936 (Nov) special JIPEX and British Empire souvenir telegrams x2 with special large cancellations. 1936 Jipex minisheets with ½d (8 inc four with special large cds) and 1d (11, inc five with special large cds).1937 small mint and used study with mint & used pairs and three FDC’s. 1939 Huguenot mint and used and a cover. A fine lot (72 items) PHOTO - see page 77.

**Estimate:** £120

2610 **1941-46 WAR EFFORT ISSUE:** The mint & used study with ½d (11, inc two mint pairs), 1d (12, inc a mint block of four and a pair), 1½d (25, inc a mint block of four & three pairs), 3d (28, inc a block mint of four & four pairs, a used pair with cigarette flaw), 4d (14, inc five mint pairs), 6d (15, inc five mint pairs), 1/3d (27, inc a mint block of four & six pairs). 2d (28, inc mint blocks of six & four) and 1/3d (13, inc ten mint). Mostly fine. PHOTO - see page 77.

**Estimate:** £120

2611 **1942-44 THE “BANTAM ISSUE”:** 1942-44 ½d (66, inc mint positional blocks of six x 6, a marginal block of twelve and a used block of six), 1d (71, inc positional blocks of six x 6), 1½d (60, inc positional mint blocks of six and four x 3, an IMPERF BETWEEN mint pair), 2d (55, inc mint blocks of eight and four x 2), 3d (71, inc seven vertical strips of three and a used block of twelve), 4d (56, inc blocks of six x 2 and strips of three x 5), 6d (30, inc a mint block of four) and 1/- (32, inc five mint vertical pairs.) Also 1948 1½d (16). Some used are included. Mostly fine. PHOTO - see website.

**Estimate:** £180

2612 **THE POST WWII COLLECTION:** 1945-61, the mint & used collection with some FDC’s & multiples inc. some multiples with positional plate flaws. A fine lot mounted for display. (few 100’s) PHOTO - see page 77.

**Estimate:** £100

2613 **WWII MAIL:** 1940s collection of covers incl. many OAS types from APOs in Tobruk, Egypt, Madagascar, Italy, etc. (c.32 covers) PHOTO - see page 77.

**Estimate:** £50


**Estimate:** £100

2615 **1954-60 ANIMAL ISSUES:** 1954 Animals mint ½d to 10/- five sets with some shades of each value, ½d to 4d, 6d to 10/- blocks of four plus used ½d to 10/-, 2/6d block of four, 10/- block of eight. Two FDC’s one with a complete set. Also 1959-60 mint ½d marginal block of forty, 1d, 3d, 4d & 1/- blocks 6d pairs (2). A fine lot. PHOTO - see page 79.

**Estimate:** £75

2616 **MAFEKING - 1900 OVPTS ON COGH STAMPS:** fine used examples of the four values to 6d on 3d magenta; SG 1-4 £620. (4) PHOTO - see page 77.

**Estimate:** £120

2617 **MAFEKING - 1900 OVPTS ON BECHUANALAND STAMPS:** fine used, type 1 ovpt 1d on ½d vermilion, 3d on 1d lilac, 6d on 2d green & carmine and 1/- on 4d green & brown; type 2 ovpt on 3d on 1d lilac, 6d on 2d green & carmine and 1/- on 6d purple rose. SG 6-8, 11-13 £990. (7) PHOTO - see page 77.

**Estimate:** £200

2618 **MAFEKING - 1900 6d on 3d LILAC & BLACK BECHUANALAND:** fine mounted mint, type 1 ovpt. SG10 £550. PHOTO - see page 77.

**Estimate:** £110

2619 **MAFEKING - 1900 2/- on 1/- DULL GREEN BECHUANALAND:** fine used, type 2 ovpt. SG16 £50. PHOTO - see page 77.

**Estimate:** £130

2620 **MAFEKING - 1900 1d PALE BLUE GOODYEAR:** small mounted mint, SG17 £1200. PHOTO - see page 77.

**Estimate:** £240

2621 **MAFEKING - 1900 1d DEEP BLUE GOODYEAR:** small part or no gum (?) else fine. SG18 £1200. PHOTO - see page 77.

**Estimate:** £180
**MAFeking - 1900 3d PALE BLUE BADEN-POWELL** - fine mounted mint. SG19 £1700. PHOTO - see page 77. £340

**MILITARY - FIRST ZULU WAR ETC:** 28 Oct 1879 env. (faults) bearing COGH 6d used from Cape Town to Edinburgh. The most interesting contents written by an officer to his sister describes regimental politics regarding the regiment going to India, Canada and elsewhere and how the Duke of Cambridge is upset with them etc. He also describes a visit to a Dutch horse-breeder. Also a six modern covers etc. (7 items) PHOTO - see page 79. £50

**MILITARY - BOER WAR COVERS:** 1899-02 covers (9), card & telegraph form inc. 8 Mar 1900 env. unstempered & headed “South Lancashire Regt/No stamps available” to Cine “Cumberland with a fine double ring “FIELD POST OFFICE/BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA” cds. 1900 env. from Mozambique to Cape Town with 50r pair (faults) and censor label.1902 envs (2) with GB 1d lilacs from Volkssrush to Durban and Pretoria to London, one with triangular censor hs 1901 1d pink env. Wotton under Edge with FPO cds 1902 Peace Commemoration PC with FPO used to Catford. 1901 stamless env. from APO Standerton to Winscombe with large “T” and “1d/F.B./H” hs 1900& 1901 envs registered with various V.R.I. adhesives. A fine group (11 items). PHOTO - see page 79. £120

**MILITARY WWI - BOOYSENS CAMP, CENSOR MAIL, ETC:** 15 May 1915 PPC headed “On Active Service” to Johannesburg with a readable strike of the rare “BOOYSENS/CAMP” cds 12 Feb 1917 Transvaal 1d card to Switerland censored and cancelled with a clear strike of the scarce “ELIM HOSPITAL/TRANSVAAL” cds15 Jan 1918 1d env. from Laingsborg to Deelfontain uprated with a 1d (paying the rate fee). Also, 10 Feb 1919 env. from Johannesburg to Bern with a black on deep pink censor label. 7 Nov 1915 env. from Pretoria to Switzerland with censor label and circular “PASSED CENSOR/C.S.” hs 16 Mar 1916 OHMS env. from Army Base P.O. 4 to Nottingham with violet boxed “PASSED BY CENSOR/DOORELATEN DOOR CENSOR” hs & Crowned oval Official Free hs 13 March 1918 censored env. to Germany with circular framed “PASSED CENSOR/B/00’’ hs 17 July 1917 PPC to France with large violet “DETAINED” and censor hs Also 1917 (12 - 17 Dec) Johannesburg South African War Market 1d pair of charity labels. (10 items) PHOTO - see page 79. £150

**AIRMAILS - RARE 1951 PAARDEBERG CRASH COVER:** 15 Oct 1951 env. from Cape Town to Natal bearing a single 2d ironically cancelled by a bi-lingual “SAFE DRIVING SAVES LIVES” slogan and a good strike of the straight line “SALVAGED CRASHED PLANE 15 10 51” hs Sarche as only 24 covers have been recorded. The SAA Dakota “Paardeberg” crashed into the 10,500ft peak of mount Ingeli near Kokatad whilst on route between Port Elizabeth & Durban. PHOTO - see page 79. £150

**SPAIN**

**1850-67 THE IMPERFORATE ISSUES:** The mainly used collection inc 1850 6c black plate I reconstructed sheet of 25 and two on cover, plate II (6, inc one on cover), 12c & 5r. 1851 6c (8, inc one on cover), 1852 6c (20, inc five on cover), 12c & 5r. 1853 6c (10 inc one on cover), 12c, 5r & 6r. 1854 thin paper, 4c (2), 6c (8, inc one on cover), 1r to 6t. thick paper 4c (5, inc one on cover) & 6c (2). 1854 Official ½o to 1L plus 1o on pieces x 2 and another piece with ½o & 1o x 2. 1855 Official ½o & 1o on pieces. 1855 2c, 4c (10), 1r (2) & 2r (4), 1856 (Jan) 2c, 4c, 1r & 2r. 1856 (April) 2c (2), 4c (22, inc one on cover), 1r (3) & 2r (4) plus an unissued 12c with remainder cancellation. 1860 2c (3). 4c (20, inc one on cover), 12c (7, inc one on cover), 1r (4), 2r (9, inc a vertical pair). 1862 12c (7), 19c, 1r (4), 2r (9), 1864 2c (3), 4c (9), 12c (3, inc two on cover), 19c, 1r (3) & 2r (8, inc three on two covers). Above average condition for such a lot (312) PHOTO - see website. £800

**1850 (1 Jan) 10r blue-green, a four margined example with blue cancellation. Trace of soiling on reverse. V. fine for this rare adhesive. Comision DE Expertos DE Madrid Cert (1999). SG 6 £2,500. PHOTO - see front cover & page 80. £500

**1851 (Jan) 6c, 12c, 5r & 10r good used four margined examples. SG 9, 10, 12 & 14 £1,050. (4) PHOTO - see website. £140

**1865-1927 THE MAINLY USED UNTIDY COLLECTION CONTAINING SOME BETTER ITEMS:**1865-1927 The mainly used collection inc 1865 2c (3), 4c (4) & 12c (2, inc one on cover to France).1866 2c, 4c (5), 12c (5), 19c & 30c (3). 1867 (Jan) 4c (4), 12c (3), 19c, 10c (2), & 20c (3). 1867 (July) 5m, 10m (4), 25m & 50m (8). 1868-69 50m (5), 100m (2), 200m (2) & 19c 1870 10m to 10m (5), 25m (2), 50m (12), 100m (5), 200m (7), 400m (2), 12c (4) & 1e 600m (faults). 1874 10c unused imperf with double impression one inversed. 1875 values to 4p (punched). The later sets to 1905 are generally well represented. The mint inc 1865 4c. 1867 (July) 5c (3), 10c & 50m block of four (no gum). 1870 12c. 1m (4), 2m (4), 4m (2), 10m (3), 25m & 19c. 1901-05 2c to 15c blue-black & mauve, 20c to 40c (both) and 50c to 10p. 1907 Madrid Exhibition set. 1926 Air set. 1926 Red Cross and 1927 Coronation sets. Very mixed condition. (Few 100’s) PHOTO - see page 80. £400

**1865 12c rose & black and 12c pale rose & black (natural bend) ungemmed imperf plate proof blocks of four. PHOTO - see page 80. £100

**1936 1st National Philatelic Exhibition postage 10c & 15c plus Air 10c (creased) & 15c. Mint SG 817-820 £580 (4) PHOTO - see page 80. £140

**c1888 A group of thirteen imperforate marginal 30c essays in different colours on ungemmed paper with the Head of Maria Christina the regent of Alphonso XIII. Also 1889 Alphonso XIII mint 2c (2), 10c (3, inc an imperf marginal pair), 20c, 25c (2, inc an imperforate marginal single), 40c (2), 50c & 1p which used the frames of the Maria Christina essays. Mostly fine. (25) PHOTO - see website. £200

**1928-42 The mint undity collection inc Catacomb, Santiago and Toledo sets, 1929 Air 5c to 4pts, 1929-32 Express perf 11½ 20c (SG E522a), 1930 Express 20c, 1930-31 2c to 50c, 1940 perf 9% x 10½ 10pts and some miniature sheets. Mostly fine. (c300) PHOTO - see website. £200

**1930 11th International Railway Congress postage 1c to 10p and Air 5c to 4p. Some lower values with thins but the higher values are fine. SG 534 to 552 £1,085 (19) PHOTO - see page 80. £180

**1937 Air 5c to 4p, unmouted mint imperforate gummed marginal plate proofs. Fine. SG 707 to 712 (6) PHOTO - see page 80. £100

**1937 A selection of gummed El Cid imperforate plate proofs with 2c brown, vertical pair, 5c sephia horizontal pair and two marginal singles & 18c pale carmine vertical pair. Also 1949 War Victim Relief 5c violet horizontal pair and corner single. Fine. PHOTO - see page 80. £100
**SPANISH CIVIL WAR**

**CIVIL WAR - CENSORED MAIL ETC:** 1935-38 covers/cards (72) mostly related to the civil war with an interesting range of censor hs inc examples of Barcelona, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Las Palmas, Valencia, Sevilla, Cadiz, Malaga, La Caruna and Huelva. A small number bear political labels. Mixed condition. **PHOTO - see page 81.**

**CIVIL WAR - NATIONALIST LOCAL WAR TAX STAMPS - A DISPLAY COLLECTION: 1936-38** The exceptional mainly mint display collection of Nationalist local war tax stamps arranged by province and inc examples of Malaga (79, inc six miniature sheets and one cover), Huesca (8), Jaen (3), Leon (9, inc two covers), Lugo (64, inc a sheet of fifty 10c), Navarre (18), Orense (3), Oviedo (3, inc examples on cover & front). Palencia (4, inc one on front), Pontevedra (12, inc one on cover), Segovia (9, inc three miniature sheets), Vizcaya (10), Zaragoza (35, inc three miniature sheets), Spanish Morocco (23, inc seven covers), Majorca (29, inc two covers), Burgos (2), Canary Islands (14), Cordoba (6, inc two covers), Granda (46), Grenada (53, inc four covers) and Avila (4). **PHOTO - see website.**

**CIVIL WAR - CAPTURED REPUBLICAN STAMPS OVERPRINTED FOR USE BY THE NATIONALISTS - THE DISPLAY COLLECTION INCLUDING COVERS - 1936-38:** An exceptional mainly mint/cover display collection of captured Republican stamps overprinted for use by the Nationalists with examples overprinted at Avila (6), Bilbao (11), Burgos (27, plus a cover), Cadiz (14, plus a cover), JeRez De La Frontera (1, plus a registered cover to Paris), L.A Linea De La Concepcion (2 covers), Malaga (53, plus five covers), Baleares (one cover), Minorca, plus two covers(one cover), Orense (57), Pontevedra (9, plus two covers), San Sebastian (18), Santa Cruz De Tenerife (13, plus two covers), Seville (48, plus five covers and a front), Vittoria (9), Lugo (3), Tarfalfa, Pamploma (2), Mallorca (3), Huesca, Coruna and Zaragossa (14, plus a cover). Some of the covers are philatelic and have censor hs A rare opportunity to acquire a single subject display. **PHOTO - see website.**

**CIVIL WAR - NATIONALIST LOCAL WAR TAX STAMPS - CADIZ/LA CORUNA & SEVILLE PROVINCES: 1936-38** The display collection on Nationalist local war stamps with Cadiz Province (65, inc twelve covers) inc examples to Jersey, Copenhagen and France. La Coruna Province (31, inc eleven covers) inc examples to UK, France and Argentina. Also Seville Province (26, inc ten covers + two miniature sheets) with examples to France, Gibraltar, Germany and UK. The majority have censor hs and some with censor tape. A fine lot. **PHOTO - see website.**

**CIVIL WAR - SHORTAGE OF STAMPS AND USE OF FISCAL STAMPS IN THE NATIONALIST ZONE: 1936-37** covers/cards (30) mostly bearing fiscal stamps or without stamps due to the stamp shortages in the Nationalist zone. Includes three bisects to make the correct postal rates. The majority are censored. Two are to UK and one to France. Also examples of Nationalist party handstamps and a 1939 unused Conder Legion card An interesting group. **PHOTO - see website.**

**CIVIL WAR - CAPTURED REPUBLICAN STAMPS OVERPRINTED FOR USE BY THE NATIONALISTS - CANARY ISLANDS: 1936-38** The mint collection of Republican stamps overprinted for use by the Nationals in the Canary Islands with examples from the 2nd to 6th & 8th to 16th issues represented to various degrees. Also covers (12) bearing overprinted stamps from various issues. The majority are censored. A fine lot, examination being recommended. (12 cover + 48 stamps). **PHOTO - see page 81.**

**CIVIL WAR - CLANDESTINE MAIL BETWEEN NATIONALIST AND REPUBLICAN SPAIN: 1936 envs (4) from Nationalist Spain to the Mexican consulate in Gibraltar for onward transmission to the Republican recipients. All sent at the 40c rate, three are censored. This service only lasted from July 1936 until February 1937, c3,000 letters were carried by this system but few have survived. **PHOTO - see website.**

**CIVIL WAR - NATIONALIST POLITICAL PARTIES & CHARITY STAMP ISSUES: 1936-38** An interesting display of adhesives (135) & covers (7) inc Carlist movement (6), and two covers and a miniature sheet, Of Juentas de Ofensive Nacional-Sindicalista (8 plus two covers), plus an interesting group of charity issues. **PHOTO - see website.**

**CIVIL WAR - NATIONALIST TAX STAMPS USED FOR GENERAL RELIEF:** 1936-38 covers/cards (25) bearing in addition to the normal postage stamp examples of Frio (crusade against the cold) charity stamps or Winter Help stamps. Also two bearing examples of the Frentes Y Hospitales stamps. The majority are censored. Also 37 charity stamps. **PHOTO - see page 81.**

**CIVIL WAR - NATIONALIST AIR MAIL VARIETY ON LOCAL WAR TAX STAMP:** 1936 Zaragoza 10c blue airmail adhesive, an unmounted mint 10c blue marginal block of four from the foot of the sheet with double surcharge one inverted variety. Natural bend on two unmounted mint. Galvez 791da. **PHOTO - see page 81.**

**CIVIL WAR - NATIONALIST POSTAL STATIONERY AND ENVELOPES WITH SLOGANS:** 1937-39 A collection of covers (13) and cards (8) with nationalist slogans and sympathies with eight having printed portraits of General Franco and various coloured nationalist symbols. The majority have censored hs inc those of Seville, Malaga, Montforte, Zamora and Lugo. A good group. **PHOTO - see page 84.**
2654 CIVIL WAR - NATIONALIST LOCAL WAR TAX STAMPS USED AS FISCALES:1937 A group of interesting & colourful documents relating to Mallorca, headed invoices for building materials inc. Portland Cement & documents headed “Comandancia De Obras y Fortificacion de Balleares - Mallorca” with long lists of workers names and payments. All items franked with military Pro-Pro fiscals (200+) with different colours and values, some with military cachets. A seldom offered group. (9 documents) PHOTO - see website.

£200

2655 ☑ CIVIL WAR - THE NATIONALIST ITALIAN BRIGADE:1937-39 covers/cards from members of the Nationalist Italian Brigade mostly bearing Italian adhesives inc three with p due adhesives and circular framed “R.R./POSTE/T.S.” hs, four postcards (one an official Corpo Truppe Volontarite type) not charged p.due as cards were allowed FoC to Italy. (11 items) PHOTO - see page 84.

£140

2656 ☑ CIVIL WAR - NATIONALIST CENSORSHIP MAIL:1937-39 covers/cards (24) with an interesting range of nationalist censor hs inc 1938 env. to London with violet boxed “CENSURA MILITAR/Villagarcia de Arosa” hs 1939 env. from Bilbao to Tilsoa with a large circular violet “CENSURA MILITAR/SABADO/12/BILBAO” hs 1937 env. from Vigo to Gibraltar with “Censura Militar/ALGECIRAS” tape. A fine lot PHOTO - see website.

£120

2657 ☑ CIVIL WAR - NATIONALIST LOCAL WAR TAX STAMPS - HUELA PROVINCE:1937-38 The collection on neatly annotated pages of Huelva Province nationalist war tax stamps with seven covers., inc 11 Nov 1937 env. from Velverdi to Tangier with censor tape 5c Velverdi tax stamp and 10c Nationalist stamp. 30 March 1937 env. to Jersey with 5c, 15c & 30c plus Huelva 5c charity stamp, all tied by the Huelva to Seville TPO. Mostly fine (69 stamps + 7 covers) PHOTO - see website.

£120

2658 ☑ CIVIL WAR - CENSORED MAIL ETC:1937-54 The selection of covers/cards (60) mostly related to the civil war was with a variety of censor hs inc examples used at Tenerife, La Curuna, Santander, Valencia, Malaga, San Sebastian, Las Palmas and Madrid. Some bear political or official labels. Worth examination. PHOTO - see page 84.

£100

2659 ☑ CIVIL WAR - A RARE ENVELOPE FROM PETER KEMP AN ENGLISH VOLUNTEER FIGHTING FOR THE NATIONALIST ARMY:27 June 1938 env. to Oban re-directed to Lady Kemp, Bexhill, Surrey from her son Alfred Peter Kemp serving as Lieutenant in the Spanish Foreign Legion, lightly struck boxed “14 BANDERA Legion/CENSURA MILITAR”. Some env. faults. Note: Mail from British Nationals serving with the Nationalists is extremely rare. Also a print of Lt. Kemp standing by an armoured vehicle. PHOTO - see page 84.

£140


£200

2661 ☑ CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN CENSORED MAIL:1936-39 covers/cards (18) with an interesting range of Republican censor hs inc boxed “REPUBLICA ESPANA/CENSURA” in violet x 9, straight line “CENSURADA” of Madrid, oval rubber “COMUNICACIONES/CONTROL OFFICIAL/VALENCIA” and boxed “COMITE DE MILICIAS ANTIASSISTAS/Departamento de investigacion/interencion de Correspondencia/Barcelona” hs and a framed red “CENSURA/DE/BADAJOZ” hs Includes one card from Switzerland, covers to UK (13) and Switzerland. Mostly good strikes. PHOTO - see page 84.

£120

2662 ☑ CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN LOCAL WAR TAX STAMPS - 1937-38: The remarkable unused collection of Republican local war tax stamps as issued by various provinces inc Lerida, Grenada, Girona, Barcelona, Guadalajara, Ciudad Real, Almeria, Alicante, Badajoz and Tarraconana. Includes some miniature sheets. (400+) PHOTO - see website.

£400

2663 CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN POLITICAL AND AID ORGANISATIONS ADHESIVES:1937-38 A display collection of Nationalist political and aid organisation adhesives inc 1937 Asociacion de Amigos de la Union Sovietica (124), Foyer du Fracais Antifasciste (43, inc a miniature sheet of four), Consell De Sanitat De Guerra (1, inc one on cover), Segell Pro Infancia (6, inc two covers), Cruz Roja Espanola (8) and FAX (7). Also 1937 env. from Barcelona to Atbara, Sudan bearing two Spanish red cross labels. A good lot (22 adhesives + four covers) PHOTO - see website.

£240

2664 CIVIL WAR - ASTURIAS & BASQUE SEPARATIONIST REGIONS ETC:2 Jan 1937 postcard from Asturias to London with Republic 15c used from Gijon to London bearing ½d & 1d GB P dues with “½D/F.B. hs and boxed red “COMITE DE COMUNICACIONES/GIJON/CENSURA” hs 19 Sept 1937 front from Gijon to Villavicioss with Republic 15c and Asturias 25c on 5c & 45c on 5c 22 Aug 1937 env. from Gijon to Bilbao bearing Republic. an 45c on 5c and 10c charity stamp. 1936 Basque armail envs types 1 & 2 unused and an unaddressed type 1 example bearing 20c, 30c & 60c with Bilbao cds of 10 June 1937. An unused Euzkadi air letter env. which was produced to raise funds. Also a 1938 Catalan card depicting with figures representing the four main non-intervention countries used to Czechoslovakia. (8 items) PHOTO - see page 85.

£200

2665 ☑ CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN FIELD POST OFFICES:1937-38 Covers (7) mostly to the office of the red cross in Barcelona with various Republican FPO cancellations inc “CORREO DE CAMPANA/190/Burjada/BASE TURIA” double ring circular hs 1938 env. bearing a single 45c tied by “CORREO DE CAMPANA/C.C. No 3B” and a similar env. with “CORREO DE CAMPANA/C.C. No 7B” bridge type cds c1937 env. with a 45c tied by a large double ring “CORREO DE CAMPANA/25 DIVISION” hs1937 env. with 25c tied by a boxed “67 BRIGADA MIXTA/CORREO” ds and another cover with double ring “CORREO DE CAMPANA/54 DIVISION/BASE TURIA” hs Also pieces (14) with adhesives tied by various FPO’s. PHOTO - see page 85.

£180

2666 ☑ CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN INTERNATIONAL BRIGADE - AN ENVELOPE FROM A HOSPITALISED DUTCH VOLUNTEER: March 1937 env. from a military hospital north of Valencia to Gouda, Holland with a fine oval “HOSPITAL MILITAR/PABELLON No 8/BURRIANA (Castellon)”. Censor tape at top. PHOTO - see page 85.

£180
Lot | CAVENDISH PHILATELIC AUCTIONS | Estimate
---|---|---
2667 | CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN INTERNATIONAL BRIGADE - A RARE COVER REGISTERED AND SENT BY A CZECHOSLOVAKIAN VOLUNTEER: Aug 1937 env. registered airmail from Albacete to Czechoslovakia bearing 5c x 4 cancelled by “E/C.B./B.I.” bridge type cds with a similar part strike on reverse, also on reverse a fine boxed “VISADO/POR LA/CENSURA MILITAR” hs PHOTO - see page 85. | £160
2668 | CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN INTERNATIONAL BRIGADE MAIL: 16 Aug 1937 env. from an International Brigade member to a refugee in Arles, France with boxed “B.C.C./111” ds and red boxed “VISADO/POR LA/CENSURA MILITAR” hs 1938 env. from a Spanish soldier fighting with the XIV Brigade to Barcelona with a variety of hs inc boxed violet “DEVUELTA AL/REMITENTE” struck over a red “IGNORASE HOSPITAL DE EVACUACION” hs “No Recuperacion/45 Division” and red “HERIDO” plus among others on reverse a smudged “CORREO DE CAMPANA/B./L./LISTA/Y/RECLAMACIONES” cds Jan 1938 env. to Paris with censor hs and tape being 1f 25c adhesive tied by oval “CORREO DE COMPANIA/C.C. No 18 B.I.” (Shelley notes on page 77 states “I only have this postmark recorded in my notes - I have no confirmation of its existence)” and on reverse m/s “60 Div 84 Bd 333 Bat 1 Coy Base 89 CC. 18” A most interesting trio. PHOTO - see page 85. | £140
2669 | CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN STAMP AND COIN SHORTAGE ETC: 6 Sept 1937 env. from Barcelona to Manresa bearing 30c & bisected 30c to make the correct 45c rate. 17 Oct 1937 censored env. written on board M/N “Netunia” posted from Tanger to Prague bearing 30c “TANGER” overprinted pair. 1937 “Calderillas de Carton” official discs (7) bearing stamps to be used as coins. Also two other covers. (11 items). PHOTO - see website. | £120
2670 | CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN INTERNATIONAL BRIGADE - A COVER FROM A CZECHOSLOVAKIAN VOLUNTEER: 15 Nov 1937 env. to Czechoslovakia franked with 45c x 4 tied by lightly struck violet double ring E.C. n 6/B.I.” cds and on reverse a boxed “S.C./111” ds and lightly struck boxed “VISADO/POR LA/CENSURA MILITAR” hs PHOTO - see page 85. | £120
2671 | CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN SURFACE AND PROPAGANDA MAIL: 1937-38 covers (11) inc seven sent by surface mail to UK (4, inc two registered), France (registered) and USA (2, inc one registered), all are censored. The remaining covers to Czechoslovakia, France and within Spain (2) comprising a part Junta de Defensa hs in red on a portion of an env, Socorro Rojo International printed env. with supporting label on reverse. Another with a different label also on reverse. Spanish Red Cross printed env. used to France A good lot. PHOTO - see page 85. | £120
2672 | CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN PROPAGANDA CARDS: c1937 card produced by U.G.T. & C.N.T commemorating the death of Spanish sculptor Emiliano Barral killed in Madrid in 1937. Two cards produced by the town of Tolosa in the Basque region being part of a set of anti-fascist propaganda cards. (3 cards) PHOTO - see website. | £120
2673 | CIVIL WAR - REPUBLICAN INTERNATIONAL BRIGADE - A CZECHOSLOVAKIAN VOLUNTEER: 30 Jan 1938 PPC from a Czechoslovakian volunteer at the front to home with a lightly struck bridge type “CORREO DE CAMPANA/B./L./DE C B MOVIL” cds PHOTO - see page 87. | £120
2674 | END OF CIVIL WAR - REFUGEE MAIL TO FRANCE: 1939-42 envs (14) with examples to the S.R.E. (Spanish Republican Emigration Service) in Paris with “F” overprinted 90c tied by “CAMP DE GURSE/BASSES-PYRENEES” cds One to the Camp de Gurs with boxed camp censor hs and tape, 15 July 1939 env. to Paris with a circular “HOSPITAL TEMPORAIRE DE CLAIRVIVRE/L’OFFICIER/D’ADMINISTRATION/GESTIONAIRE” hs Four have large double oval “MINISTERE DE L’INTERIEUR/DIRECTION GENEALE/DE LA/SURRETE NATIONALE/DIRECTION DU CAMP DE GURS/CENSURE” for numbers 6, 7, 9 & 11. Worth examination. PHOTO - see page 87. | £120
2675 | WWI - CENSORSHIP/INTERNMENT CAMP MAIL ETC: 1914-19 covers/cards (18) plus a booklet inc 1916 env. (creased) registered from La Carolina to La Haye with English censor tape & boxed violet “RELEASED BY THE/BRITISH MILITARY AUTHORITIES” hs 1916 envs and tape hs 1918 & 1919 PPC & env. with “SERVICE DES INTERESES EN ESPANIA/Article 11 de la Convention Pricipale” hs and oval framed “ESTAFETA MILITAR” hs 1917 env. to Spain with “C.E.P./S.P.C. 7” and another with “13,” of the Portuguese expeditory force deployed in NE France. Also a booklet of twenty French red cross labels. PHOTO - see page 87. | £120
2676 | THE RIF WAR - 1921-24: A set of eighteen Spanish produced unused postcards depicting B/W scenes depicting Spanish forces in Morocco. Mostly fine. PHOTO - see page 87. | £80
2677 | BARCELONA LOCAL TAX STAMPS: 1929-45 A collection of Barcelona local tax stamps from various issues inc 1929 Exposition set of 5c (6) mint & used with one on cover, 1932-35 issue inc two on cards and two on cover. Also later issues inc examples on cover or card. Mostly fine. (Covers/cards (10), adhesives (95)) PHOTO - see page 87. | £120
2678 | WWII - NATIONALIST PRISON/CONCENTRATION CAMP MAIL: 1939 env. from the Commandant, Inspector of Prisonors, Bilbao to The Duchess de Guise, Brussels bearing Spanish 70c blue, tied by Bilbao cds with lightly struck violet boxed “INSPECCION DE CAMPOS DE CONCENTRATION/DE PRISIONEROS DE GUERRA/DELEGATION EN VIZCAYA/CENCURA MILITAR” and circular “COMMISSION VIZCAYA/CENSURA VIZCAYA” hs Also 8 May 1943 postcard from a US citizen, former brigadier Ch. O Schutz at Miranda concentration camp to his wife in Madrid, censored and with “MIRANDA DE EBRO/(BURGOS)” cds PHOTO - see page 87. | £140
2679 | WWII - CENSORED MAIL ETC: 1939-43 covers (20) inc examples to UK, Switzerland & USA with various censor hs inc examples used at Bilbao, Barcelona, Pontevedra, Burgos, Madrid and La Coruna, nine also have censor tape. Also 1940 env. from Manresa to Manchester with a v. fine boxed “DETAINE IN FRANCE/DURING GERMAN/OCCUPATION” hs plus Barcelona censor hs on reverse. An interesting group. PHOTO - see page 87. | £120
2680 | WWII - THE BLUE DIVISION: 1941-42 covers (3) and afeldpost card inc 22 July 1942 env. fromfeldpost 23863 to Madrid with a boxed red “Sp” and German “FELDPOST/a” cds 11 June 1942 German “feldpost” card used with a circular German censor hs and a large red boxed “Sp”. A good lot. Note the red SP was used specifically for mail from the blue division in the field. PHOTO - see page 88. | £120
2681 CANCELLATIONS - NUMERALS ETC: An interesting selection of cancellations on the 1856-61 4c issues with “grills” in black (2), blue (3) & green (2). “wheel” type numbers 1 to 26, 29, 30 to 38 to 41, 43 to 48, 52, 56, 57, 59 to 63 also a selection of cds inc some collected by region from Albacete to Vizcaya with some smaller villages. Mixed condition. (£50+). PHOTO - see website. £200

2682 CANCELLATIONS - “AMBULANTE” TPO CANCELLATIONS & HANDSTAMPS: 1881-1961 The interesting group of covers (19) and PC’s (17) with a good range of ds (mostly octagonal) inc. Valencia to Barcelona, Cartagena to Madrid, Grenada to Bobadilla, Bilbao to San Sebastian, El Ferrol to Coruna, Valencia to Tarrogona, Santander to Bilbao, Mahon to Barcelona, Reus to Barcelona, Palma to Soller, Cauta to Algercira and Vigo to Leon. A good display lot. PHOTO - see page 88. £240

2683 AIRMAILS - NATIONALIST FLOWN COVERS DURING THE CIVIL WAR - STUDY OF THE RATES/ROUTES: 1937-39 A well annotated collection of nationalistic covers flown during the civil war with internal and overseas rates to Germany (4), USA, Argentina, Switzerland, UK (4), France (2) and Italy, ten with additional charity tax stamps. All are censored. (21 covers) PHOTO - see page 88. £340

2684 AIRMAILS - REPUBLICAN FLOWN COVERS: 1937-38 envs (12) flown at various rates from Republican areas inc 1st July 1938 env. from Alcadia Barrio Veedemilla to the Internatinal Committee in Madrid with m/s “Certifico por no haber sellos” (trans “I certify there are no stamps” - Mayor - name of mayor). The others to UK (8), France (2) and Netherlands. All are censored except the last which is a Consular letter and therefore not censored. PHOTO - see page 89. £120

2685 AIRMAIL RATES AFTER THE CIVIL WAR AND DURING WWII: 1939-45 The exceptional display of covers (65) illustrating the airmail rates to various countries inc UK, Turkey, Germany, Switzerland, Algeria, USA, Denmark and Argentina by various routes and routes. The majority with censor hs and many with censor tape. An interesting collection. PHOTO - see website. £260

2686 SPANISH SAHARA GROUP OF STAMPS & COVERS: Range of 1926-1970 covers & stamps inc. 1952 regd. Air mail env. to USA franked 1950 5c, 25c, 30c & 40c & 1951 5p SG 87 £48 (off cover) all tied by fine strikes of “CORREREO AERO/CERTIFICADO/3 MAR 52/VILLA BENS” reg. hs in purple, 1970 Express air mail env. to South Africa franked 1964 2p Turquoise & 1969 25p Green & Brown tied by fine hexagonal “AVION/31 MAR/70/SAHARA/VILLA CINOSROS” ds with red & black printed “EXPRES” label top left & Cape Town arrival cds on reverse, etc. Plus small qty. of stamps (11 covers & stamps) PHOTO - see website. £50

2687 THE USED COLLECTION PLUS ZANZIBAR: 1897-1935 the used collection inc 1897 1m to 10p, 1898 1m to 10p, 1902-21 1m to 10p, 1921-23 1m to 15m, 1931 Air set, 1935 Gordon set and 1935 Air set. Also ZANZIBAR inc 1895-96 ½a to 6a & 8a to 1r, 1896 1r (2) to 5r, 1899-1901 ½a to 5a, 2r & 4r. 1904 ½a to 1r & 3r. 1908-09 1c to 6c, 12c to 50c, 1r, 2r, 4r to 10r. 1913 2r. 1914-22 1c to 5r, 1929-21 1c to 75c and 1936 5c to 10s. Mixed condition but many are fine. (216) PHOTO - see website. £180

2688 TWO STOCK BOOKS & HAGNER SHEETS: with the 1920s-modern, predominantly used collection with some duplication. Includes many good early used Pro Juventute types. Huge catalogue value. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website. £75

2689 SMALL STOCKBOOK - 1854-1907 MINT OR USED SELECTION - very clean and neatly presented - 1854 imperfs inc. 15r rose & 20r orange; 1862-4 group of values inc. 40c green, 60c copper-bronze and 1f bronze-gold, all used; 1867-78 values inc. 50c purple & 50c deep purple both used; 1881 granite paper complete set of 9 mint; 1882-93 selection of mostly used values to 15c; useful 1882-1903 used group to 3f; 1905-7 values inc. used 3c drab & 3f bistre-brown. Also 1920s-50s selection of International organisations issues, mint, used or CTO. Good lot. (100s) PHOTO - see page 89. £240

2690 1850-1910 MINT & USED GROUP: Duplicate range on old approval book and stock book pages mostly within 1850-1910 period inc. 1854 used 40r (four close margins) SG 28 £300, 1862-4 used 1f (2, Gold & Bronze-Gold shades) SG 60/a £545, 1878 used 40c Grey SG 66 £160, etc. Good lot. (100s) PHOTO - see page 89. £180

2691 1850-1938 RED, BLACK & YELLOW (SHADES): Used study of 10r types inscribed “RAYON II”, SG 10/11 individually identified by printing plate (Stones B, D & E) and position. 20 examples from different positions, all either fine or very fine, plus 10 fakes/forgeries on and off piece for comparison. (30 items) PHOTO - see website. £240

2692 1854 ‘STREL’ IRUDES - MUNICH PRINTING: Stock card with the very fine used group of ‘Seated Helvetia’ imperfs to 40r. Includes 5r yellow-brown (3, one appears to be unused without gum), 10r blue (4), 15r rose & 40r pale green. SG 25-28. Cat. £1,220 excluding the ‘unused’ example. (9) PHOTO - see website. £90

2693 1854-56 ‘STREL’ IRUDES: Stock card with very fine used group of ‘Seated Helvetia’ imperf. issues on medium thickness paper with green thread. Includes 5r grey-brown (3, incl. a pair), 10r blue (2), 15r pale rose (3) & 20r orange (2). Incl. some identifiable cds cancels. SG 29-32 Cat. £1,450 (10) PHOTO - see website. £100

2694 1856-62 ‘STREL’ IRUDES - EARLY BERN PRINTINGS: Hagner sheet with the fine to very fine used group of ‘Sitting Helvetia’ imperfs. Medium to thickish paper with various coloured threads. Includes 5r yellow-brown (2), 10r blue shades (4), 15r rose (4), 20r orange (6) & 40r green or yellow-green (4). Many identifiable cds cancels (20) PHOTO - see website. £150

2695 1856-62 ‘STREL’ IRUDES - LATER BERN PRINTINGS: Hagner sheet with the collection of mostly fine/very fine used ‘Seated Helvetia’ imperfs with inscriptions printed where possible. Includes 2r grey (SG 46 £650), 5r brown shades (9), 10r blue shades (10, incl. 2 x thin paper SG 40 £500), 15r rose thin paper (fault), 40r orange thin paper (fault), 40r pale yellow-green (2) & 1 franc grey-lilac SG 38/39 £1,100 (2). Many identifiable cds cancels. A highly catalogued lot. PHOTO - see website. £240

TANGANYIKA/TANZANIA

2696 A MAINLY USED SELECTION: 1916-31 selection with used 1916 ½d to 3d, 1917-21 1c to 75c (2 shades) & 4r. 1921 3r. 1922-24 5c to 1/- & 3/- to 10/-, 1925 25c o 25c, 1927-31 5c to 2/- & 5/-'. The mint with 1917-21 1r & 3r and 1927-31 10/-: Mostly fine. (49) PHOTO - see page 89. £100

** 2697 1922-24 GIRAFFE COMPLETE MINT SET INC. WMK VARIETIES: all fine mounted mint; SG 74-88 & 83a-88a £1600. Plus 1925 giraffe set. (24) PHOTO - see page 89. £320
**2698** 1922-24 GIRAFFE SET OVPT SPECIMEN - fine mounted set of the 15 values. SG £900. (15) PHOTO - see page 89. £180

**2699** 1927-31 KGV DEFINS MINT SET - fine mounted or unmounted mint; SG 93-107 £500. (16) PHOTO - see page 89. £110

**THAILAND/SIAM**

**2700** EARLY TO MODERN MINT & USED COLLECTION ON ALBUM LEAVES: Range inc. 1899 mint 3a Green, 4a Brown & Pink, 6a, 14a & 64a SG 71, 73, 74, 78 & 81 £200, 1908 ‘Statue of King Chulalongkorn’ used set of 7 SG 118/24 £75, 1947 ‘Coming of Age’ used 10s SG 324 £100, etc. A good range worthy of close inspection (qty) PHOTO - see page 89. £300

**TRANSVAAL**

**2701** 1902-09 MINT RANGE OF ISSUES - with 1902 complete set of 12 with two of each apart from the 3d & 5/-; 1902 complete set & 1903 three values to £1 all ovpt SPECIMEN; 1904-09 complete set with 2 or 3 examples of all values to 10/-. Mostly good to fine, a few faults; SG 244-258 & 260-272 c£1600. (70) PHOTO - page 89. £400

**TRINIDAD**

**2702** THE COLLECTION:1851-1909 The mainly used collection inc 1851-60 imperf (5) and perf (12) values to 1/-, 1863-80 (1d) to 1/-, 1883-94 ½d to 5/-1901-06 d to 1/- and 1904-07 values to 5/-. Also mint 1894 5/-. Plus Trinidad & Tobago inc. used 1913 values to 1/-, 1935-37 1c to 72c & 1935 Jubilee issue. Mostly fine. (150) PHOTO - see website. £120

**TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO**

**2703** SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES with the QV-KGV mint & used collection incl. separate issues for Tobago & Trinidad. Useful range of QV values to 1/- (3) and later values to 5/- (3). (c.115) PHOTO - see website. £90

**TRISTAN DA CUNHA**

**2704** BINDER: with the collection of 1970s-1990s letters, photos, cards, covers, etc. relating to the artist Roland Svensson (1910-2003) who had a long association with the island inc. a signed lithograph (27 of 200) of St. Mary’s Church, signed FDC of 1 Jan 1972 set, two signed FDCs of the 1 Mar. 1978 set, four limited edition of only 10 FDCs (numbered 1 (2), 4 or 5), hand or type written & signed letters, etc. Plus signed print of Ham, Isle of Foula, Shetland (78/100), etc. [Bought in 2016 for £140] Close inspection recommended (small qty) PHOTO - see page 89. £60

**2705** BINDER with the collection of modern (1990s-2000s) ship covers inc. cruise ships, survey vessels, etc. with a fine range of cachets (c.100 covers) PHOTO - see page 89. £90

**2706** 1930s-60s CACHET COVERS, ETC.: Range of covers with distinctive Tristan or Administrative cachets and group with cds’s with missing year slugs inc. 1937 (30 Mar) env. franked KEVlll 2/- tied “LONDON F.S./PAQUEBOT” cds with type VII cachet in black below, 1937 (12 May) printed Coronation souvenir env. to South Africa unfranked with type VI cachet & 1d p.due, 1947 env. to UK franked KGV 2/½d tied by type VII in black with type VIII cachet in purple alongside, 1950/51 trio of envs unfranked (2) or franked KGV 2/½d each with type X cachet, 1951 (26 Nov) air mail env. unfranked with ms ‘no stamps available’ sent by Sir Hugh Elliot (The Administrator) to his wife in the UK, taxed 9d twice (two strikes) with 1/- & 3d (2) p.dues applied with type X cachet alongside, etc. Plus group of 1950s covers with missing cds date slugs & group with circular Administrator cachets. A nice collection (26 covers) PHOTO - see page 92. £200

**2707** WWII PERIOD “THE TRISTAN TIMES” (3 COPIES), POST WAR COVERS GROUP, ETC: Range inc. “The Tristan Times” for Oct. 1943, Jan 1944 (with blue type VII cachet) & Sep. 1945 (with red type VII cachet) plus group of 10 photographs featuring the army Meteorological Staff, etc. 1950s/60s covers inc. 1952 (4 Feb) env. franked 1d & 2d St Helena opt issues tied by Tristan cds’s with 1d Red Penguin ‘stamp’ alongside, 1952 (29 Oct.) regd air mail env. to London with full set of St. Helena opt issues tied by multiple Tristan cds’s, 1957 env. (and letter) from Assistant Postmaster to UK replying to a query, 1960 (24 Nov) unaddressed env. franked full set 1960 Marine Life issue tied by Tristan cds’s, etc. (38 items) PHOTO - see page 92. £150

**2708** 1948 “THE TRISTAN VENTURE” UNADDRESSED COVER: Scarce 1948 printed illustrated env. (toned) with view of island bottom left and “THE TRISTAN VENTURE/1948” above in green. Fine purple Tristan Da Cunha cachet alongside. Currently only 25 such covers recorded and the first we have offered. PHOTO - see page 92. £300

**2709** TO MODERN STAMPS, BOOKLETS, MINI. SHEETS & COVERS: Range inc. the scarce 1958 booklet SG SB1a [bought in 2015 for £300], SB2, SB3 & later self-adhesive booklet, the first four stamp sets all mounted mint SG 1/12 & 14/54 £385 (as umm) plus modern issues in sheets/blocks, unused 1d Red (Penguin) ‘potato’ stamp right hand marginal block of four (paper adhesion to lower right unit), 1972, 82 & 83 FDCs signed by island Administrator, nine mint GB ‘Smilers’ sheets with Tristan themed labels, etc. An eclectic mix which needs inspection (qty) PHOTO - see page 92. £180

**2710** GOUGH ISLAND: Group of mainly 1950s covers and B&W and colour photographs inc. quartet of 1955 (14 Dec) envs with a variety of Tristan adhesives tied by “GOUGH ISLAND/SOUTH ATLANTIC” cds’s and each with boxed “GOUGH ISLAND/SCIENTIFIC SURVEY/1955 - 1956” cachet in black or purple one being regd. and signed by 8 members of the survey team (inc. the leader Robert Chambers), 1957 (28 May) air mail env. to USA franked 1953 ½d (2) & 3d tied by Gough Island cds’s with mss ‘Last Day of Issue/Gough Island’ top left & boxed “INSUFFICIENT POSTAGE” s/l hs bottom left, 2006 (6 Feb) env. franked 80p tied by Tristan Da Cunha cds with “POST OFFICE/[crown]/TRISTAN DA CUNHA . SOUTH ATLANTIC” circular hs in blue and signed by six members of the scientific survey team (inc. Robert Chambers & Philip Hullock [Postmaster on Gough Island 1955-56]), etc. Plus group of B&W & colour photos. An interesting lot (11 covers & 25 photos) PHOTO - see page 93. £150
2711 £1861-63 EVACUATION & RESETTLEMENT PERIOD STAMPS & COVERS: Range inc. 1862/3 trio of envs each with fine boxed type XIII “RESETTING/SURVEY - 1962” & type XII circular Tristan cachets one with additional “COMMANDING OFFICER/3 OCT 1962/H.M.S. PUMA” cachet in red, 1863 (12 & 14 Apr.) env. & PC franked Netherlands 2c, 4c tied by fine “ROYAL INTEROCean LINES/M.V./BOISSEVAIN” cachets & Tristan 6d tied by Tristan cds or unfranked with ms “No stamps/available at/Tristan da Cunha” with fine type XII & XIII cachets, Capetown Paquebot cds & s/l “m.v. BOISSEVAIN” cachet (also signed on the back by Crawford), 1863 (10 & 11 Nov) pair of envs each with fine boxed “VOYAGE OF/M. V. BORNHOLM/OCTOBER/NOVEMBER ’63” cachets, etc. Plus pair of 1863 envs to A.B. Crawford (one with letter mentioning popularity of Tristan stamps in the ‘outside world’) & range of stamps dated 11 Oct. 1961 [the day of evacuation]. A fine and interesting group (13 covers, 1 letter & 13 stamps) PHOTO - see page 93. £240

2712 £POSTE RESTANTE & POSTAGE DUE COVERS ETC.: The unusual 1990s collection of covers sent air mail to worldwide destinations for the “Poste Restante” service and then returned to sender when unclaimed with many instructional marks, labels, etc. inc. 1997 env. to Shanghai, China with pink bilingual (French/Chinese) “Retour” label attached marked as “Non Reclame” with cds dated 1997.10.05, 1997 env. to Nuku’alofa, Tonga with boxed “RETURN TO SENDER” h.s with “Unclaimed” and “Moved Left No Address” marked and two strikes of the “TONGA POST OFFICE/NUKU’ALOFA” cds’s dated “22 SEP 1977” & “16 MAR 1998”, etc. Plus group of 1950s p.due covers, parcel labels & Certificates of Regd Posting. A collection with a wide range of destinations, return instructional marks, etc. Inspection recommended (83 poste restante covers, 13 p.due covers, 10 certs & 8 parcel labels) PHOTO - see page 93. £120

2713 £TURKS AND CAICOS

2714 £1845 5c black NEW YORK PROVISIONAL - used with red PAID mark and four margins, small stain at lower right, slight double transfer at bottom. PF cert (2007); SG65 £450. PHOTO - see page 95. £120

2715 £1847 5c & 10c GENERAL ISSUES - 1847 5c brown, large margins all around, and 10c black, cut around the outer frame but not into the design, both used. SG 1/2 £1950. (2) PHOTO - see page 95. £340

2716 £1851a-56 SELECTION OF ISSUES - on page with 1c blue (2), 3c red (7 plus one over, shades), 10c green (2, types II & III) and 12c black. SG £11000. (13 items) PHOTO - see website. £200

2717 £1857-61 USED SELECTION TO 10c GREEN - with 1c blue (2, types II & IIIA), 3c red (6, inc. a type I, plus another on front, shades) and 5c brown (3, inc. two type I both with faults). SG £2500. (15) PHOTO - see page 95. £400

2718 £1857-61 5c BRICK-RED TYPE I USED - good used example with tiny corner crease and a few blunt perfs along base. PSE cert (2003); SG31 £1600. PHOTO - see page 95. £200

2719 £1857 12c BLACK, 1860 24c LILAC & 30c ORANGE USED VALUES - 12c black (two blunt corners); 24c lilac (trimmed at base) & grey-lilac (two blunt corners); and 30c orange (short perfs). SG £1450. (4) PHOTO - see page 95. £200

2720 £CONFEDERATE STATES PROVISIONAL ISSUES - SELECTION ON PAGES - Baton Rouge 5c carmine & green mint; Memphis 2c blue mint & 5c red used; Nashville 3c rose-carmine used; and New Orleans 2c blue (3 mint, 1 used), 2c red (2 mint, 2 used), 5c brown (2 mint, 3 used). (18) PHOTO - see website. £180

2721 £1860 90c DEEP BLUE MINT - good to fine mint with large part og. SG43 £3250. PHOTO - see front cover. £600

2722 £1862-66 USED VALUES TO 12c - 1c blue, 3c rose (12 plus a cover, shades), 5c possibly olive-yellow (torn, corner crease), 10c green (3) and 12 black (2). SG £61700. (110) PHOTO - see page 95. £280

2723 £1861-62 USED HIGHER VALUES - 24c lilac (5, shades inc. steel blue (trimmed at left & other faults)), 30c orange (pin hole) & 90c dark blue. SG £22000. (7) PHOTO - see page 95. £260

2724 £CONFEDERATE STATES GENERAL ISSUES - 1861/2 LITHOGRAPHED ISSUES - used range on pages, with 1861 5c green (3, a pair & two on cover) & 10c slate-blue (3 plus those three on cover); 1862 2c green, 5c blue (3 plus a cover, shades) & 10c rose. (17 items) PHOTO - see page 96. £240

2725 £1862-66 USED SELECTION OF VALUES - 2c black, 5c brown (3), 15c black and 24c lilac (3, shades). Mixed condition; SG £1500. (8) PHOTO - see page 95. £200

2726 £CONFEDERATE STATES GENERAL ISSUES - 1862 5C BLUE JEFFERSON DAVIES - collection on pages, mint singles (6) and a block of ten; used singles (3) and pair; 1863 envs. (2) each franked with pair tied with Charleston or Franklin Depot cds; and unissued 1c orange (2) and 10c rose essay. (16 items) PHOTO - see page 96. £170

2727 £CONFEDERATE STATES GENERAL ISSUES - 1863 VALUES ON PAGES - with mint ’10 CENTS’ (9 plus a block of four) and 20c green (3); used 2c dull red (2), ‘TEN CENT S’ blue (2), ‘10 CENT S’ (15 inc. two perf) and 20c green (2); and 1864 env. franked with 10c blue tied with fine COLUMBIA cds. (35 items) PHOTO - see page 96. £280

2728 £1865/75 LARGE FORMAT NEWSPAPER STAMPS - all mint perf 12, with 1865 2c deep blue and 1875 reprints 5c dark blue, 10c green & 25c carmine-red (tarn in base). SG £1350. (4) PHOTO - see website. £240

2729 £1867 GRILLS - 9 x 13 mm GROUP ON PAGE - mostly used, 2c black (2, inc. unused), 3c rose (5), 5c brown (SG97 £900, faults inc. torn), 10c green (2), 12c black, 15c black and 30c orange (rounded corner). Mixed condition. SG £3000. (13) PHOTO - see page 95. £360

2730 £1867 GRILLS - 3c rose with ‘points up’ grill 13x16mm; SG79 £1100. 2c black with ‘points down’ grill 11x14mm; both used; SG83 £1400. (2) PHOTO - see page 95. £340

2731 £1867 GRILLS - GROUP OF 11 x 13 mm - all used, 1c blue, 2c black, 3c rose (3), 10c green, 12c black and 15c black. Mixed condition; SG £2000. (8) PHOTO - see page 95. £300

2732 £1867 GRILLS - 24c LILAC & 90c BLUE - both with 9x13mm grill, both heavy used with faults. SG 101/103 £3650. (2) PHOTO - see page 95. £300

94
2733 1867 GRILLS - 1c BLUE & 1c PALE BLUE - with 9x13mm grill, both used and centred to lower left. SG £1000. (2) PHOTO - see page 95. £170

2734 1869 90c LINCOLN USED - presentable used example with thin and tiny pinhole under the lower left corner. SG124 £2250. PHOTO - see page 95. £300

2735 1869 USED SELECTION OF VALUES TO 12c - 1c yellow-brown, 2c brown (3), 3c ultramarine (3), 6c blue (2), 10c orange and 12c green. Mixed condition; SG c£1400. (12) PHOTO - see page 95. £180

2736 1869 24c DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE & 30c SHIELD, FLAGS & EAGLE - used examples of both, each with small faults. SG122/3 £1200. (2) PHOTO - see page 95. £160

2737 1869 15c COLUMBUS TYPES I & II - used examples of each, type I with small thin under on corner. SG120/1 £950. (2) PHOTO - see page 95. £120

2738 1870-82 SELECTION OF VALUES & 1875 1c & 2c ‘1869 RE-ISSUE’ - 1870 1c blue, 2c brown, 3c green (3) and 6c pale carmine, all used and with grill; mixed condition. Also 1875 re-issue without grills 1c buff fine mounted mint and 2c brown used with faults plus 1881/2 used group inc. 6c red SG209 £100. SG £2000. (21) PHOTO - see page 95. £280

2739 1870-71 VALUES WITHOUT GRILLS - used set of the values plus some of the shades, and inc. 30c black & 90c carmine (2 of each), Mixed condition; SG £2700. (21) PHOTO - see page 95. £360

2740 1871 DEPT OF JUSTICE OFFICIALS - mint or used examples of each of the set of 10 values inc. 24c mint no gum, 30c used and 90c mint small part og. SG £3000+. (10) PHOTO - see page 95. £400

2741 1871 EXECUTIVE OFFICIALS - the set of five values - mint 1c (adhesions on the back), 2c & 6c (both tiny part og) and used 3c & 10c. Also 1c & 2c with SPECIMEN ovpt. SG £2800+. (7) PHOTO - see page 95. £400

2742 1872 AGRICULTURE OFFICIALS - selection on page with mint 1c, 2c, 3c, 12c 15c, 24c and 30c; used 3c, 6c and 10c; and 1c & 2c ovpt SPECIMEN; SG £2500+. (12) PHOTO - see page 95. £360

2743 1872 DEPT OF STATE OFFICIALS PLUS RANGE OF 52-520 FORGERIES - manuscript cancelled $2 black & green, fine, SG O246 £1400. Also a group of forgeries of the high values inc. $2 proof on India paper with faked perfs and gum. (11 items) PHOTO - see page 95. £360

2744 1873 DEPT OF STATE OFFICIALS - mint/unused or used set of the eleven low values to 90c. SG £1600. (11) PHOTO - see page 95. £260

2745 1873 WAR & NAVY DEPTS OFFICIALS - used sets of eleven of each, plus 1c Navy with SPECIMEN ovpt. SG £1050+. (23) PHOTO - see page 95. £180

2746 1874 WITHOUT GRILL VALUES - all used inc. 7c vermilion, 12c blackish purple, 15c orange (2), 30c grey-black and 90c rose-carmine (tiny tear affects one perf; 2003 PF cert). SG £1000+. (16) PHOTO - see page 95. £170

2747 1875 POST OFFICE DEPT OFFICIALS - on page with mint 1c, 2c, 6c, 10c, 12c (no gum), 15c & 90c; used 1c, 2c, 3c, 10c, 15c, 24c & 30c; and 1c ovpt SPECIMEN. SG £740. (15) PHOTO - see page 95. £120

2748 1875 INTERIOR & TREASURY DEPTS OFFICIALS - Interior with mint or used examples of all values (6c, 10c, 12c & 90c are mint, mostly with adhesions on the back) plus 1c with SPECIMEN ovpt. Also Treasury used set of eleven. SG £700. (22) PHOTO - see page 95. £120

2749 1875/79/87-88 MOSTLY USED SETS - 1875 two values (6, shades, inc. 2c mint small part og); 1879 set to 90c plus some shades; and 1877/88 values inc. 90c violet (thin). SG £1700. (28) PHOTO - see page 95. £260

2750 1875-95 & 1895-97 NEWSPAPER & PERIODICAL STAMPS - mint/unused selection with 1c to 8c & 10c black, 12c rose (trimmed along top) and 96c rose, all without gum and from various printings; $9 orange with gum (tone spots affect perfs; Scott PR74 $800). 1895-97 complete set of twelve values, mounted mint. (23) PHOTO - see website 96. £220

2751 WELLS FARGO PRIVATE CARRIER ISSUES - unused group inc. April-July 1861 $2 & $4, July-Nov. 1861 $1, $2 & $4, 1862-64 10c (3 - shades), 25c (both colours), 1861-70 Newspaper stamps imperf (2) and rouletted 10 (2) and Perf 11, 1861 ½ oz. $1.00 shield in circular design cut-square and 1876 Publishers Paid stamp imperf. (17) PHOTO - see website. £150

2752 1879 POSTAGE DUES - the used set of seven, plus mint 3c and 10c both with part og. SG D207-213 £1270. (9) PHOTO - see page 95. £200

2753 1884/91 POSTAGE DUES - 1884 used selection of values to 30c (inc. 3c SG £275); and 1891 used or mint (3c & 50c) set of the seven values. SG c£1375. (13) PHOTO - see page 95. £200

2754 1890-1902 MOSTLY USED GROUP ON PAGES - 1890 complete set to 90c, 1894 no wmk values to 50c, 1895 with wmk values to 50c, 1898 complete set to 15c, 1902 values to $1; and many additional shades. SG £1100. (112) PHOTO - see website. £170

2755 1893 S2 LAKE & S3 YELLOW-GREEN COLUMBIAN - $3 fine used on piece and $2 average used with faults. SG247/8 £1550. (2) PHOTO - see page 96. £200

2756 1893 S4 BRIGHT CARMINE COLUMBIAN - good used example. SG249 £1200. PHOTO - see page 96. £200

2757 1893 S5 BLACK COLUMBIAN - good used example. SG250 £1400. PHOTO - see page 96. £200

2758 1893 COLUMBIAN SELECTION OF VALUES TO 50c - mostly used group (a few are unused no gum inc. 5c & 10c) with 2 or 3 examples of each value inc. 15c (3), 30c (2) and 50c (mounted mint with faults and another unused no gum). SG £1000 (counting unused as used price). (30) PHOTO - see page 96. £180

2759 1893 S1 SCARLET COLUMBIAN - unused no gum (v light soiling) plus used with heavy cancel. SG246 c£1300. (2) PHOTO - see page 96. £150

2760 1894 S2 DEEP BLUE MADISON - no wmk, fine used example. SG265 £1200. PHOTO - see page 96. £200

2761 1894 S1 BLACK PERRY - TYPES I & II - no wmk, used examples of each, good to fine. SG263/4 £1100. (2) PHOTO - see page 96. £180

2762 1894-1931 POSTAGE DUES - 1894 lake, used values to 30c; 1895 set with used 1c to 10c, mint 30c (torn) & no gum 50c; 1910 used set (50c is torn); and almost complete, mostly used 1914-31 sets plus 1917 30c carmine in impressive used block of ninety. SG £700. (68 + a block of 90) PHOTO - see page 96. £120

2763 1895 NO WMK HIGH VALUES GROUP - used $1 black types I and II (damaged), $2 deep blue and $5 deep green. Also 50c deep orange mounted mint. SG £1550. (5) PHOTO - see page 96. £260

2764 1898 TRANS-MISSISSIPPI USED SET - inc. $1 good used and 50c & $2 used with faults. SG291-99 £1700. (15) PHOTO - see page 96. £160
1901-29 MOSTLY COLLECTION ON PAGES - inc. 1901 8c mint Pan-American; 1916 set of 17 values (ex the 5c rose-carmine error); 1917 $2 black & vermillion (heavy cancel), $2 black & carmine (2) and $5 black & green); 1921 2c carmine-rose ‘coil waste’ SG555; etc. Also 1917 5c rose-carmine error in block of nine with eight 2c, perf 11, mounted mint with perf reinforcement and creasing (Scott $650). (c330 items) PHOTO - see page 96. £280

1902/03 HIGH VALUES - mounted mint 50c orange and used $2 blue (corner crease) & $5 green (damaged). SG £1450. (3) PHOTO - see page 96. £140

1909-20s VENDING MACHINE ‘PERFORATIONS’ - mint & used group on pages inc. Brinkerhoff types I & II perfins on 1909 2c carmine Yukon issue mint pairs and type I on 1912 1c green & 2c carmine mint strips of four, range of later types inc. Schermack type III on 2c carmine covers (2). Scott c$1000. (24 items) PHOTO - see page 96. £120

1914-16 COIL STAMPS SELECTION ON PAGE - mostly used, flat plate printings inc. 3c violet, 4c pale brown & 5c blue; rotary press inc. 3c pale slate-violet. SG c£800. (15) PHOTO - see website. £120

1917 55 GREEN MARSHALL NO WMK - INCREDIBLE PARCEL TAG FRANKED WITH 21 EXAMPLES - 160x80mm (approx) unmounted parcel tag addressed to a mine in New Mexico and franked on the back with twenty-one $5 adhesives (various singles and multiples) tied to the tag or each other by MILWAUKEE ovals. Visually stunning; faults as one would expect. SG486 £45 each. PHOTO - see website. £150

1918-37 COLLECTION ON PAGES - mostly inc. 1918 & 1923 air sets of three values SG A546-8/614-6 £189, 1929 ‘Nebr.’ ovpts inc. 9c salmon-rose & 10c orange-yellow both mint and ‘Kans.’ ovpts inc. 8c olive-green used, and 1933 50c green zezppelin mounted mint SG A732 £100, 1933/4 1c green & 3c violet APS minisheets. (c180 items) PHOTO - see page 96. £170

MISCELLANY - LOCALS, PARCEL POST, SPECIAL DELIVERY, GUAM ETC - mint & used 1912 parcel post & parcel post postage dues, group of fancy cancels mostly on 1860s-80s issues, 1945 postal note stamps set of 16, special delivery stamps range (35), telegraph stamps, post office seals, and carriers/local stamps. Also Guam ovpts on 1899 values inc. 6c purple-lake & 50c yellow-orange (both mounted mint). Good range. (180+ items) PHOTO - see page 97. £240

FORGERIES & FACSIMILES - SELECTION ON PAGES - inc. 1875 newspapers & periodicals set to $60 all ovpt FACSIMILE; good range of carriers/local stamps with blocks strips etc; confederate states group of fakes; group of four fakes of the 1857 90c blue; etc. (c140 items) PHOTO - see website. £120

REVENUES - FIRST ISSUE IMPERF GROUP - selection of used values 25c to $50 inc. 25c bond (Scott $275), 50c surety bond ($300), 70c form. exchange ($600), $1 life insurance ($200), $1 passage ticket ($300), $5 probate of will ($700, oxidised), $5 charter party ($300), $10 mortgage ($750), $10 charter party ($825), $50 inter. revenue ($250). Also $20 probate of will, appears unused ($2000, cut into and badly thinned). Huge Scott cat value, though margins very mixed and some will no doubt be trimmed down perfed examples. (40) PHOTO - see page 97. £300

REVENUES - FIRST ISSUE PERFORATED, SECOND & THIRD ISSUES - first issue inc. 1c playing cards (Scott $160), 2c bank check with double transfer, 3c playing cards ($150), 4c playing cards ($600, faults), 25c warehouse receipt ($40), 30c form. exchange ($55), $1 life insurance quadruple perforated, $1 mortgage ($100), $1 probate of will ($50), $1.30 form. exchange ($75), $1.60 form. exchange ($120), $1.90 form. exchange ($110). Second issue most values to $3 and third issue most values to $5. Mixed condition. (c125) PHOTO - see website. £170

REVENUES - DUCK STAMPS - mostly mounted mint with 1934-58 almost complete (missing only 1951) inc. 1934 1st $1 blue (Scott $400, small faults), 1935 1st rose lake mint with faults, 1936 1st black ($185, crease), 1937 1st green no gum, 1940 1st sepia ($130, creased), 1944 1st orange & 1945 1st black both unmounted ($245), etc. (34) PHOTO - see website. £240

REVENUES - BALANCE OF THE COLLECTION - inc. Documentary range inc. 1900 $50 gray (Scott $550), Customs Fee inc. 80c brown & 90c black ($185), Proprietary 1914 series inc. 5c black (damaged), Stock Transfer inc. £10,000 value of 1949 ($475), etc. (c250) PHOTO - see page 97. £140

WESTERN EXPRESS MAIL

EARLY EXPRESS SERVICES; Pair of c1852 E’s (few folds and dusting) to San Francisco with “GREGORY’S/EXPRESS/MARYSVILLE.” or oval “FORWARDED BY/TODD’S/EXPRESS/STOCKTON” hs on Blue on front of each. Very scarce markings; the first firm folded in 1853 and the latter was purchased by Wells Fargo the same year. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 97. £240

SCARCE WATERWAY EXPRESS MAIL; c1853 3c embossed ‘PAID/WELLS, FARGO & CO’ imprint env. to San Francisco with oval “WELLS, FARGO & Co/Express/STEAMBOAT” hs in Blue on front. Early example of this service. PHOTO - see page 97. £150

LANGTON’S & SWIFT CO EXPRESS SERVICES; Trio with c1854 3c embossed env. (‘PAID/SWIFT & CO/EXPRESS’ imprint at top) to San Francisco with faint Petaluma cds on front and c1855 and c1861 ‘LANGTON’S/PAID/PIioneer EXPRESS’ imprint on 3c embossed env. to Pine Grove with oval ‘LANGTON’S EXPRESS/[DATE]/DOWNIEVILLE’ hs on front or to San Francisco with miss. ‘Empire N(evada) Territory/Sept 12’ and with oval ‘WELLS, FARGO & Co/[DATE]/CARSON CITY’ ds on front. (3 covers) PHOTO - see page 97. £150

FREEMAN & CO’S EXPRESS SERVICE; Trio with undated c1855-59 3c embossed envs. each with ‘PAID/FREEMAN & CO’S/OVER OUR CALIFORNIA & COAST ROUTES/EXPRESS’ impressions on front and to San Francisco or Sacramento City with oval “FREEMAN & CO/[DATE]/STOCKTON” or “FREEMAN & CO/EXPRESS/COUTLERSVILLE” or “FREEMAN & CO/EXPRESS/SAN JUAN” and Nov. 1855 unfranked EL to NY with framed “PAID” hs and oval “FREEMAN & CO’S/EXPRESS/SAN FRANCISCO” hs on front. (4 covers) PHOTO - see page 97. £200

PACIFIC EXPRESS CO MAIL; c1856 (undated) pair of “PACIFIC EXPRESS/PAID” depicting a horse rider imprint 3c or 10c embossed envs. to San Francisco or Cambridge (Mass.), the former with oval “PACIFIC EXPRESS CO/[DATE]/STOCKTON” and other with circular double-ring “PACIFIC EXPRESS CO/DATE/SAN FRANCISCO” and NY transit ds both on front. Good pair at different rates. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 97. £200
2782 PONY EXPRESS & ALTA EXPRESS: Pair of c1858 and 17 Apr. 1861 3c embossed envs. to Boston or San Francisco, the first with ‘Alta Express Co./PAID’ imprint at top left and with oval “ALTA EXPRESS/CO/ANGELS” hs on front and other with oval “PONY EXPRESS/[DATE]/SAN FRANCISCO” hs and St Joseph transit ds both on front plus an 1856 env. to Vernon, Connecticut franked imperf 10c (cut into at left) tied by ‘SHASTA/CA’ cds without an express or private carriers markings but endorsed ‘25 days from San Francisco’ at left. (3 covers) PHOTO - see page 97. £200

2783 NOISY CARRIERS SERVICE: c1857 10c embossed env. (minor faults) to Fitchbury (Mass.) cancelled by San Francisco ds and with v.fine oval “NOISY CARRIERS/MAIL/ SAN FRANCISCO” hs on front. Rare. Ex Jessup. PHOTO - see page 101. £200

2784 FRANKED OVERLAND MAIL - IOWA & OREGON: Pair with c1860 3c embossed env. to Portland with ‘PAID/TRACY & CO/OREGON EXPRESS’ imprint at top left and indicia with Portland cds and 4 Dec. 1860 env. to Mountain City (Kansas) franked 3c with “PAID” cancel and with “PACIFIC CITY/IOA” cds and oval “THE CENTRAL OVERLAND CALIFORNIA & PIKES PEAK/EXPRESS COMPANY/[DATE]/ST JOSEPH.MO.” ds on front. Scarce pair (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 101. £200

2785 OVERLAND MAIL CO (JOHN BUTTERFIELD): Mar. 1860 env. (small stains on front or rear) with ‘PER OVERLAND MAIL VIA LOS ANGELES’ imprint depicting a mailcoach at top left, addressed to Fairfield, Ohio franked 10c (straight edge at left) tied by San Francisco ds and c1861 env. to Ohio franked 10c Black tied by Stockton Calif.) cds and endorsed ‘Overland via Los Angeles’ at top. Very scarce examples of Butterfield overland mail (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 101. £200

2786 J.BAMBER & CO’S EXPRESS SERVICE: Trio of c1861 3c embossed envs. (one with ‘J.BAMBER & COS EXPRESS/BACON & HARDY/OAKLAND OFFICE’ imprint on front) to San Francisco with oval “J.BAMBER & CO’S/PAID/CONTRA COSTA EXPRESS” or double-ring circular “J.BAMBER & CO EXPRESS/S.F.” ds on front and two with framed “ANSWER BY/BAMBER & COS EXPRESS/OFFICE DAVIS ST/BETWEEN BROADWAY & VALLEJO.” hs on front or rear. Scarce trio. (3 covers) PHOTO - see page 101. £240

2787 RARE WELLS FARGO ENVELOPE ATTACHED TO A QUINTUPLE RATE COVER; Mar. 1862 long env. (minor faults) to Marysville ex San Francisco franked strip of five 3c tied by three strikes of the double-ring Wells Fargo ds with 3c Embossed Wells Fargo envelope pasted onto the rear with two strikes of the Wells Fargo double-ring ds Docketing on both envs. though still an attractive five-fold postal article. PHOTO - see page 102. £240

2788 PACIFIC UNION & LA PORTE EXPRESS SERVICES: Pair with c1864 3c embossed env. (one with small part of rear missing) to San Francisco with ‘La Porte Express Co.’ imprint at top and cancelled with oval “LA PORTE EXPRESS CO/[DATE]/LA PORTE” and c1864 3c embossed env. to San Francisco with ‘PAID/PACIFIC UNION EXPRESS CO’ imprint and top and with double-ring “PACIFIC UNION EX CO/STOCKTON” ds cancel on front. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 102. £200

2789 LAMPING & CO/GREENHOUSE & NEWBAUER EXPRESS SERVICES: Pair of c1865 3c embossed envs. to San Francisco with ‘LAMPING & CO’S/EXPRESS’ imprint at left and with oval “LAMPING & CO’S/EXPRESS/DOWNEVILLE” and double-ring oval “WELLS FARGO & CO/MARYSVILLE” ds on front and other with ‘PAID/GREENHOUSE & NEWBAUER/NORTHERN EXPRESS’ imprint at top with Weaverville ds on front and indicia with ‘beaver-tail’ cancel. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 102. £200

2790 WELLS, FARGO & CO MAIL; Range on leaves inc. 1860 long env. to Nevada franked vert. pair 3c tied by double-ring “WELLS FARGO & CO EXPRESS S.FR” ds and with double-ring oval “FREE” hs on front plus a range of mainly 3c embossed envs. mostly addressed to San Francisco with oval “WELLS, FARGO & CO/SAN ANDREAS”, “CARSON CITY”, “DUTCH FLAT”, “LA PAZ,MEX.”, “STOCKTON”, “SAC.CITY”, “MOCK.HILL” and a few other related examples plus an 1854 Daily Placer Times and Transcript newspaper with circular “ADAMS & Co/SAN FRANCISCO” ds on front. (18 items) PHOTO - see page 103. £200

2791 SAN FRANCISCO VIA PANAMA STEAMER MAIL; Pair with Dec. 1860 “G.Beach” env. (with Via Panama. imprint depicting a steamer at top left) to Nova Scotia endorsed by V.Glasgow’ at left and franked 12c + 3c and tied by fine San Francisco ds and Jan. 1861 env. endorsed ‘Steamer “Uncle Sam”’...via Panama’ to NY franked 10c tied by San Francisco cds. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 103. £150

2792 CIVIL WAR & LATER MAIL

2793 CIVIL WAR MILITARY MAIL GROUP: Range with 1863? “7th Regiment N.Y” printed env. to Ohio franked 3c ex Washington with oval “MISSENT/FORWARDED” hs on front, 1863 printed envs. franked 3c for the ‘16th Regiment New-Hampshire Volunteers’ or “7th N.H Regiment”, 1863 printed env for the ‘National Union League’ also franked 3c ex Washington, 1864 small env. to Ohio franked 3c with target cancel and “MIAMIVILLE PO/Camp Demson” cds on front, 1864 ‘Office of Chief Quartermaster’ envs. each franked 3c ex Washington and to Denver or Philadelphia, the latter redirected with “FORWARDED” and oval “Due 6” hs on front, c1864 env. to Alexandria ex NY franked 3c, addressed to Captain Garton of the Kermeebc, redirected and charged a further 3c, 1865 ‘6th Corp, 1st Division’ printed red Medical Cross env. (with enclosure from a soldier to his parents) to Mass. ex Washington franked 3c and undated ‘United States Military Telegraph’ env. to Washington ex Cleveland franked 3c. (10 covers) PHOTO - see page 103. £150

2794 CIVIL WAR STARS & STRIPES FLAG & OTHER PATRIOTIC ENVELOPES; Range with 1861 J.Magee printed Eagle & Flag ‘UNITED FOREVER’ env. to Westchester franked 3c tied by Port Royal cds, 1862 James Gates flag env. quoting John A.Dix to Wisconsin franked 3c tied by Cairo, Ill. cds, c1862 stars and stripes flag & shield ‘IT MUST, AND SHALL BE Defended.’ env. to Mass. franked 3c with double-ring “SWAMPSCOT/MASS” ds on front, 1863 ‘THE UNION FOREVER’ oval flag imprint env. to Catrill, Mi franked 3c and tied by v.fine Hartland, Mi cds, c1863 ‘LIBERTY AND UNION/NOW AND FOREVER,ONE & INSEPARABLE!’ imprint to Mass. franked 3c tied by circular grid “PAID” hs and several similar or related designs. (14 covers) PHOTO - see page 103. £240

2795 SCARCE CIVIL WAR PRISONERS LETTER; 10 May 1865 env. (minor peripheral faults) franked 3c tied by target and grid cancels with “SANDUSKY/O” ds alongside and with fine oval “PRISONER’S LETTER/EXAMINED/J.BERRY/JOHNSON’S ISLAND. O.” and a newspaper cut-out obituary of the addressee William G Woods (1841-85) PHOTO - see page 103. £220

2796 1813-1820 MIXTURE INC, SUPPLEMENTARY MAIL CANCELS - with pre-stamp group (9) inc. 1819/37 ELs from the Supreme Court marked ‘Free’; 1870s/80s group of PCs and stationery cutouts; 1855/6 front and damaged env with small Blood’s Penny Post label; a few advertising covers inc. Pacific Union Express; and c1870 3c pink stationery env. & 1881 env. to London franked with 10c brown Jefferson, both with ‘SUPPLEMENTARY MAIL’ cancels. (c95 items) PHOTO - see page 103. £180
2796  EARLY SAN FRANCISCO COVERS TO G.B. “VIA PANAMA” INC. RARE LIVERPOOL “ART-5” MARK; 18 Oct. 1850 E from “Rutte Tissot & Co., San Francisco” to London endorsed “Str. Columbus” (from SF to Panama) and “by Panama” on the front and so with a (double) “2/5” charge and, on reverse, having a very fine rare “ART-5” mark beside a matching very fine “AMERICA/LIVERPOOL” transit cds (11 Dec.). Plus 2 Mar. 1852 E prepaid from SF to London with v. fine large red “SAN FRANCISCO/CAL.” cds and matching “PAID” and “29”, having a red hs transit “3” and red “PAID IN/AMERICA/LIVERPOOL” transit ds with matching scarce boxed “B” Inspector’s Mark. Good pair of the double and single 1s-2½d rates, with the Article 15 Accountancy marking. (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 105. £150

2797  OVAL DATED AMERICA MARKING ON MAIDEN VOYAGE MAIL; 16 Apr. 1850 EL carried on the maiden voyage of the Atlantic (Collins Line) to Belfast with large Augusta, Ga ds and bold “21” and “24” hs on front. Liverpool “1/-” hs on front and rare oval dated “AMERICA” hs and Belfast ds on rear. Important cover. PHOTO - see page 107. £100

2798  NUMERAL DEBIT & EXCHANGE OFFICE MARKINGS; Quartet with Feb. 1850 EL to Birmingham ex NY with circular “5” and “1/-” hs on front and scarce oval dated “AMERICA” hs on rear, Apr. 1850 env. to Scotland with NY “19” Exchange Office ds on front, June 1850 Bill of Exchange to London ex New Orleans rated ‘48’ cents with bold “10” and ‘2/’ rating all on front and July 1850 EL to Manchester with NY “5” Exchange Office ds on front and rated with “1/-” hs on front. (4 covers) PHOTO - see page 107. £90

2799  RARE COLOURED OVAL DATED AMERICA HANDSTAMP; July 1855 E (minor folds) to Nottingham, England ex NY carried on the Asia and rated with “1/-” hs on front and rear with oval dated “AMERICA” hs in Blue-Green and very unusual thus. PHOTO - see website. £75

2800  SCARE 5c FRANKING TO FRANCE; April 1858 EL (faint fold and peripheral faults) ‘per Steamer via Liverpool’ to France franked on the rear vertical strip of three 5c (middle unit faint crease), scissor cut on all sides but showing intact perfs at left and base, unusual thus and tied by two strikes of the New Orleans d.s and with NY and four French transit ds also on the rear. Front with NY and “ET. UNIS SERV. AM. A.G./M” ds PHOTO - see page 107. £400

2801  S.F. COVER TO G.B. VIA PANAMA WITH RARE “C.J. FOX” F.A.C. & RARE RED LIVERPOOL “ART-2” MARK; Aug. 1858 env. (opened out for display; minor toning) presumably from San Francisco to Scotland endorsed “By New York” but also having two mainly fine red oval-framed “FORWARDED BY/C.J. FOX/ASPINWALL, N[ew] G[ranada]” cachets on the front long with a black New York “26” and a very fine black hs “1/2½” of Liverpool, but also having fine New York (28 Aug.) and Liverpool (9 Sept.) backstamps along with a mainly very fine and very rare RED Liverpool “ART-2” Accountancy marking (Rob. M11; not known in this colour). Exhibition Item showing a rare FAC and a Unique(?) Liverpool marking. PHOTO - see above. £400
St. Columbus, of Panama.

Messrs. Fred. South & Co.

London

Messrs. J. M. Rothschild

Hacel

London
2802  **TRANSATLANTIC COVER TO G.B. WITH 1857 12c PAIR REDIRECTED WITH G.B. 1d RED**: Colourful 13 Aug. 1860 env. to GB with 1857 12c Black Pair tied by fair “BURLINGTON/N.J.” cds (further mainly v. fine strike alongside) and by a fine red hs “19” Accountancy mark, redirected to Surrey with a 1d Red ‘Stars’ (unaffected by small adjacent opening tear) tied by a very fine “LIVERPOOL/466” Duplex. Exhibition Quality. PHOTO - see below. £300

2803  **1930 ZEPPELIN SET OF THREE ON TWO COVERS** - 1920 1c blue McKinley PC uprated with 65c green Zeppelin stamp and 2c red embossed env. uprated with $1.30 brown & $2.60 blue stamps, all tied with duplex or machine cancel and both with fine large purple diamond cachet “FIRST/EUROPE/PAN-AMERICA/ROUND/FLIGHT/GRÄF/ZEPELIN” and each with green NY Zeppelin-shaped machine mark on the back; stamps SG687/9 £1100 off cover. Also 1928 2c red embossed env. uprated with $1 & 3c stamps and with large purple “FIRST FLIGHT AIRMAIL/VIA GRÄF ZEPPELIN” cachet. (3) PHOTO - page 110. £200

**VATICAN CITY**

2804  **EARLY TO MODERN MINT & USED COLLECTION ON ALBUM PAGES**: Duplicate mint & used range on album leaves & packets inc. 1929 Express Letter mint 2l (4) & 2150 (4) SG E14/15 £235, 1933 Holy Year mint 25c+10c (9, umm top right corner block of 7 & 2 mm singles), 75c+15c (7, umm irregular top right corner block of 6 & mm single), 80c+20c (8, umm top right corner block of 7 & mm single) & 1125+25c (9, umm top right corner block of 7 & 2 mm singles) SG 15/18 £630 as singles, 1933 2l (3, mint & 2 used) SG 30 £150, 1935 International Judicial Congress 75c (3 used) & 1l25 (5 used) SG 44 & 46 £325, etc. An excellent lot (qty) PHOTO - see below. £240

**VIRGIN ISLANDS**

2805  **EARLY MAIL TO OR VIA TORTOLA**: 14 Aug. 1806 EL ‘by the Packet’ datelined at Antigua to London and rated ‘2/-’ with an inverted “TORTOLA/20 AUG 1806” mark (early use) on the front and London ds on rear and 7 Feb. 1810 EL 1p Paqt/Via Falmouth pd’ rated ‘2/1’d and ‘1 bit’ in mss. with a Liverpool skeleton mileage ds on rear. Unusual pair (2 covers) PHOTO - see page 107. £220

**ZULULAND**

2806  **MINT & USED GROUP ON OLD ALBUM PAGE** incl. 1888-93 opts. with various values to 6d mint & 5/- rose-red used (not guaranteed). Also, Natal ½d green (var. ‘with stop’) optd. “Zululand” mint SG 12, and 1894-96 mint or used values to 1/- (15) PHOTO - see website. £75

2807  **1888-96 USED GROUP**: 1888 ½d to 6d, 9d & 1-.. 1893 1d and 1894-96 ½d to 4-.. Fine used. (20) PHOTO - see website. £140
**GREAT BRITAIN**

**CARTONS AND BOXES**

2808 CARTON housing several stock books with the somewhat duplicated accumulation of mostly pre-decimal mint & used issues. We note useful collections of 1d red plates & ½d ‘bantams’, also strength in the ‘four kings’ and some early QEII decimal. Inspection will repay. (Many 1,000s) **PHOTO - see website.** £150

2809 LARGE FLAT CARTON with the diverse accumulation of better material from line-engraved & surface printed to modern Machin varieties. Many highly catalogued singles with many high values in evidence. Also a qty. of interesting covers. Inspection will reward. (Large Qty.) **PHOTO - see website.** £300

**ALBUMS AND STOCKBOOKS**

2810 PRE-STAMP & QV COVER COLLECTION: Binder with the c.1720-1890s miscellany of covers & some pieces. Some interest in Scots duplex cancels, also noting 1856 env. to Appin, the 1d red cancelled by an almost complete strike of boxed “ARGYLL[LER]/STREET”, 1877 cover to Bordeaux with late use of 2 x 1d reds & ½d ‘bantam’, 1844 ‘turned’ cover Corwen to Dolgellau, etc. (c.50 covers) **PHOTO - see website.** £75

**COLLECTIONS**

2811 QV TO EARLY QEII COLLECTION incl. 1857 6d, 10d & 1/- embossed issues used (trivial faults), 1d scarlet Downey head mint SG 345 with var. ‘missing crown’, 1924/25 Wembleys mint, 1914 BW 5/ rose-red Seahorse lightly mounted mint, various KGV (1934), KEVIII & KGV control blocks & singles, Festval high values unmouted mint, etc. Plus 4 albums of mainly modern FDCs & a group of earlier covers incl. pre-stamp. (Few 100s) **PHOTO - see website.** £200

2812 GB MINT AND USED STAMP COLLECTION - 1840-c1980s inc. two Windsor albums with 2 x 1d Blacks (plates 1b & 2), several imperf. 2d blues and 1d reds along with many later reds & blues and SG 179 & 181 with v.fine thimble cancels, mint range plus some loose with face £70+. Selection of Victorian covers & some modern FDCs and a stockbook and small packet with a range of mint Commonwealth sets. (Large Qty.) **PHOTO - see website.** £240

2813 THE SUPERIOR USED COLLECTION; 1855-1935 The superior used collection on Imperial Album leaves inc 1855-57 Small Crown. Medium Crown & Large Crown (2) wmk 4d, Emblems wmk 6d & 1/-, 1862-64 3d (2), 4d (2), 6d, 9d & 1/-. 1865-73 3d, 4d plates 7 to 14, 6d plates 5 & 6, 9d & 1/-. 1867-80 3d plates 4 to 10, 6d plates 6 (2), 8 & 9, 9d, 10d. 1/- plates 4 to 7 & 2/-. 1873-80 Anchor wmk 2½d plates 1 to 3, Orb wmk 2½d plates 3 to 17, 2½d blue plates 17 to 20, 3d plates 11 to 20, 6d plates 13 to 17 & 1/- plates 8 to 13, 4d vermilion plate 15, 4d sage plates 15 & 16, 4d gey-brown plate 17 & 8d. 1880-83 2½d plates 21 to 23, 3d plates 20 & 21, 4d plates 17& 18, 6d plates 17 & 18, 1/- plates 13 & 14, 3d on 3d and 6d on 6d. 1881 1d lilac (both), 1880-81 ½d to 5d, 1883-84 10/- DE, 1883-84½d to 1/-, 1887-1900 “Jubilee” ½d to 1/-, 1902-11 values to 10/-, 1911-12 Downey Head selection, 1912-24 ½d to 1/-, Seahorses to 10/- (2), 1924-26 ½d to 1/-, 1934 re-engraved 2/6d to 10/-. Also 1914-24 Postage Dues. High catalogue value. (290) **PHOTO - see website.** £2,200

2814 1910-70 MINT OR USED COLLECTION ON PAGES - inc. useful KGV Downey and profile heads with a few control pieces inc. blocks, 1913-18 2/6 brown (4) & 5/- rose (2) seahorses, useful photogravure inc. ½d green & 1½d brown booklet panes of six; KGV/QEII pre-decimal defs collection. Generally good to fine. (Qty.) **PHOTO - see website.** £240

2815 1901-1970 MINT & USED COLLECTION/ACCUMULATION - on stockpages with useful mint KEVII & KGV, a few used 1913-18 seahorses, good mint KGV issues, QEII with useful mint 1959-68 high value castles and good selection of Wildings inc. with graphite lines. Also some QV-KGV fiscals and officials. (100s) **PHOTO - see website.** £240

2816 SG ‘NEW IMPERIAL’ ALBUM PAGES: With the mainly used QV-KGV collection, noting a fair but close cut 1840 1d black NB, range of 1d red Plates to 214, a scattering of surface printed issues to 5/-, KEVII & KGV ranges and several Officials. Mixed condition. (c.270) **PHOTO - see website.** £150

2817 COIN COVERS, COIN & MEDALLION SETS, MILLENNIUM ‘IMPERF’ PAIR , PRESTIGE BOOKLETS, 1897 QV JUBILEE ‘CINDERELLA’ SET, ETC. Diverse assembly incl. 1999 ‘Pilgrim Fathers’ issue (Millenium series) in imperf. marginal pair. Described by original retailer as ‘Trial’ stamp but more likely ‘Printers waste’, 2017 Machin 50th Anniv. Prestige Booklet in Royal Mail Presentation case with 3.5oz solid silver medallion, 2017 QEII Platinum (70th) Wedding Anniversary stamp & coin (values to £5) sets in Presentation box, various Royalty themed coin covers plus mini sheets, Prestige bklt., etc. Inspection recommended. (Qty.) **PHOTO - see website.** £150

**QEII ISSUES**

Lots with the symbol ## at the end of the description contain valid mint stamps. Should the hammer price exceed the face value (stated at the end of the description of such lots) then the differential between face value and the hammer price will be subject to VAT at 20%

2818 CARTON housing 5 albums with the collection of unmouted mint decimal special issues, mini sheets, etc, and a range of Presentation Packs. Face £635 (Qty.) ## **PHOTO - see website.** £340

2819 CARTON housing 5 albums/stock book with the collection of mint decimal special issues, definitives, Prestige bklt., etc. Also includes the used sets of same. Face £835, (Few 1,000s) ## **PHOTO - see website.** £420

2820 CARTON holding 5 albums/stock books with the collections of mint decimal special issues, definitives, regionals, Prestige bklt., etc. Face £905. Also includes used equivalents in many cases. (Many 1,000s) ## **PHOTO - see website.** £460
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2821</td>
<td><strong>CARTON</strong> housing five stock books with the collection of unmounted mint definitives and special issues to c.2006. Appears complete for basic issues, with no duplication. Face £1,274 (Qty.) ## PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2822</td>
<td><strong>CARTON</strong> holding the accumulation of Presentation Pack card inserts with the c.2006-2013 mint decimal special issues, mini. sheets &amp; some definitives. Face £1,380. (Very many 100s) ## PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2823</td>
<td><strong>CARTON</strong> housing 7 binders/albums with the collection of mint special issues, definitives &amp; mini sheets, etc. to c.2012. Includes complete sets &amp; mini sheets for the 2012 Olympic/Paralympic Games. Face £1,420 (Large Qty.) ## PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2824</td>
<td><strong>SHOE BOX</strong> with the c.2008-2016 accumulation of mint decimal Pres. Pack contents, mini. sheets, Post &amp; Go Packs, Prestige booklets (incl. better Darwin, Machins &amp; Regionals types), etc. A very attractive lot with many high denominations. Face £605 (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2825</td>
<td><strong>MODERN SPECIAL ISSUES IN LARGE MULTIPLES</strong>: Four binders with the c.1980s to early 2000s collection of special issues in large multiples as used on parcels, registered post, etc. Most unusual in such quantities. (Many 100s) PHOTO - website.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2826</td>
<td><strong>STOCK BOOK</strong> with the duplicated accumulation of mainly unmounted mint GB special issues, but also pre-decimal ranges incl. 3 x RSW £1 and some early QEII phosphor types. Face c.£160. (Many 100s) ## PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2827</td>
<td><strong>BINDER</strong> with the collection of unmounted mint decimal special issues &amp; mini sheets. Face £635 (Qty.) ## PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2828</td>
<td><strong>MINT DECIMAL BUNDLE</strong> - almost all low denominations. Face £175. (Qty.) ## PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2829</td>
<td><strong>MINT DECIMAL ISSUES</strong> - mostly in PO new issue mounts, approx half the face is 1st class and very little is small values. Face £540. ## PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2830</td>
<td><strong>TWO SG PRINTED ALBUMS</strong> with the unmounted mint collection of special issues, definitives &amp; mini sheets, etc., 2009-2015. Face £1,005 (Qty.) ## PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2831</td>
<td><strong>TWO SG PRINTED ALBUMS</strong> with the unmounted mint collection of special issues, definitives, mini sheets, etc, c.1996-2008. Face £1,025. (Qty.) ## PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2832</td>
<td><strong>2012 OLYMPICS</strong>: Two specially printed binders to accommodate the issues for the GB 2012 Olympic &amp; Paralympic games in mini sheets of 6 &amp; 2 respectively. Total 242 1st class stamps. Face £169. ## PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2833</td>
<td><strong>OLYMPIC/PARALYMPIC &amp; TORCH RELAY COLLECTIONS</strong>: Two binder with the complete collection of mint 1st class stamps commemorating GB medalists in the 2012 Olympics (stamps in blocks of six) &amp; Paralympics (stamps in pairs) with matching FDCs and Limited Edition set (no. 2155 of 9950) of “Great Britain Torch Relay” commemorative covers (71) &amp; Certificate of Authenticity. Face £177 (qty) ## PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2834</td>
<td><strong>YEAR BOOKS 1984-2005</strong>: Two cartons housing the collection of apparently contiguous Year Books numbered 1-22 each containing all the decimal special issues for the year. Face £460 (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIRST DAY/SPECIAL EVENT COVERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2835</td>
<td><strong>LARGE FLAT CARTON &amp; TWO SMALLER ONES</strong> with the apparently continuous collection of PHQ cards numbered 8-397 (1974 Churchill to 2015 Inventive Britain). All the cards bear stamps on reverse with First Day cancels. One of the cartons holds a FDC collection to c.2005 including additional sections of Special Commemorative &amp; Signed covers and a group of c.27 ‘Football Firsts Locomotive’ covers. (Many 100s) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2836</td>
<td><strong>2001-2013 FDC COLLECTION IN ‘ROYAL MAIL’ ALBUMS</strong>: Appears to be a complete run for special issues incl. mini. sheets, noting scarcer types e.g. ‘Stampex 2010’. (c.250 covers) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRESENTATION PACKS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2837</td>
<td><strong>LARGE CARTON</strong> with collection of decimal Packs &amp; Pack inserts from 1980s-c.mid-2000s. Face £1,240. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2838</td>
<td><strong>CARTON</strong> with the collection of decimal Presentation Packs incl. definitive packs plus a qty. of Prestige and bar code/stitched booklets. Face £895 (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2839</td>
<td><strong>CARTON</strong> with the accumulation of decimal Presentation Packs to mid-2000s plus an accumulation of year packs 1975-2005. Face £730. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CHANNEL ISLANDS STAMPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2840</td>
<td><strong>JERSEY, GUERNSEY &amp; I.O.M.</strong>: Carton with the accumulation of Presentation Packs for all three islands c.1973-1989 and a collection of unmounted mint stamps/mini sheets (incl. some Alderney) on stock book pages. (Very many 100s) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ISLE OF MAN STAMPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2841</td>
<td><strong>CARTON - QV TO MODERN MIXTURE</strong> - covers, some photos, hotel bills etc, and a binder with the collection of mainly used or CTO 1973-97 stamps. Some non-IOM material included. (Qty.) PHOTO - see website.</td>
<td>£120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LUNDY ISLAND STAMPS

2842 PLASTIC FILE with the stock book & stock cards containing an accumulation of mainly 1950s/60s unmounted mint issues plus some covers. Also a couple of texts on Lundy stamps & postal history. (Few 100s) PHOTO - see website. £75

POSTAL MECHANISATION

2843 A CORNUCOPIA COLLECTION of partly sorted covers, items on piece, cards, stamps and printed ephemera in five cartons. Amongst this quantity of ‘mix & match, bits & bobs’ selection of philatelic remainders, is hidden, many unusual and not often seen items such as experimental items, charting the developments in postal mechanisation over the last couple of decades. Inc. is a vast accumulation of postmarks with an emphasis on Lancashire, Cheshire and the north of England but other areas are also represented including locations abroad. Also inc. is a more comprehensive selection from Stockport amongst the many others. There are meter frankings, instructional marks, trial machine marks and cachets, slogan cancels, AD-DOC mail incorrectly posted and much, much more. A fantastic lot for any collector. (Large Qty.) PHOTO - see website. £120

POSTAL STATIONERY COLLECTIONS

2844 CARTON of mainly GB postal stationery with a few examples of Fiji & other commonwealth nations. All periods. Mostly unused. Worthy of closer inspection. (100s of items). PHOTO - see website. £120
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